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THE EFFEc·rs OF SPECIAL PREPARATION 

FOR THE VERBAL SECTION OF THE SAT 

by 
• 

Harriet Winokur 

(ABSTRACT) 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the 

effects of a special preparation program of coaching on 

the verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). 

The coaching program was designed to familiarize the 

students with test-taking strategies and to enhance their 

sequential deduction and reasoning abilities through the 

use of classwork as well as homework. This special prep-

aration course covered a period of six weeks and was held 

directly after school. 

The sample for this quasi-experimental study included 

170 seniors from three public high schools in a suburb of 

the Greater Washington Metropolitan Area who had first 

taken the SAT in May of their junior year and again for a 

'-,/$ 

second time in November of their senior year. The May SAT 

verbal scores served as the pretest measures and the 

November SAT verbal scores served as the posttest measures. 

An analysis was made using the regressed gain scores to 

see if there was a significant difference between the 



students who were coached fer the second test and for those 

who were not coached. The findings of this study indicated 

that coaching was effective for those students who received 

the special preparation. 

Additionally, the study examined the following: 

(1) the effect of coaching across schools; (2) the inter-

action of controlling variables such as sex, grade point 

average, final grade in junior English, and parental edu-

cation levels; and (3) the difference in regressed gain 

scores of those students who volunteered for coaching 

programs and for those students who did not volunteer 

when neither group received any coaching. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), sponsored by the 

College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) and produced by 

Educational Testing Service (ETS) , has been one of the 

most visible and widely used college entrance examinations 

available. The test was designed to measure developed 

verbal and mathematical reasoning abilities which have 

been acquired through experience in school and real-life 

situations. The exam was also designed to measure apti-

tude for college-level studies rather than intelligence. 

Some educators have stated that aptitude tests, such as 

the SAT, have provided a good assessment of students' 

educational progress and performance "to the extent which 

applicants have 'at the time of testing' developed or 

acquired, and can exhibit through their performance on a 

test, certain general intellectual skills in handling 

verbal, quantitative, and symbolic information that are 

contributory or even necessary to high-level success in 

academic studies" (Carroll, 1978). More succinctly, the 

results of the SAT have been a good indication of academic 

learning and may have also been valid in predicting first-

year success for students desiring to enter college. 

1 
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While the SAT's predictive validity has been agreed 

upon by many, there also have been some educators who 

question the fairness of the test and its validity as a 

measure of future academic performance. For example, 

Warner Slack and Douglas Porter of Harvard Medical School 

have contended that the SAT does not add to the predic-

tion of college success if the admlssions officers of 

colleges have also examined a student's high school records. 

The predictive validity of the test has been one of the 

controversies surrounding the test and, perhaps, the basis 

for the coaching dilemma (Slack & Porter, 1980). 

In response to this report, Rex Jackson (1980) of ETS 

stated that Slack and Porter's interpretation of the SAT 

was incorrectly based upon restricted groups of enrolled 

students. Jackson added that studies of this nature 

should be based upon entire applicant groups. He also 

accused Slack and Porter of having presented a one-sided 

appraisal of the SAT in their report. 

Regardless of the controversy, the SAT is continually 

a part of the college admissions process. Since high 

school grading policies vary among the many school systems 

in the country and because secondary school curriculum has 

varied from one system to another, this standardized admis-

sions test has provided a common denominator which college 

officials have used to place students on similar levels of 
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academic ability. Therefore, the use of the SAT has had 

a beneficial effect for all students who have gained 

access to quality education. 

In 1980 a survey of colleges was conducted by The 
• 

American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admis-

sions Officers an~ The College Board. One of the results 

of this survey indicated that the usual criteria in 

evaluating students for admissions to college included 

class rank, grade point average, letters of recommendation 

and SAT scores. Approximately 48% of the surveyed popula-

tion required SAT scores from all applicants, and an addi-

tional 22% required the tests of some applicants; a total 

of more than 1,000 college officials required the SAT as 

part of the evaluation procedure used for admissions 

(CEEB, 1980a). Additionally, 30% of these officials said 

they had a minimum SAT score requirement for prospective 

students which, they added, was sometimes flexible. For 

these reasons over 1.5 million students took this college 

entrance examination during the 1980-81 school year. 

Seemingly, then, the test has not only been one of the 

most visible and widely known admissions tests, but has 

also been one of the most important to many aspiring 

college students and admissions officers. 
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Background 

The SAT has received adverse publicity in newspapers, 

magazines, and professional journals for many years. Some 

of this notoriety has been directed at declining test 
• 

scores. The average scores for the SAT have been falling 

consiste~tly over the past several years. In 1963 the 

mean verbal scaled score was 478 out of a possible BOO. 

This score dropped to 434 in 1975 (Wirtz, 1977); and in 

1980 the average score was down to 424 (CEEB, 198lb). 

Figure 1 graphically illustrates this decline. Similarly, 

the math scores have fallen. In 1963 the mean scaled 

score was 502 out of a possible 800; in 1975, 472; and in 

1980, 466 (CEEB, 198lb}. Consequently, the two point 

increase in the verbal scaled score in 1982 seemed insigni-

ficant in the presence of a nineteen-year decline. 

In 1975 Dr. Sidney P. Marland, Jr., then president of 

CEEB, appointed a 21 member committee to uncover the cause 

of the downward trend of SAT scores. The objective of the 

Advisory Panel, which was headed by Willard w. Wirtz, 

former U. s. Secretary of Labor, was to investigate the 

issues pertinent to the problem of declining test scores 

and then to interpret the findings to the general public. 

Two years after the Panel was formed, the findings were 

published in the report On Further Examination. Although 

the Panel uncovered several causes for the decline, their 
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explanations were later classified into four general cate-

gories: (1) problems with the test, (2) changes in the 

population taking the test, {3) changes in the schools, 

and (4) changes in societal factors (Wharton, 1977). More 

specifically, the report of the Panel indicated the possi-

bility that the test might have become extremely difficult 

and not as relevant for the general population to whom it 

was being administered. Basically, the findings of the 

Advisory Panel were not conclusive; and all members acknow-

ledged the fact that numerous factors could be attributed 

to the decline. 

Many educators were discouraged with the inconclusive-

ness of the findings of the Advisory Panel. Some educators 

indicated that the test-score decline had more complex 

interpretations than those which had been suggested in 

On Further Examination. There seemed to have been impli-

cations either that the test needed to be updated or that 

secondary school cu=riculum needed revision. Additionally, 

some educators implied that the declining scores of the 

test might result in changes for management objectives as 

well as for instructional procedures. William Harris from 

ETS also stated that, "in spite of the inconclusiveness 

[of the Panel], the phenomenon does have some implications 

for colleges, universities, secondary schools, and the 

students themselves" (Harris, 1977). 
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As a result of the issue of declining SAT scores and 

the indecisiveness of the Advisory Panel on this matter, 

college bound students and their parents began to search 

for a resolution to the SAT dilemma. Unlike educators, 

they did not want to know why the scores were declining; 

they wanted to know how to raise the scores. One relevant 

solution seemed to be the special preparation classes at 

commercial coaching schools where students could study for 

the SAT. Students, assumed they needed something in addi-

tion to their high school training and turned to these 

special courses for assistance in increasing their test 

scores. Both parents and students believed that even a 

small coaching-attributed score gain could mean the dif-

ference in acceptance to or rejection by a preferred col-

lege. Adding to the complexity of the parents' and stu-

dents' quandary, many authors of books and magazine· 

articles supported the principle that coaching was the 

remedy for low SAT scores. For example, some authors have 

implied that coaching was one of the ways to "beat the 

system" if students had the time and the money for a 

coaching course. Other writers have also implied that 

students had a good possibility of increasing their test 

scores from special preparation and that this increase 

could be beneficial to them when applying for admissions 

to colleges (Donner, 1981; Levy, 1979; Strenio, 1980). 
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Public interest in coaching had been aroused by these com-

mercial coaching schools. 

In addition, despite repeated claims by CEEB and ETS 

that last minute preparation would have no significant 

effect on student performance (CEEB, 1959, 1965, 1968, 

1978, 198la), thousands of students turned for assistance 

to preparation methods. These methods included practice 

books as well as coaching schools. In fact, even the 

College Board developed a practice booklet in 1978. This 

booklet was entitled Taking the SAT and was developed to 

familiarize students with the test. The reaction of the 

students to Taking the SAT and to other methods of prep-

aration was later examined through the results of a 

questionnaire (Powers, 1980). Powers survey was sent at 

random to 2,024 candidates of the June, 1978, SAT. Most 

students believed that some preparation would improve SAT 

scores and the most frequently used method was reading 

Taking the SAT (92.2%). Additionally, 20.5% of those 

surveyed reported attending some type of review or coach-

ing sessions before taking the exam. Only 6% reported 

that they did not use any methods of preparation. These 

percentages seemed to indicate that students believed in 

the efficacy of test preparation and that many had, in 

fact, resorted to one or more methods of studying for the 

SAT. 
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As indicated above, the pressure to do well on the 

SAT had led some students to various methods of preparation 

for the test including commercial coaching schools. The 

expenditure for this preparation had ranged from $40 to 

$500 for one testing course. The Federal Trade Commission 

reported that coaching schools such as Stanley H. Kaplan 

Education Centers had enrolled more than 30,000 students 

in 1978 and had grossed over $9,000,000 the same year 

(Federal Trade Commission, 1978). Additionally, one news 

reporter estimated that coaching schools in the United 

States grossed approximately $60,000,000 (Betchkal, 1979). 

On October 13, 1979, a government investigation of 

coaching schools was initiated. The Federal Trade Commis-

sion (FTC) issued a resolution which authorized and 

directed its Boston Regional Office to conduct the research. 

The FTC study, one of the largest coaching studies, was 

undertaken to determine whether testing centers had a basis 

for their advertising claims which stated that the schools 

could increase scores on college entrance examinations. 

The following explicit directions were handed to the 

investigating committee: 

Determine whether or not various examination and 

test preparers, review courses, coaching schools 

and other persons, partnerships, or corporations, 

may have been or may now be engaged in unfair or 
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deceptive acts and practices in or affecting commerce 

in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Comrnis-

sion Act as amended, including but not limited to 

false, misleading and deceptive advertising, non-

disclosure of material facts, unfair and deceptive 

point of sale misrepresentations, and other unfair 

or deceptive acts and practices ... (Federal Trade 

Commission, 1978, p. 5) 

The original results of the FTC study indicated that 

coaching was highly effective for the SAT. A staff memo-

randum stated that, "score increases resulting from coach-

ing have a practical, educationally meaningful, effect in 

that coaching can be the determining factor in deciding 

who is admitted to undergraduate and graduate colleges and 

universities" (Federal Trade Commission, 1978). According 

to Ralph Nader and Allen Nairn (1980), the coaching schools 

studied by the FTC raised scores by an average of more than 

100 points. However, the FTC decided to postpone the 

release of these findings in order to reanalyze the data 

based on various student traits. Arthur Levine, who was 

in charge of the initial investigation, viewed this post-

ponement as an abrogation of the FTC's responsibility to 

the consumer. As a result, Arthur Levine resigned from 

the Boston Regional Office of the FTC the following year. 

Additionally, Terry Herndon, executive director of the 
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National Education Association {NEA) in 1979, accused the 

FTC of the inability to conduct an impartial investigation· 

and said that the FTC was "aligned" with ETS and CEEB 

(National Education Association, 1979). Despite this 

criticism, the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection released 

the "official" study several months after the initial re-

sults were reanalyzed. This report modified the original 

FTC findings with revised statistical analysis and was 

published for consumer use. The results of the reanalysis 

indicated an average gain of approximately 25 points which 

could have been attributed to coaching for the SAT-V 

(verbal) as well as the SAT-M (mathematics) . The FTC con-

cluded that coaching had been effective for certain stu-

dents, depending upon the traits of those students. 

The controversial FTC study elicited additional atten-

tion aimed at the results of college entrance exams. Con-

sequently, consumers of education and teacher's organiza-

tions began questioning whether it were necessary for 

students to spend money at coaching schools or whether all 

high schools should be offering special preparation courses 

for the SAT. As a result, some public as well as some 

private high schools have offered preparation sessions 

designed to help their students achieve higher scores on 

this college entrance exam. 
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Statement of the Problem 

The preoccupation with standardized test scores has 

been a dilemma that has existed in our schools and our 

communities. Students, parents, and educators have known 

that many colleges use SAT scores in the evaluation proce-

dures for admissions. Therefore, "high" test scores have 

been sought by most students. The issue of preparation 

for higher scores has resulted in a multitude of contro-

versies. However, if coaching for the SAT can help stu-

dents gain access to colleges of their choice, then these 

students, regardless of personal economic considerations, 

should have the opportunity to participate in such pro-

grams. 

Purpose of the Study 

The focus of this study has been to examine the 

relationship between coaching and SAT scores. However, 

this study has been limited to the verbal section of the 

SAT only. The intent of the writer has been to see if a 

special preparation course, designed by the writer, could 

help students raise their SAT-V scores. 

Significance of the Study 

Although there has been criticism directed toward 

the coaching issue, the fact has remained that even an 

increase of 25 points on the SAT may have made a practical 
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difference in the admissions decision to undergraduate 

schools. Albert Kramer, head of the Bureau of Consumer 

Protection in 1979, contended that those who believed the 

claims of ETS that coaching could not help raise scores 

would be at a disadvantage. In a memo to the FTC, he said: 

The greatest consumer injury suffered by an applicant 

taking a standardized test comes not a~ the top or in 

the middle range, but as the student's score approaches 

whatever arbitrary cut-off the college or university 

imposes .... If the school's cut-off is 500, the differ-

ence between 520 and 495 is critical. Therefore, per-

haps even the small coaching-attributed score gains 

acknowledged by CEEB/ETS portend some degree of unfair-

ness to test-takers and would render deceptive their 

admonition not to be coached .... The score gains we 

have found are more clearly significant in view of the 

ETS/CEEB admonition. (Kramer, 1979, p. 2) 

The implication that coaching could help students 

raise their test scores has been far reaching. If special 

courses have increased scores on the SAT, then a student 

who can afford a coachLng school might enjoy an advantage 

over the student who can not afford a coaching school when 

both apply for a&~ission to college. The advantage of one 

student over another has raised the question of the equity 

issue of educational access and therefore may be in viola-
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tion of the United States policy of equal educational 

opportunity, which states, 

Recognizing that the Nation's economic, political 

and social security require a well-educated citizenry, 

the congress (1) reaffirms, as a matter of high prior-

ity, the Nation's goal of equal educational opportu-

nity, and (2) declares it to be the policy of the 

United States of America that every citizen is 

entitled to an education to meet his or her full 

potential without financial barriers. 

(20 U.S.C.A. 1221-1) 

If SAT coaching were effective, there could be 

important implications for high school instructional 

practices as well as for management objectives. Assuming 

that the reasoning skills and comprehension measured by 

the SAT can be taught, perhaps curricula will need to 

concentrate on the development of the thought processes 

along with the development of subject-matter knowledge. 

On the other hand, if coaching increases test scores with-

out also increasing the ability of the student, the impli-

cation might focus on the validity of the test and the 

test-taking process. 

Limitations of the Study 

1. Subjects were seniors from three public high 
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schools. Generalizations of this study must be limited 

to schools that enroll students with similar backgrounds. 

2. In the event of content "leakage" from the treat-

ment group to the control group, students were asked to 

sign a pledge not to reveal the substance of the prepara-

tion course to any other student . 
. 

3. Students volunteered for the coaching program. 

To offset this self-selection process, a random sampling 

of these volunteers was conducted for inclusion in the 

treatment and control groups. Further explanation of 

this sampling procedure is contained in the methodology 

section. 

4. Due to the voluntary nature of the experiment, 

some students withdrew from each of the treatment groups. 

Assumptions of the Study 

1. Students in the treatment groups would complete 

70% of the assignments given in the special preparation 

class. 

2. Students in the control group would not be 

enrolled in any classes designed to increase SAT scores. 

A questionnaire related to this assumption was completed 

by all students after the November, 1982, SAT. 

3. Students in the treat..;-nent groups would not be 

enrolled in any additional courses designed for SAT prepa-

ration. A questionnaire related to this assumption was 
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completed by all students after the November, 1982, SAT. 

4. All students in the study would take the 

November, 1982, administration of the SAT. 

Definition of Terms 

1. Aptitude test--a test that measures mental 

operations which improve little with ~ractice and also 

provide a basis for predicting levels of future perf or-

mance. 

2. Coaching--any instructional program designed 

specifically to increase performance on the SAT over a 

short period of time. 

3. Commercial coaching school--a test preparation 

center that charges a fee for teaching services aimed at 

increasing scores on a standardized test. 

4. Regular administration of the SAT--one of the 

six pre-scheduled Saturday mornings at an approved center. 

5. Special administration of the SAT--when the 

test is given at any time other than the pre-scheduled 

six Saturday mornings. 

• 6. Test-wiseness--a subject's capacity to utilize 

the characteristics and formats of the test and/or test 

taking situation. 

Summary and Organization of the Study 

This dissertation is divided into five chapters. The 
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first, which the reader has just completed, gives the 

introduction and background to the problem of coaching. 

Additionally, Chapter 1 attempts to tie the problem of 

coaching to the current literature. The limitations of 

the study and an explanation of some of the vague terms 

are included in this first chapter. Finally, the writer 

has included in this chapter; an explanation as to why the 

study might be significant to educators. The review of 

the research which is related to the problem of coaching 

is the focus of Chapter 2. Here, the writer reports the 

procedures and findings of similar studies and also looks 

at some issues relevant to the SAT. Chapter 3 begins with 

the development of the hypotheses and also states research 

questions related to these hypotheses which the writer 

intends to explore. The method and sampling procedures 

of this experiment as well as a detailed account of the 

coaching course designed by the writer and the materials 

used are a part of Chapter 3. The data analysis is the 

focus of Chapter 4. In this chapter the hypotheses are 

tested and the research questions discussed. The final 

chapter has a summary and interpretation of the results 

of this study. This chapter also contains recommendations 

for the utilization of this study and recommendations for 

further research. 



Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 

A review of the literature in the area of coaching 

for the SAT has revealed that some generalizations must 

be considered about methodolo"gy. The design of many of 

the studies have differed in such important variables as 

the number of subjects, the use or non-use of control 

groups, the use of pretest and posttest scores or alter-

natives, and the selection process for the control groups 

(Pike, 1979). These inconsistencies along with the dif-

ferences in sample sizes have yielded confounding results 

when attempts were made to compare data from the studies. 

There have also been differing opinions as to the value 

of coaching by educators. Therefore, it seemed misleading 

to infer from the mixed results of these studies that 

coaching was ineffective. None the less, this is the 

position of the College Board. 

In the 1968 publication, Effects of Coaching on 

Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores, the College Board sum-

marized the results of seven studies by having stated, 

Despite variable factors from one study to another, 

the net result across all studies is that score 

gains directly attributable to coaching amount, 

on the average, to fewer than 10 points - a differ-

18 
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ence of such small magnitude on the SAT score scale 

of 200 to 800 that it is unreasonable to expect 

it to affect college admissions decisions. The 

magnitude of the gains resulting from coaching vary 

slightly, but they are always small regardless of 

the coaching method used or the differences in the 

students. (CEEB, 1968, p. 4) 

Four of the studies referred to in this quote were con-

ducted by ETS and the College Board, and three were 

carried out by independent researchers. 

This philosophy has been restated over the years in 

the many booklets distributed by ETS for students sched-

uled to take the SAT. For example, in the 1981 publica-

tion Taking the SAT, the College Board has reminded 

students that "short term drill and cramming are likely 

to have little effect on scores." Additionally, the 

message has indicated that increases in test scores as a 

result of special preparation courses ranged from 0 to 30 

points for "particular students or particular programs" 

and that this increase was neither practical nor effective 

in improving scores for college admissions (CEEB, 198lb). 

The following seven studies were included in the 

booklet Effects of Coaching on Scholastic Aptitude Test 
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Scores. Dyer (1953), an associate director of the 

College Board, conducted the first study. The next two 

studies {1955 and 1959) were conducted by French, a 

research psychologist for ETS at the time of the studies. 

Another researcher for ETS, Dear, collaborated with French 

on one of these research projects. Dear also completed 

a study in 1958. The last three studies in this booklet 

were conducted by three independent individuals; Frankel 

(1960), Whitla (1962), and Lass (1965). A summary of each 

of these studies is included in this chapter. 

Studies with Non-Equivalent Groups 

In 1953, Dyer conducted the first study on the 

effects of coaching on SAT scores. In this study, 225 

seniors from one boys• school formed the treatment group 

and 193 senior boys from a similar school formed the con-

trol group. The results from the verbal section of the 

SAT disclosed that the treatment group scored 4.6 points 

higher on the posttest than the control group did. The 

pretest measures for both groups were the results of the 

SAT given in a special administration of the test. The 

posttest measures were the results of the scheduled 

administration of the SAT given six months later. The 

preparation for the SAT-V consisted of 12 verbal exercises 

in sessions which lasted 30 to 60 minutes each. The con-

trol variables in this study included the initial SAT 
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scores and student background characteristics including 

number of years in the school attended and number and 

level of foreign language and mathematics courses taken 

in the senior year. This was the first time a study of 

coaching provided data for the interaction between size 

of effects and student characteristics, and subsequently 

indicated the possibility that some coaching programs may 

have different effects for different students. Dyer's 

conclusion, using analysis of covariance, was that the 

effects were not statistically significant. 

In 1955, a more detailed study was sponsored by the 

College Board. Two studies were conducted by the same 

researcher, French. The larger study examined the effect 

of coaching using unspecified test items and the smaller 

study (an extension of the larger study) examined the 

effects of coaching using identical items which were to 

be included in the posttest. In the larger study, instruc-

tion was provided for 314 students in two schools and for 

158 students in a third school who did not receive instruc-

tion. Additionally, the preparation courses for the SAT-V 

at the two schools were different: the course at School A 

emphasized vocab11lary skills for 126 students while the 

other course at School B for 188 students included a 

representation of all the SAT-V skills. The SAT was given 

in a special administration and the scores were used as 
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the pretest measures and as the control variable. The 

posttest measures and subsequently the dependent variable 

were the results of the regularly scheduled SAT given six 

months later. School A provided four and one-half hours 

of verbal study while the amount of time at School B was 

not specified. Having used an analysis of covariance, 

the results of the SAT-V showed that the scores of the 

coached groups in School A had increased more than the 

scores of the uncoached students. The average score dif-

ference between the treatment group and the control group 

was 18.3 points where the emphasis was on verbal items 

similar to those on the SAT. Additional item analysis 

showed that two-thirds of the total effect was due to 

analogies. The use of vocabulary skills for the prepara-

tion course resulted in average differences between the 

groups of five points and the major effect was due to 

antonyms. One conclusion of the study was that analogies 

were more susceptable to short term instruction than the 

other items on the verbal section of the SAT. However, the 

gains were not found to be significant enough to support 

the hypothesis that coaching could increase test scores. 

Although a statistical difference was found, French (1955) 

reported that there was no practical importance in view 

of the 32 point standard error of measurement of the test. 
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He concluded that: 

Specific coaching for the SAT. does raise the test 

scores slightly, on the average, but so slightly 

that the same amount of study on regular school 

assignments is likely to help just as much on the 

test and much more toward the student's understanding 

of the subject. (French, 1955, p. 7) 

Additionally, French looked at score gains broken down by 

sex and noted that girls benefitted more than boys from 

coaching. He also noted that the coached students worked 

more slowly and attempted fewer test items on the posttest. 

This effect was probably due to practice or test-wiseness, 

a subject which will be discussed later. 

French and Dear (1959) conducted the smaller study 

which was actually done with the same groups as above. 

This study employed "identical item" preparation. On the 

verbal section, French and Dear found an average increase 

of 47 points over the regular coaching scores in the 

larger study for the treatment group. The College Board 

responded to the results of French and Dear's study by 

having stated that "if it were possible to coach with as 

many as one-tenth of the items that would be used on a 

future form of the SAT-a virtual impossibility-the effect 

on the scores of students coached with these items would 

be negligible" (CEEB, 1968). In light of French and 
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Dear's study, this author feels that this statement is 

ambig11ous and lacks clarity. 

Dear (1958) wanted to find out if a coaching course 

designed for a longer period of time and for smaller groups 

than the previous studies offered could produce significant 

gains on the SAT. He randomly selected six public and four 

private high schools where 90 students were chosen· for 

inclusion in the treatment groups on a volunteer basis. 

The 81 students in the control groups were chosen from nine 

different schools in the same area. Most of these students 

had taken the SAT in May of their junior year. These 

junior scores served as the control variable. The weekly 

coaching sessions which were conducted over a period of 

five months were supplemented with a homework assignment 

of one hour each week. Students repeated the SAT halfway 

through the coaching program in January and again when the 

coaching program was completed in March. The January ad-

justed scores for 60 of the coached students showed a dis-

advantage of 2.5 points on the SAT-V when compared to the 

adjusted gain scores of the control group. The results on 

the SAT-V for the March test were never determined due to 

significant differences in the variances and regression 

slopes of the experimental and control groups. 

The College Board also reported the results of an 

informal study in their 1968 publication. This research 
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was conducted in 1958 by Abraham Lass, a high school prin-

cipal. Lass selected three groups of students from the 

senior class of his high school. One group of 38 students 

had taken a commercial preparatory class; another group of 

21 students received a program of orientation given in his 

high school, and a third group of 82 students served as 

the control group. The points gained between the junior 

and senior year on the SAT-V were 44 points for the group 

prepared by the coro.mercia.l school, 53 points for the group 

given the orientation for the SAT, and 41 points for the 

control group. All groups· showed sizeable mean gains 

between pretest and posttest. However, these gains when 

compared between groups were not statistically significant. 

The five studies by Dear (1958), Dyer (1953}, French 

(1955), French and Dear (1959), and Lass (1958) were con-

ducted with non-equivalent control groups. This methodo-

logical problem confounded the coaching effects with other 

factors. In two "independent" studies cited in the 1968 

College Board publication methodological problems also 

existed. Frankel (1960) and Whitla (1962) did not use 

randomly assigned subjects. Instead, students were matched 

on selected variables which allowed for differences on 

other non-assessed variables. 

Studies with Matched Groups 

Frankel (1960) studied the effects of commercial 
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coaching on 45 high school students who were selected by 

means of a questionnaire. The researcher matched students 

on the basis of sex, with both members of the pair having 

taken the same two regular administrations of the SAT. 

The scores of these tests then served as pretest and post-

test measures. Students were also matched on the basis of 

their pretest scores having been within 10 points of each 

other. The characteristics of the special preparation 

courses in which these students were enrolled all included 

10 sessions lasting 3 hours each with no more than 25 stu-

dents per class. The quality of these courses was unknown 

at the time of the study. The uncoached students gained 

38.2 points on the SAT-V posttest compared to the 46.6 

points gained by the coached students, a difference of 8.3 

points, an increase which was not statistically signifi-

cant. However, the total gain scores would seem practi-

cally significant for both groups in college admissions 

decisions. In response to the commercial coaching courses, 

the Trustees of the College Board stated: 

The evidence collected leads us to conclude that 

intensive drill for the SAT does not yield gains 

in scores large enough to affect decisions made 

by colleges with respect to admission of students. 

Of the two parts of the test, the Verbal part seems 

almost totally insensitive to drill .... It is not 
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reasonable to believe that admissions decisions are 

allowed to turn on such slender differences. 

(College Board Trustee, 1959, p. 3) 

Frankel {1960) also studied the effect of growth and 

practice. On examining the growth effect, he compared the 

SAT scores of two groups of seniors; one group took the 

test December, 1958, and the other group in January, 1959. 

The difference was not found to be statistically signif i-

cant for the one month difference. He examined the prac-

tice effect by comparing senior SAT scores with the junior 

preliminary (P) SAT scores. The students who took the PSAT 

scored 18 points higher on the SAT-V than those who did 

not take the PSAT. These effects were statistically 

significant at the .OS level. 

Matched control groups were also employed.in another 

"independent 0 study. Whitla (1962} compared the SAT scores 

of 52 students who attended a reading institute with 52 

students who did not attend the school. The students in 

both groups took a regular SAT in March or May of their 

junior year and their scores were within one point of each 

other. They also took a special SAT in the fall of their 

senior year and these scores were within two points of each 

other. The course provided by the Reading Institute in 

Boston concentrated on vocabulary, reading skills, concept 

mastery, and verbal problem solving. The program consisted 
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of five sessions lasting two hours each with additional 

homework assignments. The design of the coaching course 

was not intended to raise SAT scores but actually designed 

as a program organized to help develop study habits and 

reading skills. Whitla justified the use of this school 

by stating that the courses at the Institute affected the 

skills which the SAT measured. The comparison of the 

posttest scores on the SAT-V indicated that the coached 

group gained 11 points more than the non-coached group 

between the pretest and the posttest. This was not statis-

tically significant. 

These seven studies are repeatedly cited by ETS and 

CEEB as the basis for their belief that special prepara-

tion for the SAT is not effective. Table 1 summarizes the 

results of these studies and compares the differences of 

these research reports. The reader should notice that all 

these studies have had some type of control group. How-

ever, there were three studies by Coffman and Parry (1960), 

Marrone (1963), and Pallone (1960) which did not employ 

control groups that the 1968 Board publication did not 

mention. 

Studies with No Control Groups 

Nathanial Pallone, a guidance counselor in 1960, 

decided to conduct a study to determine the effects of 

coaching on SAT-V using short and long term instruction. 



'l'able 1 

Av~rage Difference Between Experimental and Control 

Groups in Seven Studies of SAT-V Coaching 

Stuily /co11trol School Sex Difference Significance Experiment/ 
design level Control N 

----·--
Dyer/cliff. Private H 4.6 .05 225/193 
school (1953) 

French/diff. Public M,F 18.3 .01 161/158 
school/(1955) 

French & Dear/ Public M,F 5.0 .05 110/158 
diff. school 
(1959) ... 

l>ear/same and Public;, M,F -2.5 n.s.• 60/256 N 

diff. school Private \.0 

(1958) 

1''rankel/same Public M,F 8.4 n.s.• 45/45 
school, stats. 
matched (1960) 

Whi tla/stats. Public, M,F 11.0 n.s.* 52/52 
m<•tchell (1962) Private 

I.ass/same Public, M,F 3.0, 13.0 n.s.* 38, 21/82 
and lliff. Private 
school (1958) 

------- ------
•uot significant 
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Unlike the studies before, the content of these preparation 

courses would include training in logical reasoning ability 

as well as in sequential deduction. It seems that none of 

the coaching programs cited in this paper studied the way 

in which students approached problem solving. According to 

Pallone, traditional coaching methods wquld not be used 

because students needed to strengthen their basic skills in 

reading before their test scores would improve. Approxi-

mately 20 seniors received the short term program which 

lasted for six weeks in the summer with a daily session 

lasting 90 minutes. The average gain on the August SAT-V 

was 98 points more than the March SAT-V. The longer pro-

gram consisted of daily classes lasting 50 minutes over a 

period of six months. During this time, Pallone's students 

were involved in an intensive developmental reading course. 

The results showed that these students gained 109 points 

over a 12 month period from pretest to posttest. 

Although there were no controls for this study, 

Pallone suggested comparing his results with the expected 

gain of 35 points which ETS predicted over the same time 

period. This would seem to indicate that the increase in 

students' scores would be practically significant. In an 

article by Slack and Porter (1980), a suggestion was made 

to compare these results with average gains in national 

ad~inistrations of the SAT. However, these results would 
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not be satisfactory because the students in Pallone's 

study were not typical h~gh school seniors. In fact, 

Pallone stated that these students were "fantastically 

motivated" (Pallone, 1982) because of their aspirations 

for college and subsequently their careers. Another sug-

gestion made by Pike (1979) recommended a comparison o~ 

Pallone's results with average gains of control students 

in superior schools from other studies. This would indi-

cate a significant gain of 80 points for the summer pilot 

program and 45 points for the long-term program. However, 

this comparison was still not acceptable to many 

researchers. The point here is that no statistical effects 

can be significant if control groups are not employed by 

the researcher. 

In an attempt to counter Pallone's study, ETS spon-

sored Coffman and Parry (1967) to examine the effects of 

a developmental reading program on SAT-V scores. These 

researchers administered the SAT to three groups of college 

freshmen before and after a speed reading course. The 

course covered a period of eight weeks and met in double 

periods which were equivalent to six hours each week, a 

total of 45-50 hours of instruction. It should be noted 

that Pallone did not include accelerated reading in his 

program because he did not feel it was important. Also, 

the students in the Coffman and Parry study were not as 
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highly motivated as the students in Pallone's study because 

they did not need the SAT for admission into college; they 

were already enrolled in college (Pallone, 1982). Regard-

less of these differences, comparisons were made between 

Pallone's study and this one by Coffman and Parry. In one 

group the mean score increase between pretest.and posttest 

was 3.5 points, and in the other group, this increase was 

9.9 points. The researchers also reported the results of 

25 additional students whose reading course met for 3 hours 

a week for 15 weeks, a total of 45-50 minutes of instruc-

tion. These freshmen exhibited a 28.9 point mean loss 

possibly due to instructional problems or problems in 

testing or scoring. This last change was statistically 

significant. Once again, the lack of control groups 

weakens the results. 

Another researcher, who also did not employ control 

groups and was not included in the Board's 1968 publication 

was Marrone {1965). This researcher investigated the SAT 

scores for students at 10 preparatory schools that special-

ized in preparing seniors for college admissions. The 

programs at these schools lasted for six months each and 

focused on courses directly related to the SAT. The 

weighted overall increase from the pretest (the SAT-V given 

in a special administration) to the posttest (the SAT-V 

given in a regular administration) was 57.6 points. Having 
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applied the expected mean gain of 16.5 points, the mean 

gain was 41.1 points. Slack and Porter (1980) used the 

pooled variance model t test and estimated that these 

results were significant. However, because of the lack of 

control groups, there was difficulty in appraising the 

preparatory schools' effects. 

All the previous studies reported have had problems 

in methodology. As a result, the effectiveness of the 

coaching or the preparatory class has been subject to dis-

pute. There have been researchers, however, who applied 

randomized designs to their coaching studies. 

Studies with Randomized Control Groups 

In 1966, Roberts and Oppenheim conducted a study 

using minority students from rural and urban Tennessee 

schools. Volunteers from six predominately black high 

schools were randomly assigned to coached and non-coached 

groups. The PSAT was used both as a pretest measure and 

as a posttest measure. The instruction for these students 

involved seven and one-half hours of preparation over a 

four to six week period. The PSAT-V scores of the 

treatment group resulted in a mean 1.44 point increase 

(equivalent to 14 points on the SAT-V) above the control 

group, an increase which is not significant. However, the 

reader should also note that this 14 point advantage of 

coached groups over control groups was due in part to a 
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7 point decrease in scores of the control group. Other 

researchers have suggested that this decrease could be due 

to problems in motivation or attrition on the part of the 

students in this study. 

In the second randomized study, Alderman and Powers 

(1980). examined the effects of coaching courses al~eady in 

existence in eight high schools. The preparation at these 

schools averaged three hours of individual study, four 

hours of assignments, and nine hours of classtime using a 

commercial review book. There was one school that devi-

ated from this instruction by using some teacher-made 

materials, however. This last school had the best results. 

For the pretest, Alderman and Powers used the PSAT scores 

of the randomly selected students in both the ·treatment 

and control groups. The posttest results were from a 

special administration of a retired form of the SAT. The 

overall increase across the eight schools was approximately 

8 points on the SAT-V, a gain which was attributed to 

coaching. This was statistically significant. The actual 

effects ranged from -3 points to 28 points (at the school 

where the teacher-made materials were used) at the eight 

different schools. 

In this last study, the motivation factor should be 

considered because the students knew that the SAT which 

they took would not be used for college admissions. The 
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problem of motivation occurred when a special adrninistra-

tion of the SAT was given and the results used as posttest 

measures. Also, in a study such as that by Alderman and 

Powers (1980) where the preparation course was delayed for 

the control group, the motivation of these students often 

can result in a score "decrease" from the pretest to the 
. . 

posttest. These ttdecreases" complicated the estimation of 

the coaching effects found by these researchers. 

Federal Trade Conunission 

The largest investigation of coaching was conducted 

by the Federal Trade Commission in 1979. The data which 

covered the periods of 1974-1975, 1975-1976, and 1976-1977 

came from two sources. The names and addresses of the 

students who were enrolled in two separate coaching schools 

were obtained from the coaching schools and the data from 

514 of these coached students were included for the experi-

mental group. Then the test records for all the students 

who took the SAT during the same time period were obtained 

from ETS and the data from 2,240 of these students com-

prised the control group. Several sub-groups were formed 

based upon the following criteria: (1) when the students 

took the SAT, (2) whether the students were first or second 

time SAT-takers, and (3) whether they were juniors or 

seniors. This criteria along with other information about 

the students was obtained from the Student Demographic 
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Questionnaire which the students voluntarily completed 

when they applied for the SAT. 

The characteristics of the gro~ps were compared and 

several differences were found on such variables as class 

rank, parental income, and recent English grades. Although 

statistical ~djustments were made for these group differ-

ences, the factors of motivation and self-selection con-

founded the results. Additionally, the programs at both 

schools were compared, and in School B where negligible 

effects were found, the program involved 24 hours of coach-

ing. In school A where significant effects were found, the 

program consisted of a 10 week course with 4 hours of class 

per week plus unlimited use of library tapes and homework 

assignments equivalent to a minimum of a one-day eight-hour 

program. The researchers used multiple regression for the 

statistical analysis and found a 30- and 20-point gain re-

spectively for first and second time test takers over the 

pooled time periods. However, the FTC findings had three 

major flaws: (1) there were no controls for the personal 

and demographic characteristics of each student, (2) the 

study used a non-experimental design, and (3) the first 

results failed to provide tests of statistical significance 

(Federal Trade Commission, 1979). For these reasons, a 

major reanalysis of the data was needed. 
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Reanalyses of the FTC Study 

Shroud (1980) was the first to reanalyze the data from 

the FTC study. He applied an analysis of covariance type 

of model which differed from the original analysis. He 

also included additional covariates and was able to control 

the .analysis which resulted in fewer assumptions. The 

results of Shroud's investigation indicated that the stu-

dents at School A were the only students who had higher 

test scores. The difference in scores was equivalent to 

20 to 35 points on the SAT-V which was similar to the FTC 

estimates. 

A second reanalysis of the FTC data was conducted by 

Rock (1980). This study controlled for differential rates 

of growth in SAT scores over time if they occurred. How-

ever, due to the statistical model used by Rock, only the 

students who had taken the test three times could be con-

sidered for his study. When the growth effects were con-

trolled, the results indicated that the coached students 

only scored 17 points higher on the SAT-V than the 

uncoached students, about half the increase which the FTC 

and Shroud studies reported. 

A more recent reanalysis was completed by Sesnowitz, 

Bernhardt, and Knain (1982). Multiple regression analysis 

was used to test the hypothesis that coaching did not have 

an impact on SAT scores. The results indicated that 
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coaching at School A was effective and coaching at School B 

was ineffective, the same results as the other studies had 

found. The reanalysis further indicated that students who 

enrolled in School A scored more poorly on the average than 

expected on an earlier standardized exam and were helped to 

overcome this inability. Additionally, coaching at the 

school where the effects were significant were the same 

whether or not self-selection was present. This seemed to 

indicate that coaching could have been effective for cer-

tain students depending upon the coaching program used. 

The last six studies are summarized and compared in 

Table 2. The reader should be aware that although the 

Pallone study (1960) and the Marrone study (1965) were 

completed before the Board published Effects of Coaching 

on Scholastic Aptitude Test Scores, these two studies were 

not included in that publication. 

The effects of growth and practice were evident in 

most of the studies cited. Students who took the SAT more 

than once developed a sense of familiarity and most likely 

understood the general directions better the second time. 

Furthermore, the coaching courses may have helped the stu-

dents to develop appropriate pacing techniques after they 

had taken the test once before. Therefore practice may 

have accounted for some of the effects in these studies. 

This practice effect is sometimes referred to as test-



•rable 2 

Average Difference Between Experimental and Control 

Groups in Studies of SA'l' Coaching Interventio11 

Study/design School 

-----·--· -~---~------
Pallone/no 
control(l960) 

Coffnmn & 
Parry/no 
control(l967) 

M.:irrone/no 
control ( 1965) 

llobert:; & 
Oppcnhe i 111/ 

randomized 
( 1966) 

Alderman & 
l'owcrs/ran-
dom. (191JO) 

FTC/control 
test score 
Ciles ( 1979) 

*not calculated 
**not significant 

Private 

College 

Private 

Public 

PuLlic, 
Private 

Public, 
Private 

Sex 

M 

M,F 

M,F 

M,F 

M,F 

M, E' 

---------------------~---------------

Difference 

98, 109 

3.5, 9.9 
-28.9 

58 

14.4 

8.4 

31.7 
5.2 

Significance 
level 

n.c.• 

n.c.* 

n.c.* 

.05 

.05 

.01 
n.s.•• 

Experimental/ 
Control N 

20, 100 

l 9, 25 

715 

154/ lll 

239/320 

393/ l 729 
163/1729 

----------------------

w 
\0 
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wiseness. Levine and Angoff (1958) attributed 10 points 

of an increase in verbal scores to the effect of practice 

where students have previously taken the SAT. Bowers 

(1972) agreed with Levine and Angoff that a practice effect 

occurred whether or not the student was a boy or a girl. 

Furthermore, Bowers added that the students who took the 

SAT for the first time in May of their junior year and for 

the second time in January of their senior year could show 

an average gain of 20 points on the SAT-V. 

Based on the studies cited and on having a considera-

tion of the effects of practice and growth, coaching pro-

grams have yielded confusing empirical results. The 

College Board has made no official statement directed at 

the effects of practice and growth. However, the Board 

has stated the following: 

If you are a junior, you may be interested in esti-

·mating the scores you would receive if you repeated 

a test in your senior year. Approximately 65% of 

all students who take the SAT a second time find 

that their scores increase, and about 35% find that 

their scores decrease. Both increases and decreases 

are usually small, and only a small percentage of 

students obtain significantly higher or lower scores 

when they repeat a test in their senior year. The 

average score change is a small increase, but changes 
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as small as the average should not affect anyone's 

standing or chances for admission to college. There-

fore, it is best to consider your junior-year scores 

as rough approximations of your probable senior-year 

scores. (CEEB, 1971, p. 14) 

In a booklet designed for high school and college 

counselors, the topic of practice and growth has been 

dealt with in the following way: 

A reason for score changes may be a real increase in 

the student's ability. Students may learn between 

the time they first take the test and the time they 

repeat it. We have found that a student's growth in 

verbal ability, as measured by the SAT, is relatively 

independent of the curriculum he is exposed to in his 

senior year .••. Another possible reason for score 

changes is the student's familiarity with the test's 

format and procedures when he repeats it. However, 

because of the widespread use of such tests today, 

fewer students gain for this reason than did years 

ago, and their gains are smaller. (CEEB, 1974, p. 20) 

When educators have tried to draw conclusions about 

the effects of coaching on SAT scores, they have had a 

great deal of difficulty. This has been due in part to 

the complex task of their having tried to make correlations 
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between relevant studies which have been confounded by the 

use of diverse methods used by the researchers and by the 

differences in the preparation courses. Therefore, the 

improvement of SAT scores, when it has occurred, may have 

been a function of a variety of circumstances. 



Chapter 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The College Board has stated that coaching has had 

little effect on student performance for the SAT. This 

philosophy has appeared in many of the publications from 

the College Board and ETS, most recently appearing in 

Taking the SAT (CEEB, 1981b), a booklet distributed to 

students to familiarize them with the test. The Board 

has also indicated that studies have shown various results 

of coaching effects which indicate that special prepara-

tion over a short period of time has little or no effect 

on test scores (CEEB, 198la). The hypotheses which have 

been stated in this dissertation are in contrast to the 

College Board's philosophy. 

The empirical evidence related to coaching for the 

SAT has been conflicting. Some of the studies have indi-

cated that the SAT is not susceptible to coaching efforts 

(Dear, 1958; Dyer, 1953; French, 1955; French & Dear, 

1955). Other studies have indicated that the SAT is sus-

ceptible to coaching (Marrone, 1965; Pallone, 1960). 

Additionally, there have been flaws in many of these 

studies which confounded the results. Having reviewed 

these studies, this writer has several questions which 

warrant exploration. These questions will be explored 

43 
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in the data analysis of Chapter 4. 

Research Questions 

1. Were SAT-V gain scores of coached students signif-

icantly higher than gain scores of students who were not 

coached when taking the test a second time? 

2. How much, if any, of the gain score of the SAT-V 

could have been attributed to coaching? 

3. Did coaching effects vary from school to school 

as they did in the FTC study? 

4. Was there a significant difference between gain 

scores of the SAT-V for those students who volunteered for 

the special preparation and for those students who did not 

volunteer for the class when neither group had received 

the coaching? 

5. Did the personal characteristics of sex, grade 

point average, or year end grade for junior English of 

the coached students affect or interact with their 

November, 1982 verbal scores on the SAT? 

6. Did socio-economic status (a combination of 

family income plus parental education level) interact 

with the coaching effects? 

Hypotheses 

The research questions posed were explored through 

testing the following hypotheses: 
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H1--seniors who experience a special preparation 

course will show a greater improvement in adjusted gain 

scores on a second testing of the SAT-V than will the 

seniors who do not experience the coaching classes. 

H2--There is a significant difference in the second 

testing gain scores of the SAT-V for students who volun-

teer for a special preparation course than for those stu-

dents who do not volunteer for the course when neither 

group receives the coaching preparation. 

H3--There is a significant difference across schools 

on the second testing of the SAT-V. 

H4--The student characteristic variables of sex, 

grade point average, and year end grade in junior English, 

each interact with the observed treatment. 

H5--The socio-economic status of the parents of the 

coached students interacts with the coaching effects. 

Setting and Sample 

This study was conducted in a school system in a 

suburb of the Greater Washington Metropolitan Area. In 

1980 the median income for the adult community in this 

area was $39,500, and the median education level for this 

population was 16 years with approximately 50% of the 

adults having been graduated from college. The three 

schools included in this study were public high schools 
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which contain grades 9-12. In School A approximately 82% 

of the 1982 graduating students have continued their edu-

cation in post-secondary schools, in School B this percen-

tage was 77%; and in School C this percentage was 73%, 

possibly having indicated that post-secondary education 

has been important to most students in this s~burb. 

Students were selected through the use of a question-

naire which was given to 1,388 seniors in these schools 

during the first week of September, 1982 (see Appendix A). 

From these 1,388 seniors, 180 were randomly chosen. 

Before the treatment group could be selected, the students 

had to meet the following criteria: 

1. The student's first SAT had been taken in 

May, 1982, in his junior year. 

2. The student had planned take a second SAT in 

November, 1982, in his senior year. 

3. The student had not previously experienced any 

preparation course specifically designed to improve scores 

on the SAT-V since the May, 1982, exam. 

4. The student was interested in attending an after-

school preparation course which would last for six weeks 

and would be designed to increase SAT-V scores. 

5. The student had to sign a consent form which 

allowed the researcher to use personal data about the 

student. 
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Having met the above criteria, 30 students from 

School A and 30 students from School B were randomly 

selected for the treatment group. Another group of 30 

students was selected in each of these two schools for the 

control groups. In School C there were also two groups 

randomly selected; however, these two groups were both 

control groups. One of the control groups at School C met 

all the stated criteria; the other group was not interested 

in attending any special preparation course for the SAT-V. 

For purposes of differentiating between these two groups, 

one was termed the "volunteer" control group and the other 

was termed the "non-volunteer" control group. At the con-

clusion of the study and after all the students had taken 

the November, 1982, SAT, a second questionnaire was dis-

tributed (see Appendix A}. The purpose of this second 

survey was to find out if any of the students in the study 

had taken a coaching course other than the one designed 

for this project. One student from the treatment group at 

School A had enrolled in a night class designed to improve 

SAT scores. This student's scores were not used as a part 

of this study. Additionally, one of the students in the 

treatment group at School A was not able to take the 

November test. This student was also dropped from the 

treatment group. The remaining 178 students took the 

November, 1982, SAT and were not involved in any other 
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coaching course. However, there were four students in 

School A and four in School B that dropped out of the 

study for various reasons. This resulted in 24 students 

in the treatment group at School A and 26 students in the 

treatment group at School B. The control groups remained 

intact. 

Research Design 

For this experiment a Randomized Pretest-Posttest 

Control Group Design was used. According to Kerlinger 

(1964), when this design is used the effects of history 

and maturation, if present, are present in both groups 

because of randomization. Similarly, Kerlinger says that 

the effect of testing is also controlled because it affects 

the members of both groups equally. Finally, if something 

happens to affect the treatment subjects between the pre-

and the posttest, this factor should also affect the sub-

jects in the control groups (Kerlinger, 1964). These are 

the main strengths of a well-planned, before-after, experi-

mental-control group design. The dependent variable in 

this design is the posttest scores of the November, 1982, 

SAT verbal section only. Additionally, the selection of 

controlling variables are included based upon the recent 

research reanalysis of the FTC study (Shroud, 1980). 

These controlling variables include sex, grade point aver-

age, most recent English grade, and socio-economic status 
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(parental education plus family income) . 

Instrument 

The subjects of this study were pre- and posttested, 

using the Scholastic Aptitude Test. The SAT, a standard-

ized group examination, measures basic reas9ning ability 

in two areas, verbal and mathematics. The results of this 

test are intended to supplement school records and other 

information about students when college officials assess 

students' abilities for college-level studies (Angoff, 

1971) . The verbal section of the SAT is divided into 3-30 

minute sections of 90 items each. In every verbal section 

the following five-choice items are arranged in ascending 

difficulty: antonyms, analogies, sentence completions, 

and reading passages for comprehension. The content of 

these items is governed by a committee who also balance 

the difficulty of the concepts in the questions. The areas 

which test the students' knowledge include the sciences, 

philosophy, social studies, and the humanities. 

The test is administered on six Saturday mornings a 

year at approved testing centers which are selected in 

advance by ETS. The center supervisor is appointed and 

instructed by ETS to assure that the tests are correctly 

administered. Each candidate must show proper identifica-

tion before he is seated in the testing area. Associate 

supervisors are responsible for the administration of the 
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test. One of the responsibilities of the center super-

visor is to select capable people for this duty and to be 

sure that the test booklets and answer sheets are collected 

and returned to ETS where they are machine scored. After 

several weeks, scaled scores are sent to the students, the 

high school~ and the colleges which the student has 

selected. These scaled scores range from 200 to 800 on 

the verbal part. 

The reliability data for the SAT was estimated by 

using the Kuder-Richardson Formula #20 with the Dressel 

adaptation for use with formula-scored tests. The relia-

bility coefficient for the SAT-V was found to be .91, based 

on three forms of the test administered in November and 

December, 1979, and in May, 1980 (CEEB, l98la). An item 

analysis at that time revealed that the SAT was a very 

reliable instrument with about 90% of the items signifi-

cantly correlated to the total score. 

The purpose of the predictive validity studies of 

the SAT-V was to see whether or not the test could accu-

rately predict the student's academic performance in 

college. In the ATP Guide for High Schools and Colleges, 

1981-1982, the validity coefficient of the SAT was 

reported as .43. The median coefficient for high school 

grade point average (GPA) was reported as .47, which has 

indicated that the SAT was almost as successful as high 
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school records in predicting first-year college achieve-

ment. When SAT scores were combined with GPA (as intended 

by the College Board), the median validity coefficient 

increased to .55 (Educational Testing Service, 1981). 

Therefore, the SAT has raised the median correlation ;08 

over the high school record alone when predicting college 

success. ETS has referred to this meager amount by having 

stated, "though a small improvement, it represents an 

appreciable increase in the accuracy of academic predic-

tion" (CEEB, 1977). Some educators have felt that this 

slight increase is not worth the anxiety which the test 

seems to evoke from the students who take the exam (Slack 

and Porter, 1980a). 

Treatment 

The special preparation course was designed by this 

researcher. Materials from various sources were used as 

references and as classwork and homework assignments 

(see Appendix B). Materials were taken from Miller's 

Analogies, Barron's How to Prepare for College Entrance 

Examinations, Cliff's PSAT Preparation Guide, McGraw-Hill's 

How to Prepare for the Scholastic Aptitude Test, Cebco's 

Practice for the Scholastic Aptitude Test, CEEB's Taking 

the SAT (1978, 1981), and CEEB's Five SAT's. (Further 

information about the use of these materials is given in 

the week-by-week description of the coaching course.) 
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The coaching course included a combination of skills 

instruction and test-taking techniques plus exploration of 

the sequential deduction and reasoning processes that could 

be used to arrive at correct solutions to problems. The 

program continued for a period of six weeks, and each 

weekly session lasted for 90 minutes. In addition to the 

classwork, the students were given a weekly homework 

assignment on which they were told to spend a minimum of 

one hour. All of the classwork materials as well as all of 

the homework materials were provided by the researcher. 

Equal amounts of time were devoted to the four types of 

questions of the verbal section of the SAT: antonyms, 

analogies, sentence completions, and reading passages for 

comprehension. The general design of the course was based 

on a test-practice-test model. 

Week-By-Week Description of the Course 

Week 1--Introduction and oretest. The objective of 

the first weekly session was to familiarize the students 

with the SAT and to give them an opportunity to take a 

30-minute practice section of the verbal portion of the 

SAT. The teacher defined the SAT as a test of reasoning 

ability and briefly explained the College Board's theory 

concerning coaching. She also stated the opposing theories. 

The students were reminded of the four types of questions 
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in the verbal section, the amount of time alloted to each 

section, and the type of behavior expected of an SAT candi-

date during the exam. Additionally, an explanation of the 

formula for scoring the test and the penalty for guessing 

were given. A short discussion followed concerning when 

and how to ~uess. A source used for this discussion was 

Michael Donner's How to Beat the S.A.T. Several test-

taking strategies were given including the procedure of 

going through the test answering the easier questions 

first and then going back and answering the more difficult 

ones. In addition, the students were instructed in tech-

niques for knowing which questions required less time to 

answer, and techniques for pacing themselves when working 

through the test. Some helpful hints concerning what to 

do the night before the test, what type of clothing to 

wear to the exam, what time to arrive at the testing center, 

and what materials could and could not be brought to the 

testing center, were also discussed. Students then had an 

opportunity to ask any questions concerning the SAT. Some 

of these questions ref erred to the use of the scores by 

colleges, and other questions were related to the validity 

of the test as a measurement of students' abilities. The 

teacher answered these questions to the best of her 

ability and promised to find the answers to the questions 

for which she did not have adequate information. 
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Section 1 of Taking the SAT (CEEB, 1978), was then 

given. The students used a sample answer sheet which was 

copied from the same source. After 30 minutes the correct 

answers were given by the teacher: and the sample section 

was then scored by each student, according to the formula 

us~d by ETS (number right - ~ number wrong) . Having used 

the conversion chart in Taking the SAT, the teacher con-

verted each of the raw scores to scaled scores. The 

students were told to bring this test with them the fol-

lowing week when the correct answers would be discussed. 

Section 1 of Taking the SAT (CEEB, 198lb), was given for 

homework. The students were asked to spend 30 minutes on 

this homework section: to use the answer key to correct 

the test; and to calculate the raw score, using the given 

formula. Additionally, they were instructed to review the 

test and to define the words in any questions which they 

had answered incorrectly. The teacher reminded the stu-

dents that they were to spend at least one hour on homework 

assignments. 

Week 2--Vocabulary and antonyms. During this second 

session the teacher and the students discussed how to 

arrive at correct answers for the sample test taken the 

previous week and for the homework. Not all the test 

questions and answers were discussed, only the ones with 

which the students had problems or the questions which the 
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teacher felt might need additional clarification. Each 

student explained how he had arrived at an answer to a 

question. Sometimes the students were asked to express 

the step-by-step reasoning process they had used to arrive 

at an incorrect answer. Then, other students participated 

by explaining what was wrong with the sequential deduction 

of the incorrect answer and what step was missing to 

arrive at the correct solution. 

Next, the teacher discussed how the students could 

increase their vocabulary over the upcoming weeks. Each 

student was asked to set a realistic goal for himself re-

garding how many new words he anticipated learning in one 

week. Some students felt they could learn seven new words 

a week while other students thought twenty-five was a rea-

sonable amount for which to strive. Suggestions were made 

by the teacher to divide this goal by seven, thereby 

setting a daily goal. Each student was then told to use 

his new words at least three times during the course of 

each day's normal conversations with friends, parents, and 

teachers. Additionally, students were instructed to use 

these new words when they were given a written assignment 

or when they wrote letters to friends. Another vocabulary 

builder suggested by the teacher was related to the under-

standing of prefixes, suffixes, and word roots. Lists were 

supplied by the teacher (see Appendix B) and suggestions 
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were made for the use of these lists. Students were asked 

to mix and match word parts and give examples of how these 

word parts could be used in sentencgs. The teacher then 

read some unusual words in context for which the students 

guessed the meanings. The homework packet was distributed 

and suggestions were made by the "coach" to find a partner 

with whom to work this week, playing such word games as 

Scrabble, Hangman, crossword puzzles, etc. 

Week 3--Analogy items and practice test. The third 

session followed a pattern similar to the previous session. 

Students posed questions related to the homework assignment 

and answers were correctly deduced through oral recitation 

of sequential reasoning patterns. All students were 

encouraged to participate in the discussion. Next, the 

teacher gave an explanation of the analogy items on the 

test. She outlined the process used to analyze similar 

and parallel word relationships. The first step was to 

define the symbols~ (is to) and..:...:... (as); and then she 

explained how to make sentences from the given pairs of 

words, using the symbols. The various types of word rela-

tionships were discussed (see Appendix B), and every stu-

dent was encouraged to give an example of each type of 

word relationship. The 30-minute test, Section 3 of 

Taking the SAT {CEEB, 198lb}, ended this session. This 

practice test was graded by each student while the teacher 
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gave the correct answers; and then the students computed 

their scores, using the appropriate formula. Following 

this scoring procedure, the teacher approximated each 

scaled score, using the guide in Taking the SAT. The 

students then met in small groups to discuss their scores 

and their answers, and were told to bring the practice 

test with them for the next session. Homework was then 

distributed. 

Week 4--Sentence completion. The fourth session 

began with small group discussions of the practice test 

given the third week. The students were told to verbalize 

the reasoning process they had used to arrive at each 

correct answer and to share this procedure with the other 

students in their groups while the teacher monitored the 

interactions. Next, there was a large group discussion of 

the practice test. Again students were encouraged to 

delineate the sequential deductions made for each correct 

solution. In addition to the students' participation, 

multiple meanings of words were presented by the teacher 

to explain the ratiocination of some of the more difficult 

relationships. Then there was a quick review of prefixes, 

suffixes, and root words, followed by the introduction of 

the next item type, the sentence completion question. 

The homework was given to all students (see Appendix B) 

and the first two pages were explained. Helpful hints were 
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given for this assignment involving techniques for select-

ing the best possible answers. The teacher told the 

students to look for key words such as but, nor, in 

addition to, and however. She also explained to the 

students that all the given words should be tried in the 

blank space{s) before reaching any conclusions. In the 

sentence completion question where two words were needed, 

the teacher reminded the students to be sure that both 

words were suitable for the sentence. She also explained 

how to use the process of elimination when one of the 

words of the pair was not applicable to the meaning of 

the sentence. One student made the suggestion of placing 

the second word in the sentence first, a technique which 

she said was more helpful to her. The teacher told the 

students that each student needed to know what method 

worked best for him before he took the SAT. She explained 

that each student was different and that what might work 

for one might not work for another. She also added that 

the students needed to know where their strengths and 

weaknesses occurred so that they might spend some extra 

time in their weak areas. The rest of this session 

involved a review of the proceeding weeks' test-taking 

strategies. Before the students left, the teacher gave 

them a vocabulary list which she had obtained from a coach-

ing school (see Appendix B). She read the list to the 
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students and told them to write antonyms for these words. 

Several students were able to accomplish this task in 

class but most said they would do this for additional 

homework. 

Week 5--Reading comprehension and practice test. The 

fifth session began with a recapitul~tion of the vocabulary 

goals which had been set by the students three weeks pre-

vious. First, the teacher wanted to know how many students 

were able to achieve their goals: then she asked for a 

demonstration of the knowledge of their "new" words. Some 

students were able to use as many as 50 "new" words while 

others could remember fewer words. However, all the stu-

dents had made an attempt to strengthen their vocabularies 

by using these words in their everyday conversations. Each 

student admitted a feeling of success and accomplishment 

in whatever they had attempted. 

The homework was discussed and the students were again 

told to give reasons for their answers. By this session 

the students were able to give a step-by-step analysis of 

how they had arrived at their responses. 

Section 4 of Taking the SAT (CEEB, 1978), was given 

as a practice test for the next 30 minutes. Correct an-

swers were given by the teacher: and the students scored 

themselves, using the ETS formula. Once again the teacher 

used the guide in Taking the SAT and attempted to 
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associate a scaled score for each raw score. The students 

were then asked to compare the results of this test with 

the results of the first practice test which they had taken 

during the first coaching session. Some students showed 

significant improvement over their first test, others 

scored approximately the same, and a few scored somewhat 

lower than the first time. The students were asked to 

bring the practice test with them the next week for a dis-

cussion of the correct answers and the reasoning processes 

behind the solutions. At this point the teacher explained 

that there was no guarantee that all the work created by 

this preparation course would increase test scores. She 

reminded them of the College Board findings and also of the 

other research findings. 

The last type of test question was discussed during 

this session--the reading comprehension question. The 

teacher initially explained that this question took the 

longest to answer because the student first had to read 

the paragraphs. Then the teacher explained that, although 

this question took longer to answer, it was not weighted 

more heavily than the other types of questions. She sug-

gested that these passages should be left until the other 

questions had been answered. Another suggestion she made 

was that the students should skim the passages first to 

see if the material presented in the passage was of par-
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ticular interest. She informed the students that they 

should first answer the comprehension questions which were 

related to a paragraph of interest. Then, if they still 

had time, the other paragraphs should be attempted. In 

reference to the questions for these paragraphs, the 

teacher told the students to look for words such as tone, 

mood, inference, and author's intent. The type of ques-

tions which employed these words were called inferential 

questions, and the answers could not be found directly in 

the paragraphs. Other types of questions that asked for 

factual information were more easily answered. The stu-

dents were told to read for meaning after they had skimmed 

for interest in order to avoid spending unnecessary time 

going back to find answers. Finally, the students were 

told to skip any questions for which they felt uncertain 

and for which they could not take an educated guess. 

The reading comprehension homework was handed to each 

student (see Appendix B) . The teacher explained that this 

assignment was time consuming and that she did not expect 

more than one hour from each student. However, she added 

that there might be some students who would like to get 

more practice, so they could complete as much as they felt 

they needed. 

Week 6--summary of all test item types. The first 

part of this sixth session included a discussion of the 
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test which had been given the previous week. The rest of 

the session was devoted to a su..'11Illary of helpful hints for 

taking the SAT. Each item type was reviewed, each test-

taking strategy was repeated, and each homework assignment 

was reexamined for particularly difficult concepts. The 

students were again given an opportunity to ask ques~ions 

related to the test. The coaching sessions were ended with 

one final test to be taken home. This test, Section Form 

Code oz from Five SAT's (CEEB, 1980a), included all the 

sections of the regular SAT, and the students were told 

that they should work on this test during the week so they 

could maintain the level of practice to which they were 

accustomed during the coaching sessions. 



Chapter 4 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

The results reported in this study encompassed 170 

students, 120 uncoached students and 50 coached students. 

Thirty students in the uncoached group were not interested 

in receiving any coaching for the verbal section of the 

SAT. The remaining 90 uncoached students indicated they 

would be willing to stay after school to receive the coach-

ing; however, these 90 students did not receive any prep-

aration. Additionally, a minimum number of class sessions 

was established for which the students needed to attend to 

be included in the study: the coached students had to be 

present for 83% of the coaching sessions or five out of 

the six weekly sessions. 

Data Collection 

The test scores obtained by the researcher were taken 

from the SAT's administered in May and November, 1982. The 

total verbal scaled scores of the test were subsequently 

retrieved from each of the high schools after ETS had sub-

mitted the results to the schools. Additionally, back-

ground data on demographic and personal characteristics of 

the students were obtained through use of the responses to 

the Student Demographic Questionnaire which the SAT test-

63 
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takers voluntarily supplied when registering for the test. 

The responses were given on the data sheets supplted by 

ETS to the high schools. Further background data was 

secured from a survey which 1,388 seniors completed prior 

to the special preparation sessions in September, 1982 

(see Appendix A) • Shortly after the November SAT was 

taken, a second survey assessed whether the students had 

received any coaching for the SAT-V other than the course 

described in this paper. Both questionnaires were distri-

buted in English classes. Figure 2 summarizes the proce-

dures used in this study. 

An issue of concern was that, during the implementa-

tion of the special preparation course, the treatment 

group, which originated with 60 students, diminished to 50 

students, which resulted in unequal sample sizes. This 

decline was attributed to the following reasons: 

1. personal illness-loss of three students 

2. mandatory extra-curricular activities-loss of 

one student 

3. family problems-loss of one student 

4. a move from the area-loss of one student 

5. November test not taken-loss of one student 

6. an enrollment in a commerical coaching school-

loss of one student. 

Some researchers (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) have 
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argued that the use of unequal ~·s may have posed serious 

threats to the internal validity of some studies. Addi-

tionally, subject mortality may have resulted from a 

problem of self-selection, thereby reflecting sample groups 

composed of different kinds of subjects (Pedhauzer, 1982). 

However, Pedhauzer added that the'more the researcher was 

able to discern the reasons for subject.mortality, the less 

was its potential threat to the internal validity of the 

experiment. Having acknowledged the problem of the threat 

to the internal validity of this study, the researcher 

identified the myriad reasons for the decline of the 

coached group. Once these reasons were obtained, an 

assumption was then made that the difference between the 

sample groups had remained equal. The reason for this 

assumption was that the subject mortality rate appeared 

to be due to circumstances beyond the control of the ten 

students and apparently was not due to a lack of motivation 

or to self-selection. Therefore, because randomization was 

employed, both groups (the treatment group and the control 

group) continued to be composed of subjects with similar 

characteristics. 

Data Analysis 

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the 

effects of special preparation for the verbal section of 

the SAT. Only verbal scaled scores were considered in the 
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analysis procedures. 

Kerlinger {1973) has recommended that in pretest-

posttest designs, residualized or regressed gain scores be 

used. Therefore, the regressed scores were calculated by 

predicting the posttest scores from the pretest scores and 

th~n by subtracting these' predicted scores from the post-

test scores. After completing ·this computation, the resid-

ual gain scores, or the adjusted difference scores were 

obtained. By computing the predicted scores, the effect 

of the pretest scores had been removed from the posttest 

scores. The adjusted difference scores were then used in 

the ANOVA and NEW REGRESSION subprograms of SPSS. 

In order to simplify the equations, shortened labels 

were applied to the variables. The following labels were 

used in describing the results of this study: 

MSAT = May, 1982, SAT-V (pretest) 

NSAT = November, 1982, SAT-V (posttest} 

Y'SAT = predicted posttest scores for SAT-V 

DSAT = adjusted difference scores (NSAT - Y'SAT) 

SEX = male or female 

GPA = grade point average 

JEGR = final grade in junior English class 

FSUB = favorite subject 

MED = mother's educational level 

FED = father's educational level 



INC = family income 

SCH = school 
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The subprograms of BREAKDOWN, ANOVA, REGRESSION, and NEW 

REGRESSION were used for the analyses of this study. The 

confidence level was set at .OS for each of the tests of 

the hypotheses of this study (95th percentile value for 

the F distribution). 

At first, the MSAT scores were broken down by treat-

ment and control groups in order to examine the means for 

SEX, GPA, JEGR, AND FSUB. Next a breakdown of the treat-

ment groups was computed to examine the difference between 

the MSAT and the NSAT. A simple regression model was em-

ployed to predict posttest scores. This new variable was 

then added to the variable list and was used to compute 

the adjusted difference scores (DSAT). To estimate the 

coaching effects, a one-way ANOVA was performed using the 

DSAT as the dependent variable. To estimate the coaching 

effects across the schools, a two-way ANOVA was used. In 

this two-way ANOVA problem, SCH was used as the first 

classification, and the treatment and control groups were 

used as the second classification. A second one-way ANOVA 

was used to examine the differences in volunteer and non-

volunteer groups in the third school. Using the k - 1 

formula, a set of dummy variables was created as follows: 



Dl = SEX (male) 

D2 = GPA (4.0) 

D3 = GPA (3.0-3.9) 

D4 = GPA (2.0-2.9) 

D5 = JEGR (A) 

D6 = JEGR (B) 

D7 = JEGR (C) 
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DB = MED (no college) + FED (some college) 

D9 = MED (some college) + FED (no college) 

DlO = MED (some college) + FED (some college) 

Dll = MED (some college) + FED (graduated from college) 

Dl2 = MED (graduated from college) + FED (some college) 

Dl3 = MED (graduated from college) + FED (graduated 

from college) 

Dl4 = MED (no college) + FED (graduated from college) 

D15 = MED (graduated from college) + FED (no college) 

Dl6 = treatment group 

D17 = control group 

These dummy variables were then used in the NEW REGRESSION 

subprogram in a stepwise pattern to estimate the correla-

tion between the variables and to estimate the proportion 

of the variance eXElained by the variables. 

Descriptions of the Subpopulations 

The similarities or differences of the student char-

acteristics were examined by employing the SPSS subprogram 
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BREAKDOWN. A sununary of student performance on the MSAT 

appears in Tables 3, 4, and 5. 

The means of the May test were broken down for treat-

ment and control groups by the student characteristics of 

SEX, GPA, JEGR, and FSUB. The INC variable was deleted 
. . 
from the study for two reasons. First, the students in 

School A did not answer this question on the survey due 

to the objection of one of the teachers in that school. 

Therefore, the sample obtained was insufficient for 

analysis. Secondly, the opinion of this researcher changed 

after observing the students' responses; the teenagers in 

this study were not good estimaters of their parents' 

income levels in light of the average income level for this 

suburb. 

As was anticipated, the students who had above-average 

GPA's (3.0-4.0) also had high test scores; likewise, stu-

dents who had above-average grades (A or B) in junior 

English had high test scores. Another reasonable assump-

tion supported by these results was that students who 

selected English as their favorite subject were the stu-

dents who scored high on the SAT-V. 

The means of these groups may have also indicated 

that the males in the treatment group had higher test 

scores than the females in that group. In contrast, the 

scores for the females in both control groups were higher 
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Table 3 

MSAT Broken Down by Student Characteristics 

for Treatment Group 

Variable N Mean SD 

SEX 

Male 19 452.11 63.73 

Female 31 428.71 112.30 

GPA 

4.0 2 500.00 14.14 

3.9-3.0 32 458.44 87.48 

2.9-2.0 15 394.00 103.98 

1.9-1.0 1 300.00 o.o 
JEGR 

A 10 513.00 62.37 

B 29 438.62 91. 76 

c 10 373.00 87.95 

D 1 300.00 o.o 
FSUB 

English 8 521.25 73.57 

Social Studies 6 433.33 61.54 

Mathematics 11 430.91 64.88 

Science 10 452.00 69.73 

Foreign Language 2 310.00 141.42 

Other 5 456.00 120.75 
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Table 4 

MSAT Broken Down by Student Characteristics 

for Volunteer Control Group 

Variable N Mean SD 

SEX 

Male 38 438.68 102.72 

Female 52 443.46 86.38 

GPA 

4.0 3 546.67 45.09 

3.9-3.0 54 454.26 96.02 

2.9-2.0 31 411.29 82.33 

1. 9-1. 0 1 370.00 o.o 
JEGR 

A 22 475.00 107.16 

B 50 438.20 85.73 

c 17 411.76 88.33 

D 1 370.00 o.o 
FSUB 

English 13 480.77 48.21 

Social Studies 17 430.59 109.46 

Mathematics 25 438.40 88.73 

Science 13 443.85 89.12 

Foreign Language 2 415.00 7.07 

Other 13 404.62 106.97 
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Table 5 

MSAT Broken Down by Student Characteristics 

Non-Volunteer Control Group 

Variable N Mean SD 

SEX 

Male 16 448.75 91.72 

Female 14 485.00 102.86 

GPA 

4.0 1 580.00 o.o 
3.9-3.0 19 496.32 85.45 

2.9-2.0 9 393.22 87.58 

1.9-1.0 1 430.00 o.o 
JEGR 

A 7 535.71 69.25 

B 17 469.41 91. 82 

c 4 352.50 78.48 

0 2 415.00 21.21 

FSUB 

English 12 501.67 80.21 

Social Studies 1 480.00 o.o 
Mathematics 5 438.00 121.53 

Science 4 475.00 99.50 

Foreign Language 4 462.00 132.51 

Other 2 395.00 106.07 
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than the males in those groups. The diversity in the mean 

scores for these groups may have indicated that either 

males or females can score high on the SAT-V. However no 

conclusion has been made at this time. 

Further analysis of the means and standard deviations 

of the May SAT-V are presented in Table 6. The results of 

this breakdown indicated that the total means for the 

treatment group, the volunteer control group, and the non-

volunteer control group were 437.60, 441.44, and 465.67 

respectively. The closeness of these overall means sup-

ported the assumption made earlier regarding the homo-

geneity for the treatment and volunteer control groups 

prior to the start of the special preparation course. 

Having observed the results in Table 6, an assumption was 

made that the students in the non-volunteer control group 

were not interested in a special preparation course because 

their average scores for the May SAT-V were comparatively 

higher than the other students' scores. There is no sup-

port for this assumption other than the results indicated 

by the means of the May SAT-V. 

The May SAT-V scores were also broken down into sub-

groups according to the percentile ranks of the national 

SAT high school sample. The results of this breakdown are 

displayed in Table 7. The subgroups which exhibited the 

largest mean gain from the first SAT in May to the second 
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Table 6 

MSAT Broken Down By Groups 

N Mean SD 

Treatment Group 50 437.60 96.67 

Volunteer Control 90 441.44 93.11 
Group 

Non-Volunteer 30 465.67 97.12 
Control Group 

Table 7 

Mean Gain of Treatment Group Broken 

Down By Percentile Ranks 

N Average 
. SAT-V Percentile (Treatment Points Gained 

Scores Ranks Group) (May - Nov.} 

800-550 99th-93rd 6 20.0 

540-450 92nd-76th 20 22.5 

440-360 75th-50th 15 37.3 

350-200 49th-lst 9 40.0 
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Sat in November were composed of those students whose May 

scores fell below the 75th percentile. 

Testing the Hypotheses 

Hypotheses one. The means of the treatment and volun-

teer control groups for the pretest (MSAT) and the means of 

the posttest (NSAT) are displayed in Table 8. The differ-

ence in these means is also presented in this table. 

Table 8 

Comparison of Means for MSAT and NSAT 

MSAT NSAT Difference 

Treatment 437.60 468.00 30.40 
Group 

Volunteer 441.44 444.00 2.56 
Control 
Group 

The results indicate a difference of 30.40 points between 

pretest and posttest scores for the treatment group and a 

difference of 2.56 points for the control group. The SAT-V 

scores of the treatment group indicate an average mean 

gain of 27.84 points over the control group. 
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With the SPSS subprogram REGRESSION the NSAT was 

employed as the dependent variable with the MSAT as the 

predictor variable to arrive at the Y'SAT, the predicted 

posttest scores. The Y'SAT was then subtracted from the 

NSAT to arrive at the adjusted difference scores (DSAT) • 

The coaching effects were estimated using DSAT in a one-

way ANOVA. This ANOVA revealed a· main effect for coaching 

(F=l0.128, E~ .001). Table 9 summarizes these findings. 

Table 9 

AN OVA Results for DSAT By Treatment 

Source of Sum of df Mean F Signif. 
Variation Squares Square of F 

Main Effects 31954.582 2 15977.289 10.128 o.ooo 
Treat 31954.582 2 15977.289 10.128 o.ooo 

Explained 31954.582 2 15977.541 10.128 0.000 

Residual 263449.375 167 1577.541 

Total 295404.000 169 1747.953 
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The one-way ANOVA was used to estimate the effect of 

coaching between the 50 students in the treatment group 

and the 90 students in the control group. The null hypoth-

esis of no difference in SAT-V scores by treatment was 

rejected. The results supported the first hypothesis, 

which stated that seniors who had experienced a special 

preparation course would·show a greater improvement in 

gain scores on the SAT-V than seniors who had not experi-

enced this course. 

A second analysis provided further evidence to support 

the first hypothesis. A two-way ANOVA was used to estimate 

the effects of coaching in the two schools where the spe-

cial preparation course was given. The schools were used 

as the first classification in this ANOVA problem and the 

treatment and control groups in these two schools were used 

as the second classification. Table 10 reveals the results. 

The results of this ANOVA indicated a main effect for 

coaching (F=17.358, £$ .001). Oncecagain the null hypoth--

esis of no difference between coached and uncoached stu-

dents was rejected. 

Hypothesis two. The reader is reminded that the non-

volunteer control group was composed of students who met 

all but one of the criteria set by the researcher for 

inclusion in the study. This one exception was that these 

students had indicated (on the September survey) that they 
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Table 10 

ANO VA Results for DSAT By Treatment 

By Schools A and B 

Source of Sum of df Mean F Signif. 
Variatfon Squares Square of F 

Main Effects 26090.453 1 26090.453 17.358 0.000 

Treat 26090.453 1 26090.453 17.358 0.000 

Explained 26090.500 1 26090.500 17.358 0.000 

Residual 162328.688 108 1503.043 

Total 188419.199 109 1728.616 
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were not interested in a special preparation course 

designed to improve scores on the verbal section of the 

SAT. On the other hand, the volunteer control group met 

all the criteria. However, neither of these control 

groups received the special preparation course. The 

results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 11. 

Table 11 

ANOVA results of DSAT for Volunteer 

and Non-Volunteer Control Groups 

Source of Sum of df Mean F Signif. 
Variation Squares Square of F 

.Main Effects 3273.373 1 3273.373 1. 918 0.171 

Treat 3273.373 1 3273.373 1. 918 0.171 

Explained 3273.375 1 3273.373 1. 91.8 . 0.171 

Residual 98964.375 58 1706.282 

Total 102237.750 59 1732.843 

The results of this ANOVA revealed no main effects between 

the two control groups (F=l.918, p=.171). Therefore, 

the null hypothesis was retained. The null hypothesis 

stated there was no significant difference in gain scores 

on the SAT-V between students who volunteered for the 
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coaching program and for those students who did not volun-

teer for the course. Consequently, the second hypothesis 

was rejected. 

Hypothesis three. The third hypothesis was tested by 

having used two, one-way ANOVA calculations, one for 

School A and one for School B. The researcher used the 

DSAT as the dependent variable and the treatment as the 

independent variable. Tables 12 and 13 present the find-

ings. The results of the first ANOVA reveal a main effect 

for coaching at School A (~=5.991, ~=.018). The second 

ANOVA also reveals a main effect for coaching at School B 

(F=l3.861, p~.001). The coaching effects varied slightly 

across schools; however, coaching was significant at both. 

These results did not support the third hypothesis of a 

significant difference across schools on the second test-

ing of the SAT-V. The coaching was effective at both 

schools, therefore, no significant differences existed and 

hypothesis three was rejected. 

Hypothesis four. To determine the relationship 

between the special preparation course and the student 

characteristic variables of SEX, GPA, and JEGR, the SPSS 

subprogram NEW REGRESSION was employed. Table 14 presents 

these relationships. For the purposes of analysis, these 

categorical variables were first dummy coded and then 
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Table 12 

ANO VA Results for School A 

Source of Sum of df Mean F Signif. 
Variation Squares Square of F 

Main Effects 11038.922 1 110388.922 5.991 0.018 

Treat 11038.922 1 110388.922 5.991 0.018 

Explained 11038.938 1 110388.938 5.991 0.018 

Residual 95817.688 52 1642.648 

Total 106856.625 53 2016.163 

Table 13 

AN OVA Results for School B 

Source of Sum of df Mean F Signif. 
Variation Squares Square of F 

Main Effects 14483.844 1 14483.844 13.861 0.000 

Treat 14483.844 1 14483.844 13.861 0.000 

Explained 14483.844 1 14483.844 13.861 o.ooo 
Residuals 56427.844 54 1044.960 

Total 70911. 688 55 1289.303 



Table 14 

Corrclatlon of Dummy Coded Student Characteristic 

Variables, •rn!<.1tment and DSA'r 

--·---· ·-·-------- - -~--

l>SA'l' 111 U2 D3 D4 D5 06 U7 IH6 D17 
------·---- c---------
llSAT 1.000 -0.027 0.138 0.067 -0.110 0.110 -0.081 0.019 0.322 -0. l 70 

J)l -0.027 1.000 0.092 -0 .140 0.111 -0 .134 0.043 0.083 -0.064 -0.015 

02 0.138 0.092 1.000 -0.243 -0.132 0.352 -0.218 -0.090 0.016 -u. 011 

u:i 0.067 -0.149 -0.243 1.000 -0.879 0,199 0.115 -0.287 0.030 -0.03!) 00 
w 

IH -0.110 0.111 -0.132 -0.879 1.000 -0.318 -0.001 0.357 -0.032 0.tH'I 

U5 0.110 -0.131 0.351 o. ]9!) -0.318 l.000 -0.621 -0.258 -0.045 o.o:rn 
D6 -0.081 0.043 -0.216 0.115 -0.001 -0.621 1.000 -0.538 0.020 -0.-20 

D7 0.019 0.083 -0.090 -0.287 0.357 -0.258 -0.538 1.000 o.o:m 0.018 

DlG o. :122 -0.06•1 0.016 0.030 -0.032 -0.045 0.020 0.030 ) .000 -0.685 

1>17 -0.170 -0.015 -0.0ll -0.030 0.047 0.038 -0.020 0.018 --ll.085 l.000 

- - ·-----~ -- ------- ---·---------·---------~--- ------------------- ----------- ----- ----·----· - ·------ ---
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entered in a stepwise regression model to determine the 

correlation between each variable and the adjusted dif-

ference scores. 

The highest positive correlation (0.322) with OSAT was 

016. The next highest correlation (0.138) with OSAT was 02. 

In other words, if the student had received the special 

preparation course and had a grade point average of 4.0, the 

chances of that student's SAT-V scores having improved as a 

result of that coaching was high when compared to other 

variables. These dununy coded variables were then entered 

into a stepwise regression model. The criteria level for 

the variable to enter into the regression equation was set 

at .OS and the criteria used to exclude the variable from the 

equation was .10. The results of the NEW REGRESSion indi-

cated that, in the regression equation, the dununy variable, 

which was entered on step number one, was 016 (treatment). 

Table 15 shows the results of this stepwise procedure. 

Table 15 

Stepwise Regression Model 016 

Entered on Step One 

Multiple R 

R Sqaure 

Adjusted R Square 

Standard Error 

0.32168 

0.10348 

0.09814 

39.70422 

R Square Change 

F Change 

Signif. F Change 

0.10348 

19.39115 

0.0000 
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The multiple regression coefficient R=0.32168 yielded 
2 an R =0.10348. This coefficient indicated th~ proportion 

of variance in DSAT explained by Dl6 was positive and that 

just over 10% of the variance of the adjusted difference 

score (DSAT) was explained by linear regression on the 

treatment variable (Dl6). 

Since only one variable was entered into the equation 

at the .05 level, the procedure was repeated to see if any 

variables would enter the equation using a criteria level 

of .06 to enter. This new criteria level of .06 resulted 

in the variable D2 (GPA=4.0) to be entered on step number 

two. Table 16 displays these results. 

Table 16 

Stepwise Regression Model 02 

Multiple R 

R Square 

Adjusted R Square 

Standard Error 

Entered on Step Two 

0.34800 

0.12110 

0.11058 

39.42954 

R Square Change 

F Change 

Signif. F Change 

0.01762 

3.34887 

0.0690 

The multiple correlation coefficient R=0.34800 yielded an 
2 R =0.12110. At step number two, the R2 change was equal 

to 0.1762. This change indicated that, after the variable 
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Dl6 was partialled out, the proportion of variation in 

DSAT explained by D2 {GPA=4.0) was approximately 2%. How-

ever the reader must keep in mind that this explained vari-

ance was entered when the criteria level was .06, which was 

not the original value. 

The results of NEW REGRESSION indicated that hypothe-

sis four should be rejected. None of the student charac-

teristic variables of SEX, GPA, or JEGR interacted with the 

observed treatment. Consequently, the null hypothesis of 

no interaction was retained. 

Hypothesis five. Hypothesis five was not tested since 

there was not enough accurate information for family income. 

Therefore, socio-economic status could not be computed using 

the formula intended (INC+MED+FED). However, an examina-

tion was made concerning the effects of parent education 

levels on coaching. Table 17 reveals the correlation of 

the dummy coded variables used for MED + FED with DSAT. 

The highest positive correlation (0.119) for parents' edu-

cation level with DSAT was variable 015. This dummy coded 

variable was used when the student reported that his 

mother's education level was "graduated from college" and 

his father's education level was "no college." However, 

none of the dummy coded variables used for parents' educa-

tion level was significant enough to be entered into the 



'l'able 17 

Correlation of Du11m1y Coded Parents' 

Education Variables and OSAT 

OSA'l' us DO IHO 1>11 D12 Dl3 UH Ul5 
--------
DSA'l' l .000 -0.016 0.001 0.031 0.101 -0.139 -0.102 -0.025 0.119 

ns -0.010 1.000 -0.030 -O.o.16 -0.115 -0.017 -0 .171 -0.097 -0.030 

1)9 0.001 -0.030 1.000 -0.028 -0.069 -0.010 -0.10:1 -0.058 -0.016 
00 

UlO 0.031 0.046 -0.028 1.000 -0.107 -0.016 -0.150 -0.090 -0.028 -...J 

Ill I 0.101 -0.115 -0.069 -0.107 1.000 -0.040 -0.308 -0.225 -0.060 

J) 12 -o. t:m -0.017 -0.010 -0.016 -0.010 1.000 -0.059 -o .o3:i -0.010 

ll I :l -0. 102 -0.171 -0.103 -0.159 -0. 398 -0.05!) 1.000 -0.033 -0. to:J 

UH -0.02!i -0.007 -0.058 -0.090 -0.225 -0.033 --0.033 1.000 -0.058 

I) 15 0 . .119 -0.030 -0.018 -0.028 -0.069 -0.010 -0.103 -0.058 1.000 

- ··-·- ---· ·---·-----·--··--··-·-------------·-- ·--------- ----·--~ -----·-----~~-- -~---------· --- ------·-- ·-- -- ----
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regression equation when the criteria to enter the equation 

was set at .05. The~efore, the assumption that parent edu-

cation level interacted with coaching effects was rejected. 

In sununary, the first hypothesis which stated that 

coaching is effective, was the only hypothesis which was 

retained. Three other hypotheses were rejected and the 

fifth hypothesis was not examined. First, there was no 

significant difference in gain scores of the SAT-V for 

volunteer and non-volunteer groups. Secondly, there was 

no significant difference in coaching effects across 

schools. In addition, none of the student variables 

interacted with the adjusted difference scores. Finally, 

although a hypothesis was not created, the results indi-

cated that the parents' education levels did not inter-

act with coaching effects. Therefore, according to the 

results of this study, coaching is an effective way to 

increase students' scores on the SAT-V. 



Chapter 5 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Declining scores for the SAT has been a problem facing 

educators for a number of years. As a result, coaching 

courses have offered hopes of increased test results even 

though ETS has stated that coaching cannot significantly 

increase SAT scores. To examine whether or not coaching 

programs have been successful, several researchers have 

conducted investigations. However, the methodology used 

by some of these researchers has confounded the results of 

some of these studies (Dyer, 1953; French, 1955; Pallone, 

1960). Consequently, there have been no conclusive answers 

to the question of whether or not coaching can signif i-

cantly increase SAT scores. 

Summary 

The present study was designed to examine the effects 

of a special preparation program on the verbal section of 

the SAT. The intention of the program was to enable the 

students to approach the SAT-V in a more systematic fashion 

which would thereby result in higher test scores on the 

SAT-V. This intention was accomplished by familiarizing 

the students with test-taking strategies and by enhancing 

their sequential deduction and reasoning abilities through 

89 
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coaching. An eclectic approach was employed, and the 

materials were supplied to the students by the instruc-

tor. A survey (see Appendix A) was given to 1,388 seniors 

from three public high schools in a suburb of the Greater 

Washington Metropolitan Area. From two of these schools, 

a random sample of 50 students was selected for inclusion . 
in the treatment group. An additional 60 students, who 

also volunteered for the coaching program, served as sub-

jects for the control group and subsequently did not 

receive any preparation. Through the use of the survey, 

two control groups were randomly sampled from the third 

school. One of these groups consisted of 30 students who 

were willing to attend a special coaching course, and the 

other group consisted of 30 students who were not inter-

ested in any special preparation for the SAT-V. Neither 

of the two control groups in the third school received the 

coaching. 

All 170 randomly sampled students had taken their 

first SAT in May, 1982, of their junior year. The verbal 

scores from this May test served as the pretest measures 

for this study. Then, from September through October, 

1982, 50 students in the treatment group received the 

coaching course. Following these coaching sessions in 

November, 1982, all students took the SAT for a second 

time. The verbal scores from this November test served 
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as the posttest measures. The students were surveyed 

again (see Appendix A) after the November test to find 

out if any of the students had received any other coaching 

besides the course described in this paper. 

The results of this study revealed that coaching was 

significant in raising scores for students who received 

preparation between the first and second administration 

of the SAT. The mean gain for the coached group was 30 

points over their pretest scores. This gain represented 

a 27-point mean increase over the gain of the uncoached 

students. Additionally, the students in the treatment 

group who benefitted the most from the special preparation 

were those students whose May SAT-V scores were below 450 

(75th percentile). These coached students exhibited a 

mean gain of 37.3-40 points on the verbal section of the 

test. 

Furthermore, ETS and the College Board have contended 

that students who volunteer for coaching or special prep-

aration courses are the same students who are motivated 

by a desire to score higher on the SAT. The Board has 

also stated that this motivation may be the key factor in 

the success or lack of success in any coaching program. 

To examine.this supposition made by the Board, a compar-

ison was made using the verbal scores of two groups of 

uncoached students in the same school: one group had been 
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motivated to volunteer for the coaching course and the 

other had not. The results of a one-way ANOVA indicated 

that there were no statistically significant differences 

between the means of these two uncoached groups on the 

second testing of the SAT. This finding was in contra-

diction to the principle stated by ETS and the College 

Board that motivated students have higher test scores. 

In addition to determining whether or not coaching 

was effective, an investigation was made regarding the 

impact of coaching on SAT-V scores while controlling for 

factors such as sex, grade point average, final grade in 

junior English, and parental education levels. These 

controlling variables were similar to the controlling 

variables used by Shroud (1980) in the reanalysis of the 

FTC study. A stepwise multiple regression analysis was 

conducted to indicate whether or not these controlling 

variables contributed to the coaching effects. The results 

indicated that at the .OS confidence level, none of these 

variables entered into the regression equation. 

To further analyze the coaching effects, an investi-

gation was made as to whether or not the preparation courses 

at the two schools varied significantly in their results. 

Using an ANOVA, the results indicated that the coaching 

courses were effective at both schools and that special 

preparation helped students to raise their SAT-V scores 
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an average of 30 points on the SAT-V. 

Conclusions 

There is still room for further investigation of 

coaching effects for the SAT (which will be discussed 

later), but the following conclusions have been drawn: 

1. Coaching is effective for students who receive 

a special preparation course designed to improve their 

scores on the SAT-V. 

2. There is no statistically significant difference 

between SAT-V gain scores for non-coached students who 

volunteer for a coaching program and for those students 

who do not volunteer for such a program when neither group 

experiences the coaching. 

3. When the same coaching course is presented at 

different schools, the coaching effects are significant 

in both places. Students in both schools exhibited a 

mean gain of 30 points on the SAT-V after they received 

the special preparation course. 

4. The students' personal characteristics of sex, 

grade point average, and final grade in junior English do 

not interact with the coaching effects. 

5. The educational level of the parents does not. 

interact with the coaching effects. In other words, coach-

ing was effective for students whether or not their parents 

had attended college. 
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Implications 

An implication of this study is related to the access-

ibility of coaching courses. This study indicates that 

coaching is effective; therefore, the equity of access 

to these special coaching programs is a concern for educa-

tors. As stated earlier in this paper, equal educational 

opportunities ~hould exist for all citizens of the United 

States. Perhaps school administrators should consider a 

coaching program to be a part of the "regular" school 

experience. This experience could be accomplished by 

offering an SAT-V program as part of the English curricu-

lum in the high schools. Ideally, if the school personnel 

are available, a semester or quarter course could be 

presented as part of the school's elective program. 

Regardless of how the coaching program is presented in 

the school, the nation's high schools should offer some 

type of SAT preparation for those students who wish to 

attend such a program. In this way, all students, regard-

less of socio-economic background, would have an oppor-

tunity to receive special preparation if they so desired. 

On the basis of the analyses, a conclusion was made 

that coaching was effective in increasing SAT-V scores 

for students who took the SAT a second time in their senior 

year. Another implication which must be addressed, then, 

is whether or not the increase in SAT scores due to 
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coaching has a practical effect in deciding which candi-

dates are admitted to undergraduate colleges and univer-

sities. 

To understand this problem, the reader should note 

that a 30-point increase on the SAT-V corresponds to 

several additional verbal items answered correctly by the 

student. In correspondence to the standard deviation of 

the SAT, this 30-point coaching effect is roughly about 

one-third of a standard deviation of the SAT score distri-

bution, which is normally about 100 points. By changing 

the 30-point increase into standard deviation units, an 

increment in· the student's percentile rank can also be 

estimated. The increase in the student's percentile rank 

which is attributed to a 30-point gain on his SAT-V scores 

might have a practical significance in the college admis-

sions decision (Messick, 1981). Therefore, the student 

who receives a coaching course may have an advantage in 

admissions to college over the student who does not receive 

a coaching course. An average differential of 30 points 

can be instrumental in deciding whether a student is ad-

mitted to a college or not. 

Recommendations 

In drawing the conclusions from this study, it was 

stated that there is room for further investigation. One 

of the recommendations which is of primary importance is 
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that any study involving coaching for the SAT should em-

ploy a well constructed research design. This suggestion 

may not be easily accomplished; however, in light of the 

previous research in this field, a strong design is imper-

ative for the study to be methodologically sound. Addition-

ally, future studies might investigate the effects of more 

than one type of treatment. The instruction in this type 

of inquiry should be carefully monitored by the researcher, 

and a control group should be employed. 

Future studies could also investigate the differences 

in coaching effects for programs lasting 6 weeks, 12 weeks, 

and 18 weeks. This type of inquiry might indicate whether 

short-term coaching is as effective as longer-term coach-

ing or whether the length of the program is insignificant 

in light of the coaching effects. 

Another research project which would naturally evolve 

from this one would be a replication of this study in a 

rural area or in a city school system. In these studies, 

the researcher could discover if coaching would be effec-

tive for students from these areas. Also, the exploration 

of coaching effects for minorities could be examined at 

ti.i-i is time . 

After considering this investigation, the reader 

should realize that there is no simple answer to the ques-

tion, "Does special preparation, or coaching work?" 
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Different people are susceptible to different types of 

interventions. Although the mean gain in this study was 

significant, some students did not respond to the special 

program that was presented. As a result, these students 

experienced a great disappointment in their test results. 

The controversy over coaching has not been solved by this 

study. Hopefully, however, this dissertation has added 

to the literature and will give rise to some future in-

vestigations. 
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APPENDIX A 

Questionnaires 

1. Survey given before special preparation course 

2. Survey given after special preparation course 
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COU.EGE OF EDUC.~ TtON 

VIRGIXIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITCTE A.ND STATE t:.N'IVERSITY 

'8l11d1ltwg, YirtU.U. 2~1 

September, 1982 

Dear Senior: 
This surrey will take no more than ten or fifteen 

minutes of your time in class to complete. The results 
will be used for a study about the SAT. I! you are ~ot 
planning on college, only complete ?a:t I, otherwise 
a.~swer all pertinent questions. Your name will not be 
used. Please return the survey to your teacher. 

PA.RT I - PERSONAL !N:E'ORMATION 

l. Name (print): 

2. Age: 

3. Sex: Male_ Female_ 

4. Grade Point Average: 

4.0_ 3.0-3.9_ 2.0-2.9_ l.0-l.9_ 

s. Class Rank: _out of__. 

Top 25\ - 2nd 25% 3rd 25\ 4th 25\ - - -
6. Final Grade in Junior English: 

A_ a_ c o_ -
7. Favorite Subjec~: 

PA.RT !I - FAMILY BACXGROt'NO 

8. Mother's Hiqhest Educational Level: 

Some Righ School._ Graduated High Level_ 

Some College_ Graduated College_ 

9. Father's Highest ~ducational Level: 

Some High School~ Graduated High School~ 

Some Colleqe~ Graduated College~ 

(PLEASE TUR.~ ?AGE) 
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PA.RT II (continued) 

10. Family Income Level: 
Below $14,999~ SlS,000-$24,999_ 

$25 ,000-$34, 999_ $jS I 000-$49 '999_ 

PART III - QUESTIONS ABOUT SAT 

Ove-e $50,000_ 

Directions: Answer questions which are only relevant to you. 

ll. Have you applied, or are you going to apply to college? 
Applied_ Going to Apply~ 

12. Did you take the SAT in the spring? Yes_ No_ 

13. If you took the SAT in the spring, which month? 
April_ May~ June~ 

14. If you took the SAT in the spring, what were your scores? 
Verbal Math~~~~~ 

15. Are you planning on taking the SAT this winter? 
Yes~ No_ 

16. If you are planning on taking the SAT, which month? 
November~ December...;.._ January_ Other~~~ 

17. Bave you attended any special classes for the preparation 
o~ the SAT since this spring? Yes~ No~ 

18. Are you planning on taking any special preparation 
·classes for the SAT before you take the test this winter? 
Yes_ No_ 

19. Would you be interested in meeting once a week after 
school (at your school) for a special SAT class? 
Yes_ No_ 

20. Will you study on you~ own for the SAT if you do not 
attend an.y special.classes for the exam? Yes_ No ___ 

PART IV - CONSENT 

I, ~~~~~--.(-y_o_u_r~s~i-qn~a-t-w::-~-e~}~~~~~~~~~· do 
understand that my name will not be used for this study. I 
hereby give permission for the use of any other infer.nation 
from this questionnaire to be included in the survey. ! also 
will allow my senior SAT scores to be used if I take the test 
this year. 
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COu.EGlt OF EDUCATION 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

November, 1982 

Dear Senior, 

This is the second and final survey related to the 

study of the SAT. Remember, your name will not be used. 

Please complete the questions below only if you are planning 

to go to college after high school. 

Name (print>~~----~--~~--~~----~~------------~ 
School 

~----~--------------~~~~------~~----------~~-

1. Rave you applied to a college? YES~ NO ___ 

2. Did you take the SAT in November? YES~ NO~ 

3. Were you enrolled in any SAT preparation classes since 

Kay, 1982? YES~ NO ___ 

4. If the answer to question #3 was yes, tell where you 

were enrolled. 
--~--------------~---------------------------

5. If the answer to question #3 was yes, did you feel 

that the course helped you? YES~ NO~ 

Thank you for your participation. 



APPENDIX B 

Homework 

1. Antonyms 

2. Analogies 

3. Sentence Completion 

4. Reading Comprehension 

5. Vocabulary List 
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1. Homework for Antonyms 
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SOME HELPFUL ff!NTS FOR ANTONYMS 

Tiu. An.tanym Se.ct..lan a6 the. SAi .tu.tJ IJOUA voe.a.bu.la.Jr.~! - fJOUJt 
a.b,iU.tZJ to c.utde..uta.nd tf1e. me.a.n..i.ngJ a 6 wCJr.d4 a.nd to d..(.4t.i.ngu..i.4 h. 
be..twe.e.n 6..i.ne. 4ha.de.4 06 me.a.n.lng. Th..(.4 4e.ct.lon .ite.ou..i..ite.4 a. 4tJtong 
hi.git Jcltoot voca.bu.l.a..ity. A 4.t.itong voca.bu..la.1t.y ca.nnot be. .de.ve.tape.d. 
.i.nJta.ntlq; ..i.t g.itowJ ove..it a. long pe.Jt.lad 06 .ti.me. 4pe.nt Jte.a.d.lng 
w.l.de.ty a.nd le.a.Jtn.ing ne.t" wa1r.d4. K.nawbtg the. me.a.n.lng4 a 6 p1te.6..i.xu, 
4u.66.l.xe.4, a.nd 1tca.tJ w.llt he.lp you. to de.Jt.lve. wo.itd me.a.n..i.ngJ on 
the. .tut. 

Ea.ch ~a.itd .i.n CAPtT~L LETTERS ..(.4 aollowe.d by 6.lve. wo1tdJ OJt 
pM.cuu. The. c.a..ue.c.t c..ho..i.ce. .iJ the. wo1td <M pM.a.4e. who4e. .11te.a.n.lng 
.(.4 1110.&.t ne.a.-t.ly ai:po4Lt:e. to .the. me.a.11..lng 06 the. ~IJoJtd .lrt c.a.p.i.ta.l4. 
Yau. ma.y be. 1te.qu~1te.d ~o d.i.4t.ingu..i.4h 6.lne. 4ha.de4 on mea.n.lng. Leak 
a..t a.ll ch.a.lc.u be.ooJte. m4.Jt./U1ig ~10.u1t. a.n4we.,t. Vo 11.ot j~mp ta a. 
co1tclu...\.l.on ctnd c.hoc4e. the. 6.l-ut oppo4.i.te. qou. 4U.. Same. c..ho..i.c..u 
ma.y be. ve.Jty clo4e, vi:tJt.y.i.ng only b~ tke. 4li.gh.te4t deg.1tee. a6 mea.n.i.ng. 

Same. good 4u.gge&.t.lan4 6ollow. 
1. Be. a.111a/l.e. o 6 .t.he. pa..u on Jpee.ch 06 :the. c.a.p.l.ta..i..l:e.d v1aJtd. 
%.t.4 oppo4.i..te. mu..J.t be. the ume. pa.Jt.t a6 &pe.ec.h. Exa.r.tp.le.: 

JAOUllTA.IU 
lAl toviu {CJ h..lU (El 4rnooth 
(BJ va.Ue.y !Pl de4cend1.n.g 

S.i.nce moun.ta..ln l4 a. nou.n, .l.t4 cppc4.lte. mu~.t a.tJo be. a. noun. 
Tk.i.4 C.C'r.A..:.ae1ta..t.lon 1:.u.lu ou..t !Al, ('Dl, and (El; cmd 4.l.ttc.e. a. va.!1.e.q 
.i.4. maJLe. appa4.lte. to a. motLJi.t4.i.n tlten a. IU..t.!, the. coJC.,te.c.t c.fta.(.ce. .U (SI. 

% • t 6 .tile ca.,,.lta.li.:e.d. wa1td hu a. po4.l.t.lve. c..orutota.tini, .lt.4 
oppa4.i.te muJt ha.ve a.ne.ga..t.i.ve. c..onnota..t.lan. Exa.Mple.: 

SATISFACTION 
(Al WOJth.lng {Cl d.i.&com60.1t.t [El ja~ 
(Bl c.om6oJt.t {D) g1t~d.e4 

Sa.t.lJ6a.c.t.i.on l4 a. po4.i.t.lue. wc1td; .i.t .1te.6e1t4 to &ome.tlting good, 
you 4nau..~a ~mme.d.i.a.tely e.li.m.i.na.te !SI a.nd !El 5ec.a.u4~ the.~ Ltlle a.!4o 
po4.lt.lve.. {Al .i4 the w1tong pa.Jtt 06 4peech, a.nd (Vl .f.4 ne.lthe.1t 
po4.l.t.i.ve no.It ne.ga.t..i.ve. ou.t 06 c..ort.te.~.t. The c.01t.1tec.t c..ho.lc..e. .i.J !Cl. 

3. T.ittj u...\.4ng the. g.lve.n wo1td .ln. a. 4 koJL.t, c.le.Ltll 4 e.11.te.n.c.e.; tJLu 
.t~ .th..i.nk. 06 hew 'fCU.' vit he.a..'td .thtt wo1td t.L4e.d be.6011.e.. Yau. ma.u 
d.Uc.ovu a. c.o ntu.t ~ O"t. i.t th.a.t wi.U. help 11c u. ma.kt. a. c.ha.lc.e.. E;(a.mp!e.: 

CATASTROl'HlC 
(Al Zuck. (cl 4U.C.CU4 61.Ll (El a.c.c..~de.n..t 
( 8 l ma.nag e.a.ble. ( t1) d.l4U .t.toc.L.6 

Se.n.te.rtce: "La4lng mv wa.lle.t wa.4 c.a.ta..o.t.'toplt.i.c." (.the. ca.t.L.4 e. o5 
a. 4udde.n, g:te.a.t d.i.4a..4.t.r:...i l . S.i rtce. a. c.a..ta..o.t.taphi.c. upe.Jt.i.enc.e. 44 
4 ome.th.i.ng 1u!.ga..t..i.v e., the. C.o-t.Jte.c..t c.hoi.c.. e. .£.4 (CJ • 

4. Oon't c..hoo4e. a.n a.n.tonqm .tha..t ..(.4 too b1toa.d a.It too li.mi.te.d 
to be. a.n oppo4i..te. Example.: 

LACONIC 
(Al Lang (Cl la.v.l4h (El ma.ny-4.i.de.d 
(Bl ta.lk..U.i.ve. · !0) t.i.b~.tta.l 

La.conic. me.a.n4 "u4i.ng &e.w wa..td4." Al.though (Al, !Cl, IOI, a.nd 
(i::) LtJte a.it pa..'ttia.l cpptH.i.J:e~ oe.c.a.LL.H .they c.on.ta..i.n the. .i.de.a. O~ 
"much" a.J cppa.u.d ::a "6e:.11," onllJ (8) 4pe.c..i.6.i.c.a.lly -te.6e·U .to 
ta.ngu.11ge.. 
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5. &\e.at the. wo1td down .i.nto p.1te.04xe.4, •u.a 04xe.4, 4nd .1toot4 
wlr.e.nt.VC.Jt p0444b.t.e.. The. ool...towing e.xe.~c.i.4e. wil.t http IJOU. with thJ.4. 

VOCABULARY UEVELOPMENT 
Tlr.& 6attawJ.n.g !Lst L~ m«de. u.p o& •amt co111111on waJt.d. Jt.aq.C.. 

a.t &te.mu.t.t. A..t.th.ou.gh U .i.4 cUH.tettU to 1r.4.C.u !fOUll. voc.a.bt.t!a.Jt!# 
te.vc.t ovu the. nu.t c cw we.e.h.4, .i.t .i..t pa44.(.a!e. t.o malte. IJCt1. 11tah.e. 
a.&fcl.Jl& 06 W04tU w.i..th. common pa.Jtt~. A.n e.x4l!lp!e. ~4 gi:ve.n 604 e.ack 
woJt.d pa.Jr..t o4 e.te.me.n.t. Se.e. haw m«nlJ ne.~ wa1td4 you. ca.n -o~nd .l.l.4kng 
tlr.ue. e.te.me.nt.4. You. Me. to 4pe.nd (L.t; te.114.t one. lioUll. an t.ft.i;4 
e1.u.l9nm~n.t, a.nd u m«nv <14 .th,.ue. kaUll.4 .i:d you.. wi:~F&. 

rit0R1' El.E~fENT MEANING EXAICPLE 

1. due, du.ct tud .iKdU.f!.t 
t. 4pe.c to all. ..(.11.4 pe.c..t 
J. be.ne. we.U, goad. bene.64.t 

'· 6e1c, o4C.C, 6e.c, 6.i.c do, m«lte. be.Kt.6a.c.tOJt 
5. tU.c, tU.c.t 4p&4k, 44Y tU. c..t.l a n. 

'· phon 40U.ftd4 ttte.phau 
1. ge.o e.a.Jr..th ge.otagy 

'· ce.n..t.-ie. C&Uf.Jt. C.&n.t.l6u.ga.t 
9. "e.n COlll& COllVtne. 
1 o. Jtu.pt bJt.e.ak ill.t &Jt.Jt u.p.t 
11. pe.t dJU.ve., pu4h. pJt.ape.l. 
It. .tJr.ac.t d.uw, dJr.ag .tJr.e1c.ta.1t u. paJt.t C.CA.Jt.lj, b f.4Jt .e\411.4 pa Jt..t 
14. gJt.&44 4.te.p pJtogJtC.U 
15. voe, vok C4U Jt.e.voke. u. 91ta.ph 4".i..te., dJtaw bJ.091t11pky 
11. c&u.ta 4t.!6 au..tab.l.agJt.4pky 
11. e1«.e.d b&.U.e.ve. C.Jt.e.tLi.bte. 
19. 4U.d lte.a.Jr. 4u.c:U.:taJt...i.am u. llC..tf.Jt., me..tJr. 111&4.U..Llt e. .tlteu am e.t t.Jt 
21. a4.tJr.an 4.t4Jt 44 .tJr. a no 111 u. u. n4u.t 44".t.a..t U.t•'tO n«a.t u. plt.ab.l.a 'C.M c.tau...stJt.o ph.a bi.a. u. ph.i..t. tave. ph..i.tan.t:lvtapi.4.t u. e.u. goad ec.LphaJt...i.c u. m.i.cJt.a 4114.tl. m.<.ua 4 c.a p e. 
t1. lllOKO O"& monogamy u. po.t.11 "'""!I potygort. u. .t.agy 4CJ.t.n.ce., 4.tadq bJ.ota1v 
30. bi.o U'& bi.a4p t..\& 
31. :tomy cu.t.t.lng taba.t:am!f u. pad 'aa.t p 0 tLi.11.tJt,(,4 .t 
:u. t.n.da .i.11 • •i..t h.i.n e.n.damo11.plti.c 
34. e.xa aa.t4.i.d.e. ua 4 tu.t. e.ta..l 
35. lt.!IP&IL ave...t, c:tbove. h.f!pt.lt.4Ci.t/.4c 
36. h!fPO an.dtJt, be.nu.th h.f!pO g luc. e.mJ.c 
31. a.Jtchy .\u.t& itl&a..Jf.C Ir. If 
31. pf.Jt..i. a.Jtau.nd., a.bou.t, 

pa.th 
llC.4Jt, e.ncto4J.n.g pe.Jt.l.4c.ape. 

39~ &u.ti.ng, 4a6de..lt.l.ng 
d.i.4&a.4& p4tjChapa..t/rt 
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MORE VOCABULARY t1EVEL01'!1ENT 

The. 6atlaw..i..ng t.i.4.t c6 pJte.6..i..xe.4 ~hau.ld help ~ou. ta a.Jt.lt.lve. 
a..t de.6.i.n..i...t.Lon4 06 u.n6a.m.lUa..'t wo1r..d4 an -Che. Vubal Sec.ti.on oi\ the. SAT. 
The.4e. pJt.e. 0..i..xe.4 a.pply to thou.4and4 o~ wo1r..d4. You 4hou.ld b~ a.ble. to 
l.L6.t a..t te.a.4t o..i..ve. walf.d4 6aJf. e.a.ch pJte.6..i..x • • 

?REFl'X 

1 • 
:.. 
3. 
4. s. 
6. 
7. 

'· 9. 
10 • 
11. 
1:. 
13. 
14. 
1S. 
16. 
11. 
1&. 
19. 
:o·. 
Z.1. u. u. 
H. 
u. u. 

. :.1. 
u. 
n. 
30. 

):)Jtt.-
de.-
.i.nte.Jt-
ob-

ntOKO• 
tp.i.-
m.U-
4U.b-
.tJr.«n4-
ave.It• 
ctd.-
no n-
cam-
1u.-
e.x-
-ill-
p.lt.o-
«K-ti.-
omn.i-
e.qu.l-
h.amo-
4e.m.l-
IL.K-
b.l-
po!.y-
ltt.t1to-
met!• 
ltqpe.Jt.-
kqpa-

MEANtllG 
bc.aoJte. 
aJIJ4!f, 6Jtom 
between 
a.ga..in-4.t 
.in.to 
a.tone., one. 
1.Lpon 
11.!Jt.O ltg 
u.ndtJt 
llCJt.044, btf./Oltd 
a.bove. 
.to, :t:awa.Jt.d 
1'.0.t 
.toge..thu, uJ.i • .th 
ba.ck, a.gcti.n 
au.t 06 
l\a.t 
QOJr.W4Jl.d 
a.g a..i.n.s :t: 
a.!.t, r.ve.Jtqwh.e.Jt.e. 
e.q u.a.t., e.q u.al.l !I 
.sa.me., e.qua.t., Li.kt 
kaL 6 , p a.Jr.J:.!. y 
no.t 
.two 
llt41ll/ 
ba.ckwa..1r.d 
ba.d. 
avtJr., too much 
und.e.Jt, too l.l.t:t:le. 

eXAW'Le 

plte.c.e.de. 
d e.te.Jt 
.ln.tvu.ta.te. 
obje.cUon 
.ln4 .tJr. u.c. .t 
monaU.th. 
e.p..i..logu.e. 
m.l-4.ta.ke. 
4ubma.Jr..lne 
t:Jta1uce.nd 
o vr.Jtbe.itJt.i.ng 
a.dvctnce. 
none.nUtu 
c.ompo4..i..te. 
Jte.gJt.UJ 
e.xpe.l 
.i.K-41.LQ o..£c..i.tnt 
p.tope.l 
a.n.t..i..d.o :t: e. 
cmn-'c...i..e.rtt 
e.q "'"'v a..t e.nt 
homo g e..ti..i.z:ed 
u.m.i.c..br.cl e. 
unne.e.de.d 
b.lc l.fc.l.e. 
po-t~mo11.phau.J 
Jt e.tJr.a g Jr.a.de. 
m«46unc..t.lon 
h.ype..1to11c.t.i.ve 
h. I/ p 0 d tlt.111.l C. 

Some 06 .thr.4e. pJte.6.lxe.J ma.y ha.ve be.en 1te.pea.te.d 61tom the. 
6Lu.t U4t 03 wo1td e.le.me.nt4. 1','ta.c..ti.ce. ''Ji.th thue. Jtepea.te.d 
p.1t.e.fi.lxe.4 c.a.n i.nc.Jte.a.4e you.tr. a.b..i..-l.l.ty .to untoc.k the. me.a.n.ing to 
un6ctmi.li.a.1t wa1td4. 

Oo the. 4a.me w.lth the.4e. 4u.66i.xe.4. 
SUFFIX MEANING EXAU?LE 

1 • -a.ble., -.lb.le. able. to ~a.ble. 
" •e.lt, -alt one. wk.a do u c.ompe..a.to.it " . 3. --<..4m tke. p1ta.c.t.i.c. e. a 6 '"t.ti.o na.U.u:i 
4. --<..4 :t: one. who .(.4 OCC.r.Lpi.e.d. 

w.ith 6 tm..i..n.l.&t s. ·!e.u 1.11.i.tho u..t:., la.c.ki.1tg me.ani.ng! e.u 
6. -41ti.p the. a.Jf.t alt 4k.i.ll a& 4.ta.tuma.n4 hi.p 
1. -6y to make. di.g n.l6 If 
&. -~U4 the q tLa.LU:q o 6 a.ggJte.ui.veneH 
9. -tud.e. the. 4.t'.tte. 06 1te.c..ltude 
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In the. 6ollaw.i..ng l.l4.t 06 4u.n 0.lxe.4, on.lq the. e.xa.m~le. l4 
g.lve.n. Se.e. .l6 you c.a.rt li..4.t a..t le.a.4.t ~.i.ve. mo11.e. wo11.d4 u4.i..ng 
tlt.11.t .ou.H.lx. Tit.en, g.i.ve. th.t. me.a.n.irtgJ o 6 e.a.c.h u10Jt.d a.n.d .t;he. 
mtctn.lng 06 .the. 4U.c6.lx.. 
SUFf!X EXAMPLE 
1. -4ocu Jte.U.g.loc.u :. -.un. 4.ty.U.41t. 
l. ·.lvt .1t.e.l11Uve. 
4. • OltlJ 4 e.n4a.tll s. •Ou.4 conUnau.4 
6. -th 4.lx..th. 
1. -.l:e. 4ptc..<.a..U.:e. 
I. •4.tt c.om111un..lc.a..te. 
9. -.i.U1t g.<.11.9.lv.i...t.i.4 
10. •t.lan c.onc.e.nt.ta..t.la n 
11 • ·.l4m c.ommu.n..Um 
11.. -c..<.de. .uuc.l.de. 
13. - .l.te. c 4J!ld t rt.l.t e. 
14, -.la.n plt.IJ-4..lc.la.n 
15. -me.n.e gove.Jtn.mtn.t 
16. • IJ J.cy 
11. •Wa.Jt.d 5 OJf.WaJLd 
11. -toe.Jr. ug.lne.u 
19. -a.nt: 4.U..£4 .tan.t 
u. -.£.tit 6a..u..itJt 

Fall. .th.ut o0 you ,.,ha ha.ve..n'.t ha.d enough ofi 11Jo11.d e.le.me.n.t1t, 
ltue. a.11.e. .&amt o.the.11.4. T1t.tf to 6.l;id .oame. wo-tdJ tt4.l~g .th.i.4 U.1t.t. 
flrll...i.te. the. me.a.n.lrtg4 o 6 .the. c1Jo11.d e.le.me.n.t.o a.4 !fOU 6.lguJte. them au..t. 

a.gag, a.gJt.i., a.g11.a.lt..l, a.n.te., a.n.thJt.o p, a.qu.a., &1te.v, c.a.d, ciu, c.a.p, 
ca.ta., c..(.Jr.c.u.m, c.l~m. c.ogn.lt, de.mo, de.IC.nt, d.ia., dqna.m, e1tg, eu., 
g4m, gen, g1teg, hel~. jt..LJt, leg, l.lb, tuc, malt, mit.t, pac, 
pe..t, .itupt, ..\c.tib, .<:ac..t, .te.1t1t, u..tt.b, v.i.a., voe., vol..v 

GAUc CF t'JORVS 

Select .ten 41.1.66.ixe.4 a.nd .ten 1toat wo1tdJ. See how many 
.itea! wo1td4 you c~n develop. Vou. w.i..ll need .to u.Je. .the d.lc.ticna.Jt.~ 
.to be 4Wte you ha.ve.n'.t coined a.ny new wo1td4. 

Hefti HORE HELP'! 

The ezzenJive li4.t 06 wa1r.d eiemen.tJ you. ha.ve been give.n 
.(.4 no.t c.omple..tt. Tke.Jte ~e. o.tht·'t .toot c•!oJtd4, p11.e~lx:u, cutd 
4u&&iztJ. How many mc1te. do qou. knowf Biting them in.to cl..444 the 
ne.x..t .t.~mt qcu. me.et. 
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Oi.1te.c.ti.on4: The. 6otlowi.ng que~ti.on4 ~on4i.4.t c~ a. wo1td p1t~nted i.n 
c11p.i..tl1-! le.tte1t~, iollawe.d btJ 6.i.ve 1110.1td4 let.te.ted lAr th1tou.gh (E[. 
Choo4e. the. 1110Jtd tha..t .i.4 mo4t nu1tly tfte oppc4.i.te. .ln metuung 611.am 
the wo1td i.n c~pi.ta.l4. 

1 • tNC'RE1'U LOUS s. T'ROFUS!ON 15. ALTRUISTIC 
(Al «-tgu.menta.ti.ve {Al· tita.v Ut!I (Al a4.t.taci.:ect 
(Bl .i.ma.g .i.na.ti. v e ( s) va.U.d.U;11 ( 8 l pot11ga.mou.4 
(Cl ind.i.66eJt.uU: (Cl · 4 ca.1tc.U" (Cl 4 e.l6-ce.nte.1te.d 
{O) i.}(.Jt e.ti.g .i. 0 l.L4 { 1') o.tdi.na.n.:. e ( Dl penu.Jti.au.4 
(El beUe.vi.ng (El la.u.da.nwn (El 4c.hi.:opM.e.ni.c 

:. CATACLYSM 9. CATEGORICAL 16. CONTUt~ACT nu~~ 
(Al btt4ndu {Al ca.nee.led !A I pue.lti.le. 
( 8) .uLptJt.4ti.tion ( 81 dogUl:.e. (SJ camp ti.ant: 
[Cl .t1teach.e..ttf {Cl a.mbi.g I.LO U.4 ( C) plti.mi.ti.ve. 't1 l tJt-lu.mp it ( 0) uMeg e.ne1ta.te (OJ pungent 
{El 4ta..tt.L4 qt.LO ! el voluptuou4 !El p1to&l.i.ga.t:e. 

3. AVtOITY 1 0. CONCOMITANT 11. FARINACEOUS 
{A I 61ti.end.t..i.neu f Al h11me.ne.a..t (Al me.a.lu 
( 8} g ene.JtoJ.i..ty ! Bl 41.Ut.tfte..t.(.c (Bl Jte.mote. 
(Cl .tUe.ntme.nt (cl pe.tluci.d (Cl nan-4ta.Jtc.kq 
(01 4pet.d !OJ cLJ.4 C·'t e..t e. { 1' I wa.x. t1 
(El th.<.Jt4.t { f) Une.a.l (fl .be.ne. Q .lc..i.a.l. 

4. ALFRESCO 11 • OE LETERI aus t&. AP'POSJTE 
(A) .i.11.d.oo.t.o (Al aJLa.c..t.lau.4 (Al .lnc.o ngJtt~au.4 
(Bl a..tt e.x.h.lbi..t { 81 4 a.lu.b.t.lo IL4 i a I cU.iipltanau4 
(Cl •.lde.wa.lk c.a.3 e. l CI pathe..t.lc. (cl v.i.tlt.i.aUc. 
(1'} cha.Jtc.oa.l .oke.:tc.h {1') e.u.lo g.l.oti.c. (0) t.'t1LC.1Lle.n.t 
{El au..t:d.aoJt4 (EI a.n.t.i.p a. .th e..ti. c. (El un.lqu.e. 

s. INAMORATA 1Z. CHTHER!CAL 19. SPLENETIC 
(Al na.me.lU4 p«.4on (Al Jte.a.l.l.&t.lc. ! Al .lnane. 
(Bl e.111uu1 (Bl n.imble. !Bl c.amp.ta..i..oant 
(Cl U.6u.111e.d na111e (Cl u.nd.e.Ma.ted ! c I phte.gmttti.c. 
lDl ta v e.i.a Jtn pe.Jt4 0 It (OJ It e.1111.Z.Jt kit bl. e. I 1' l au.e..1tu.lau.o. 
(El a.maJtcu.4 (El pawu0ul (El 4u.nd.ue.d 

6. tmfUTASL.E 13. ADROTT to. PECULATOR 
(Al tit ad.i..t e. (Al de..teJtlte.d (Al gamble.Ir. 
( Sl a.b j e.c.t: !Bl 4k.l.i.l.6u.l ! BI he.Jtdu1a.n 
(CI c.ha.ng ea.b.l e ( c) tJt..i.c.k. lj (cl be.ne. 6 a.c..to..t 
(VI a a.11.tu tic. ID l 1ti.g ht {ti I 6-<'..nde.JL 
f el a.u..ta.l IEI a.wh.wa..td (El a.Jr.Jta..i. g n e.Jt. 

7. P1QUANT ; 4. UUEQUIVOCAL 
{Al aa.c.ti.:t.lalLJ I Al r.ra.udl.ln 
ISi va...i.n ! s I e.au.a.l 
(Cl .inJ.lp.ld { c I .<.ii4 a.ua. a z e. 
{1') vu..ttu..te. ( o I a.111 big U.O U4 
(El c. fi,tQ ma..ti. c. !cl lethMg .i.~ 
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E•oe..Ue.v.C.ng 
?1tc.1te.duto"4 me.a.n4 unw~.i.Lln9 to a.d~.i.t o.it a.cce.pt wltu .i.4 o&&e..ite.d 
u t4ue. • 
!-•ta.tu. qua me.a.n4 e.x.l4t.lng 4ta.te. 06 a.43~.1t4 
Cua.cty4m me.a.n4 rname.n.tu.4 a.nd v.C:.o.te.nt e.vut rnMke.d by ove..1twlte.tm.C:1tg 
uphe.a.v4.t a.1td·de.mol.lt.lan. 
8·g&Kt.lt04.l.:ty 

. Avi.~y 111e.a.1U con.u.uni1tg 9-tud. 
A·.'1&doOJt4 
At&.ite.4co me.a.n4 ta.IU.ng pla.ce. .i1t ope.n a.i.Jt. 
O•Love.lo.itn pe.-t4on .C:4·a. pe.-t4on wlto doe.4 not lta.ve. a. love. o.it !ave..it. 
%1l411ta-tata. .i.4 a. woman with wltom one. .i.4 in lave.. 
C·c:.hange.die. 
Immutable. .(.4 not capable. O.lt 4"4Ce.pt.i.bte. to cha.1tge.. 

1. C-iiui.pi.d me.an4 la.clU.1tg ta4te. a.it 4a,vo.1t. 
'.lqu.a.Kt me.a."4 a.g.ite.e.a.bty 4.t..(.mula.ting to the. pa.ta..te.. 
C·4C4JtC.i..ty '· 

9. 

1 a. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

rs. 

16. 

11. 

u. 
19. 

20. 

P.1to4u.J.01t i4 the. qua.Llty a.it 4ta.te. 06 be.ina p.1to6"4t, tlta.t .i.4, 
e.xlt.lb.£.t.L1tg g.ite.a.t a.bunda.nce.. w 

C·4lltb.i.guaa4 me.a.n4 doubtau.4 a.It unce.Jt.tc.in. 
Ca..te.goJt.i.c4t rne.a.IU a.b4olute.. 
11· cU4c.Jte.te. me.c:tn4 co n4.l4ting o 6 d.l4.t.lnct a..t a.ncon1te.c..te.d e.l.e.mu.t4. 
Concami..ta.nt .i.4 4ome.tlt.i.ng ~ha.t a.ccampa.n.i.e.4 aJt .i.4 coll.Ue.Jta.t.t~ 
canne.cte.d w.lth 4ome.th..£.ng e.t4e.. 
8·4a.l.ub.it.lou. me.a.n.4 ~a.voJta.bte. to o.it p.itomo.t.lng we.~l. be..lng a.It lte.CL!th. 
11e.te..teJt.(.ou. .i.4 hav.lng a.n o 'te.n o b4cwte. a.it cu1upe.c.te.d e.U e.ct. 
A·.ite.a.l..i.4.:t.lc 
Cl&.£.me...t.i.ca.l me.a.n.4 e.x.i.4.t.i.ng onl.y 44 .:Cite. p.itaduct oo uNLe.4.t.lt~ne.d 
.ima.g.i.1ta.t.i.o n. 
E-11wkwa.1td 
AdJf.o.£..t .i.4 de.xtJtau., 4k.i.tl.6ut a.nd c.ompe.te.nt w.l.tlt the. lta.nd4. 
O·a.mb.i.guou. me.a.n.4 doa.bt6u.l o.it unce..1tta...£n. 
Une.qu.lvoca.t ..i.4 le.a.v.i.ng no doubt. 
C·4e.l.6-ce.n.:te..te.d i4 conce..itne.d 4ote.tq w.<.t:h ane.'4 awn de4i..lte.4. 
A.t.titU.C:.tic 44 an4e.to.i4h .1te9a..1td o.1t de.votion .to the. we.l.0Me. oo 
a.the..it4. 
S·comp.t.la.n.t me.a.n4 4abm.i444ve.. 
Contwna.c.Loru i• 4.tabbo.itnlu dL6obecU.en.t. 
c-no1t•4.tl\Jt.chy . 
Fcu..i.na.ce.oU4 nt'Lctn4 c.on.tdini.1tg a.It .1ticlt in 4.ta.;tclt. 
A·.L1tcon9.1tuar.L4 44 not ha..itmo ni.oru, .th.a.J: .i.4, .i.nca.pa.bte.. 
Appo4.Li:e. mea.n4 lt.i.gltly pe.~tine.nt a.It a.pp.itop.ltic:r.te. 
8-co111ptc:r..l4a.n.t me.a.n4 ma..1tke.d bq a.n lnc.t.lna.tion to pte.a.4e. a.it ob.ti.gt. 
Sptene.tic l4 ma.~ked by ba.d tempe~. 
C-be.ne.6a.cto.1t ..i.4 one tha..t con6e~4 a. be.ne.6.lt. 
'e.cuta..to.1t 44 01te tllko e.mbu:tu, .tlta..t .i4, a.pp.1top.1t.ia.tu 6Jta.ad ta 
l&.£4 own ru e. 
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O.l1ttc..t.lon4: The 6otlow.i.ng qu.eo.t.lon4 con4.l4t 06 a. WCJtd. p.ir.i.n.te.d. .ln 
ca.p .. Ua.t le.t.te,u, 6ollawe.d. bfJ 6.lve. wo1td.4 le..t.t:e..ir.e.d (A) .tfvr.ough {cl • 
Ch.oo4 e. :the. wo1td. .tha..t .l4 mo4.t ne.a.Jt.lu .tiu. oppo4..l.te. .i.n mu.ni.ng 6Jlom 
.tke, WO Jt.d ..in c.a.p.i.t«.t4 , . 

1. ESUl.L!'ENT 
! A I ca.plt.i.c..loiu 
! SI b.lz.u11.e 
(Cl va.pi.d 
( 0) du.t-tu.c.U.ve. 
(El C.LtJt.tag.t.:tpk.lc. 

Z. GAUDY 
(Al e.p.l.th e.t 
( S l 4..i.mpt..i.c.,l.ty 
( c J 4 pu.11. 
( 0 l .ta.u.n.t 
(El 6Jt.au.d 

3. SOMAT!C 
{A I 4tu.pq 
( B) 4 pi.Jr..i.tua.l 
(Cl 4 e.m.ln.al 
( 0 I p4 ychoge.n.lc. 
( ! ) .t.t.a.u.ma..t.lc. 

4. OtStNTERESTEV 
{Al oppoH.d. { s J 4 u.pe.lt 6.lc..la..l 
r c 1 p(l}t.t.i.a.t 
(0) c.on.temp.tuau4 
(El w.ln4ome. 

S. ?LACATE 
(A J .:tmu..u. 
I Bl a.n.ta.g a n.i.: e. 
{Cl embM.l.t 
IO l p.l.ty 
{C) Jte.j e.c.t 

6. AUS'P1CIOUS 
(A) condem11.:..to1ty 
{Bl con4pi.c.u.ou..o 
'c) unaa.vc-t.:tble. 
{0 I qu.e..o.t.i.and.le 
(El .op.lc.y 

1. HIATUS 
(Al b1ta.11dt 
I a J d.l4 e.a.4 e 
(Cl ga.-i.e.ty 
( t> l .i.n.oe.c.t 
!El c.la.o.Lrtg 

I. OUCT!Lf 1 S. 
{Al 6 e.te.d. 
(S). a.Uu.v.la.t 
(Cl 4.tu.b ba 1tn 
(ti I a.b no.tm«l 

'{El be.t«bOJt 

9. OPPORTUNE 16. 
(Al d.i.a.le.c.t..i.c.a.l 
(al muta.ble. 
IC} un.pta.nne.d 
( 0 ) we.Ltd 
( E) .ln.upe.cUe.n.t 

1 a. AGNOSi! C 11. 
(Al a.ge.d 
f a 1 a ,uui.t..i. c 
(CI .tltu.nca.te.d 
( 0 l pll.a du.c..t .lv e. 
IE l .i.ne.blt.i.a.te. 

11 • ?RcMEOIT >:TEV 1 & • 
(Al 4u.pe.1ta.anua.te.d 
I S l .tlti:t c.tLtb le. 
(C) 4qncapa..te.d 
(VI .i.mp-tomp.tu. 
(EI 4 e.ba.ce.ou..o 

1 Z. PROC LI V!TY 
(Al .i.n.o.i.p.i.d.lt~ 19. 
{al lte.pug nitnc e. 
( C) e. 66 Jto n.t e.Jt 11 
( 0 l de x.ola g 11 
(El COK.ti.nge.nc.y 

13. SYCOPHANCY 
(Al c.otlcou.i.a.l..i.4m ZO. 
! Bl .i.nn.ue.nda 
{Cl n.i.h.ll.i.4m 
l VI 01ta.nfutu.4 
{El a.pot:he.c.oi.J 

1.S. APOCALYPTtC 
(A) co nc. e.a.l.i.Kg 
(8) pu...te 
IC) .o.te.e.p 
! v l pa.Jta..i. 1r:e. d ( e I a.u..tke.n.t.lc 

REFRACTORY 
!Al 1t.e.6JC.t..oh.i.ng 
{Bl bUA.de.n.oame. 
{ C) p1t..i.v..i..t.e.g e.d 
( 1'} nt4na.g e.dte. 
( El u.p.tig h..t. 

DOGMATIC 
I Al .ote.n.to:t.i.a.n 
(BJ 4ctnc.lt1tonou4 ( c J compl.la.n.t 
( 0) ci.a..l1tvc qa.n.t 
( E l -lni:lt o v t•t4 ..i. v e. 

OSTENTATION 
!Al 11.b11t.oe.me.n.t 
(SJ 1tt.tltogJ1.t44.lan 
( Cl u.t.i.Jtpa.tio n 
( 0) Jte.p.ito bat.lo n. 
(E) pll.OCJtCU...t..i.na..t..i.an. 

HUTAT!O."I 
(Al 6a.c..ta.tum 
( S l e.x.p.i.a..t.lo n. 
{ C J ca n.t.l nu.a.nc e. 
( 0) me.gala man.la. 
( El tULm.i.4 ma..t..i.4 .t 

TRANQ.UIL?TY 
(A I c.ampt.:tce.nc. !f 
( 8 ) .tumul..t 
(Cl pla.gl(l}trt 
( 0 ! p11.aph.e.c.11 
( E J pit.i.la..te.ly 

E:<Petnnous 
{Al la.cka.da..l4.i.ca.l 
! 8 J u.n.i.au.e. 
l C} u. b.i.q u..i..t a U..) 

( V l ep.i.CWtUl't 
IE l pCJt.ta.b!e 
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ANALOGY ~UESTIONS 
The. a.11.4.logy qu.e.4t1.on t.e.4t4 you.Jr. a.bi.li.ty to 4ee a. 1r.e.la.ti.011.-

dt..i.p be.tive.en 1i11a1t.d4 a.11.d a.p'(J.!IJ thl.4 Jtela.t:ion4hi.p to o.the.Jt woJtdo. 
At.though the a.11.a.logy 4ect1.an 06 the. SAT i.4, to 4ome. de.gJte.e a.11. 
i.11d.i.c.a.to1r. o 6 IJOUlf. voca.bu.la.1t1f, i.t i.4 U4e.nti.a.lly a tut o 6 1101.1.lt 
4bLt.i.ty to thi..nk cle.a.Jtllf - IJOu.lt a.bi.li.tq to 4i.de.4te.p can&u.oi.011. 
o' i.de.a.4. The oymbol: i.n the. a.na.logif qu.e.4ti.on i.4 Jte.a.d, i.4 to. 
The 4ymbal :: i.n the a.11.a.lagq qu.eoti.011. i.4 ltea.d, a.4. Ea.ch qu.e.oti.011. 
con4.l4t4, 61.1to.t, 06 two uJ011.d4 tuhi.ch fta.ve oome opec.L;\i.c Jt.ela.ti.an-
.4l&i.p to e.ac:.h athu. rltUt., 61tom ;\i.ve pa..l:t4 06 wOJtdo wh.1.ch ;\allow, 
vou a.Jte to oelec£ the ptt.i.Jt wh.i.c.h i.4 Jtela.ted i.11. the. 4a.me. wa.q a.4 
~he. wo1r.d4 06 the 6.i.Jz.ot pa..i.Jz. a.~e 1te.la.te.d to ea.ch othe.Jt.. 

EXAHPl.E: Sl'El.LlNG : 'PWICTUAT!OM •• 
(A) pa.ja.ma.4 : 6a.t.lgu.e (Bl powde.Jt : 4ha.vi.ng 
(CJ ba.nda.ge. : c:.:.1..t (Ol bi.ology : phqo.lc:.4 

SPELLtHG a.nd 'PUUCTUA.T!OH a.Jt.e. elemut4 o 6 the mechani.c.4 
ol Engt.U.li; 810LOGY a.nd PHYS1CS a.11.e. two 06 the 4u.bje.c:.t4 
tha.t make u.p th£ 6..i.e.ld 06 4ci.ence. The. othe.1t cho.lce.4 
do not po44e,44 th.l4 ?ART : PART Jtela.t.lon41U:.p. The.1t.e.60Jte., 
(VI ..£.4 the. coJtJte.et eke.lee. · 

?K a.n.4.log q qu.ut..i.o n.l, tlte. !te..t.a.ti.011.1. h.lp be.tureen the. 6i.Jt4.t 
two utoJt.d4 ma.y be. one. 06 1.e.ve.11.a.l k.fodo 03 1te.la..t.i.on4h.lp4. The 
&aUow.i~ciJt.e. Jte.la.:t:i.01uhi.p pcu..C.b.lUUu. 

1. 1'u.Jtpa4e Re.lcition4hi..p 
GLOVE : BALL :: (A) hook : 6.l4h (Bl wi.n:t:e.11. we.a.the.it 

(CJ ga.me : pe.nna.n.t (Dl 4ta.d1.u.m 4eat4 

f. Ca.tL4e a.nd E66eet Rela.t.lonJlti.p 
RACE : FATIGUE : : IA) t.tack : a..thte.te (B} a.n.t bug 

(CJ 6«4.t : hu.nge.11. (Pl wa.lk.i.ng : 11.unn.liig 

S. 1'411.t : ~hate. Rela..t..i.an41ti.p 
SNAKE : REPTILE : : (Al pa.:tc:.h : th.Jte.ad (Bl 1t.e.mova.t 4nolf 

(Cl 1.t.11.uggle. : Wlte.4tte (V} ha.nd : c:.loch 

4. P41t.t : Pa.11..t Rela.t.lon4hi..p 
GILL : FIN :: !Al .tu.be : antenna. (Bl .lnJ..tJtumen.t v.lal.i.n 

lCJ u.a. : 6.i.4h (VJ oa.l.a.d : 4u.ppe.Jt 

5. Aet.lon to Obje.c:.t Rela.ti.on4h.lp 
KICK : FOOTBALL :: (Al ki.ll : bomb (81 b1t.ea.k p.le.c:.e.4 

(Cl que.4.U:an: team (Vl 4moke : pi.pe. 

6. Obje.c:.t .ta Ac.ti.an Re.la.t..i.0111.hi.p 
STEAK : BROIL :: (Al b.11.ea.d :bake. (Bl 6ood oe.tl 
[Cl u1..£.ne : po1.v1. (Ol 4ugu : 4p.L.U. 

1. Synon~m Rela.t.lo;14/t,lp 
ENOIZUOUS : HUGE : : (Al ,togu.e : 11.ock (13) mu.ddy 

( C) pUAo·e. : k.i..tclte.n I 0 l black : wiU:..te. 
u.11c:.!eaJt 
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t. Antonym Rela.t.i.on4h.i..p 

PURITY : EVIL : : (A) 4u.tt.v.ltl/ : bi.u.n.tnU4 (8) no.Uk cUma.te 
(C) a.nget : ho~n4 (Ol boldne44 : v.i.ctoJttJ 

9. Pta.ce Relat.i.on4h.i.p 
MlAMt : FLORIVA :: (Al Ch.i.cago:Un.i.ted Sta.te4 

(BJ Hew Yo4k : Albany (Cl Un.i.ted State4 : Ch.lea.go 
(D) Alba.ny : Hew YORK 

10. Veg~ee Rela..t.i.on4h.i.p 
·wARM: HOT:: (AJ glue: pa.4.te (Bl cl.i.ma.te: wea.the4 

(Cl 6~.i.ed egg : bo.i.led egg (VI b~.i.ght gen..lu.4 

21. Chtur.a.cteJt.i.4.ti.c Rela.t.i.or.4h.i.p 
IGNORANCE : POVERTY :: {A) blood : wound 

(C~ 4Chool4 : eleva.toJU (VI edu.ca..t.i.on 
!Bl mane~ : dalla.Jt 

4.tu.p.i.d.i.tq 

1%. Sequence Rela..t.i.on4h.i.p 
SPR?NG : SUW.!ER : : (A) Th"1.da.1J : We.dnuda.y 

(Bl CIJednuda.y : lto11d11q {Cl Monda.I} : We.dnuda.y 
(9) C1Jedne1.da.y : Th"4da.y 

13. G~a.mma..t.i.ca.l Re.la.:t-lon4h.i..p 
RESTORE : C L1H8 : : I A) HgJteg11tio n : uem (BI .i.n.to : nympir. 

(CJ tecvr.oom : although (V) oveJtpoWe4 1.ee.the 

14. MumeJt..i.ca.l Reta..t.i.on.4hi.p 
4 : 72 :: lAI 10 : 16 tBl 9 : 27 (CJ 3 4 (VJ 12 : 6 

15. A44oc.i.a..t.i.on Relat.i.on4h.lp 
OEVtL : WRONG :: (Al coloJt : 1..i.dewa.lk (BJ 1.Li.pptJt : 1.ta.te 

(Cl .i.nk : WJt.i.ti.ng (VI p.i.ct!L1r.e. : be.d 

ANSWERS: 
a·oi a·6 v·1 s·L ~·si a·vL a·£t a·zi v·ti y·9 a·s v·~ a·£ o·z v·1 

VVtlJ o 6te.n. the. ula.tJ.o n.s hJ.p o 6 the '.lll..4.t two 1.110Jtd4 
mAy apply to ma11..e .tha.n one 06 the. choi.ce.s gi.ve.n. In .suc:.h a. 
cu c., you. mu.&.t na.11..JtoLll dawn tlu. i.n.i.t.ia..f. Jtela.t.i.on.611.i.p .ln 01r.de.1t 
.to s e..t .th~ c.01r..11.ec.t c.lto.i..c.e.. Thue. a.Ju. a.the11.. tqpu o 6 Jte.la...t.lc n-
4h.lp.& othe.Jt t/ia.n .tha.se g.i.ve.n. Eumplu 06 6tiJr.tl1e.1t tlfpe..& o a 
~c.la.t.lon.&hi.p aollaw. 

1. ~oJtkeJt. a.nd a.Jt.t.i.cle. c11..eate.d WR!TER : BOOK 
%. ~011..ke.11.. and tool u4e.d CARPENTER : SA~ 

.S. Toot a.nd obje.c.t:. LllOJtk.e.d on ?ENCI L : PAPER 

4. The. a.c:..t the toot dou to the. cbje.ct .iJ:. wMlu 01t 
BRAKE : CAR (STOPSI 

5. tle.gJte.e. 06 i.11te.n11i.tl{ A'OnIRAT10N : LOVE (4.lm . .lt.a.Jt. to If 10 a.bevel 
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'· C!a.4.A - 4pe.c..lu 'OOG : ?OOVLE 

1. Homony1u THERE : THEIR 

•• Rhy111br.g FALL : TA.LL 

'· Pe..uon a.1td th..lng he. look.\ 6oJt. PROSPECTOR : GOLV 

10. Pe.Jt.4 on a.nd th..lng he. te.aJr.n4 ta a.voi.d CH!LtJ : F!RE 

On the. 6otlor1ti.ng pa.gu c& th.1.4 pa.ch.et Me. many a.na.logq 
~ae..\.ti.on4. In thi.-tty mi.nute.4 you. 4hould c:.ompte.te. 50 qu.e.1.ti.an4i 
"" one. houJr. lJOU. 1.hauld do 100 qu.ut.i.on4. T-ty not ta .6pe.nd 
110Jt.e. .t..£.me. .th.a.n i.4 11e.c.e.U(t)t1J. Uu. the. a.rt1.we.1r. 4 hu.t4 p-tavi.rJ.e.d.. u .the. ba.c.k 0 6 the. pa.c.k.tt. 

You w..£.tt not.lee. tha.t i.n 1.ame. 06 the. qut.4tlon4 the. .&e.le.c.ti.on 
6Jt.0111 wlt.i.c.h. you. ue. to c.hooH. tJOtVt co1t1Le.ct a.n4tlltl!. might be. .the. 
li.Jt.4.t wo1r..d, the. 4e.c.ond, the. thi.1td, alt. the. 0au.Jt.th. It ma.q a.t4o 
6e. a. c.ambi.na.ti.on a& a.nlJ two. Th.1.4 i.4 done. to gi.ve. you. moJt.e. 
puc.ti.ce. w..Uh the. vuJ.ou.4 ki.nd4 o 6 a.na.togi.e.4 tha..t .the.Jte. a.1u . 
..Lil o.th.e.1r.. .te..&.t4. Hawe.ve.1r..: i..t 4 hauld be 110.t.e.d tha.t .the. SAT o nl11 
tt4U .the. .type. whi.c.h w1u e.xpla..lne.d. i:tbove. a.nd on the. pJt.e.vi.ou.4 pa.gu. 
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MORE AUALOG!ES 

UOUUTAIN : PEAK:: 
(C) bu.lli:U.ng : 11.00& 

(A) pe.ak : H.imc:tla.ya11 
{VI va.lley : pa..u· 

ISi hi.Lt. : 11..i.dge. 
{ E l 4 lz.y : cl.a u.d 

GEOMETRY : TRIANGLE ·· 
(C) .tea.che.11. : edu.ea..t.i.on 
f E) h.i.4to11.y : a.nc.i.en.t 

OBVIOUS : EVIDENT : : 
( C) ha bole. : O.t!Jk.Wa.Jr.d 

{Al c.i.11.cle. : 4ha.pe. {B) bo.ta.ny : da.i..11y 
(t>} a.lge.b.ita. .t11..i.gonome..t11.q 

(Al obti..te.11.a..te. : obl.i.ga.te. (Bl haa.x. : joke. 
(VJ le.n.Ul : u.e.d IE) a.U.ow : g.'l.an.t 

.f. 'ORV : 1'ARCHEV : : (A) d.i.11hanu.t : cJtaak.e.d (Bl we..t : .s.oa.ke.d 
f C) o4.4.i.4 : de.11e.11..t IOI hpJr.Jr.e.ndau.11 : u.gly (El t.i.v.i.d a.ng11.y 

5. 1'IG!T : HAIJV : : !Al pi:u1.c11.e.u : .s.ke.tt.ton (Bl p.la.te.aa : maan.ta.i..nll 
(C) ~e.y : .type.w11..i..te.11. IV) 11.a..i.L't.aa.d : ju.nc.t.i.on 
(fl lu.m.i.nau.11 : pe.11.11p.i.cuau.4 

6. POOR UAU : SLWf : : (Al 11hi.p : wa..te.Jt (Bl a..i.Jr. ~oJtce. c:t.i.11.plue. 
( C) p.la.ce.ba : me.d.i.c.i.ne. (OJ p.i.Jtau.e.t.te. : wh.i.11.t 
(El pla.ne..te.a.11..i.u.m : ce.tu.t.i.al 

1. CAR : !GUIT!ON :: (A) a.Ltpla.ne. : w.i.ng (8) d.i.11..i.g.i.ble. : p11.opelle.11. 
(Cl uba.s.11 : we.a.pan (Ol la.Jtynx : e.p.i.glo.t.U;. (E} U..gh.t : .H•1.l.tch 

t. BESTIAL : SRUT!SH : : . !Al mc1t.&.te.1t : golt..i.lla. (B) 61t.i.votoU4 : tl!..i.v.i.a.t. 
(C) he.4vy : he.av.le.IL {V) .s.m.i.le : ~mi.1tk (El me.d.i.a..te. : 1te.conci.le 

9. E1'IFYING : ENLIGHTENING :: (Al e.a..t.i.ng : ta.;..ty (8) e.nte.1tta.ini.ng: 
e.l.e.c:t:.Jt.i.c.i.ty {Cl .i.u.t11.1.Lc.t.i.n,? : tea.clt.i.ng ( V l pu.bU...4h.i.ag : wl!..i.U•tg 
(E) e.xe.Jtc.i.;.e. acti.on 

f O. HONOTWE1ST1C : THEISTIC : : (Al ma1totogu.e. : pJtolague. 
(Bl u.n.i.c1rc.le. : cue.le. { C) bc:tna.l va..i.11 ( V l tu\.i.~o n. : utU.0.i.ed 
(E) mottocte. : g.t.iuu 

11. Ol'OQUE : CLEAR : : (A) a.u..thent.i.c 611l.4e 
(C) qu.i.e.tu.de. : .tJtanqu.i.U..ty (V) .i.gn.i..ti.on 

!Al .t..tove : ~.i.tche.n 

(BJ clemenc11 : me.a.nne.4.4 
qu.e.ll (El ge.nu.i.ne. : t11.u.e 

(8) tJta.i.n : ve.h.i.cle. 12. TIGER : CARNIVORE :: 
(Cl va.4.t : qua.nt.i.ty ( V) pa.Jta.ke.e.t : pi:t11.Jta .t {E) o66e.n4.i.ve. : unple.a.4ant 

U. JAUNTY : PERKY : : !Al c!o.s.e.t : co.tu.i.e. (Bl c.au;..t.i.c 1•1.i.t.tt1 
(C) t11cklu.s..te.Jt : v.l.ta.l (VJ no.t.i.on : nation ! El pa.lf. e.qua.l 

14. AMBIGUITY : CLARITY :: {Al ma.n11: 6e.w {8) ~.i.ngula.1t pluJtal 
( C' .t. y11.the..t.i.c. : -te.ctl ( 0 l amb.i.va.le.n.t : dex..te.Jr..i..t.11 
( E) .i.ade.6.i.iti..te. : de.6.i.11.i..te. 

15. ANARCHY: OLIGARCHY:: (A) mob : meeting [8) vi.ole.n.t nan-v.i.ale.nt 
(Cl gu..i.de.d : mi~gu..C:.dcd {01 u.11c.on.t,\olltd : c.c111t1r.olle.d 
(El /U.e.Jta.Jtc!111 : mona-'t.c.hy 
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Analogies 
(S-.,W I) 

Dk«tialu: From the four lcttcml words in pQl'Cftthcses. select 
dial ~ which best completes the anal091 which emu amon1 
the tbrcc capitalized words. 

J. CltOWN : ROYAL :: (A. prayer 
B. eruciftz C. priesthood D. bible) : 
llELlGIOUS 

2. SMALL : CA. lilly 8. petite C. little· 
D. dimiau1ive) :: LAROE : BIO 

3. WORM : BIRD : : MOUSE : (A. mu 
B. maim c. rodcnc O. lioft) 

4. (A. anise B. description C. namrion 
D. pcnanali&y) : CHARACTERIZATION 
:: PicrtJR£ : PORTRAIT 

$. (A. orata B. sing C. mumble .D. spe:aic) 
: TALIC : : SCRA \VL : WRITE 

f. LYNOON B. JOHNSON : (A. Henry C. 
Lodp I. John F. Kennedy C. Dwi;IK D. 
Eilen.\ower D. Hury S. Trummt > : : 
HtJDER.T HUMPHREY : \VlWAM 
MILLER. 

1. 15 : 6 : : 23 : (A. 8 B. 1 C. 6 D. S) 

L STEAM : ELECTRICITY : : WATER. : 
(A. lot B. wind C. pipe D. cord) 

9. SODIUM : SALT : : OXYCiEN : 
(A. :acetylene B. carbon temchloridc c. Wlllilt D. ammonia) 

10. (A. theft I. nocoriccy C. police D. jail) 
: CUME :: CEMETERY : DEATH 

U. ORASS : (A. c:hickcn B. onion C. lettuce 
D. Rower) :: SNOW : .MILK 

12. (A. secaad B. mamcm C. time D. day) 
: HOUR:: YARD : FOOT 

13. AROUMENT : DEBATE :: FtOHT : 
(A. skirmish B. coaccst C. chAllcnp 
D. crisis) 

14. J'ICCOLO : (A. trumptt B. trombone 
C. horn .D. tuba) : : VIOLIN : BASS 

t.S. HILL : MOUNTAIN :: (A. disuas 
B. discomfort C. headache D. far) : 
PAIN 

16. WEALm : TANGIBLE :: (A. price· 
B. gold C. success D. giCrs) : 
nn"ANOIBLa 

17. HEMOGLOBIN : BLOOD :: COACHES 
: (A. lnill B. whip C. fuel D. ftuid) 

18. BllEAD : CAKE : : SHIRT : (A. shoes 
B. tie C. pams D. coa&) 

19. APFUJENT : CA. charity S. tuc:t 
C. misfomane D. indifference> : : 
IMPOVElllSHED : L°'ZJNESS 

20. INNtNO . : BASE.BALL : : (A. time 
B. dara C. era D. year) : HISTORY 

21. SHONE : DISHONEST : : .LEST : 
(A. nway B. tool C. candlcstii:k 
D. J'aalp) . 

22. nm.ow : JAVELIN :: (A. toss B. put 
C. hurl D. pub) : SHOT 

23. MIAMI : (A. Ch~ B. Iersey·City 
C. Sprin,nckl D. unc:tstcr) : : 
PHILADELPHIA : ALllANY 

24. MINER.AL : MINER. : : (A. ~griculrure 
B. laml C. c:rop D. fcnilizcr) : FARMER 



2!5. (A. leop:ird 8. mink C. sable 
D. chinchilla) : LION : : TIGER : 
ZEBRA 

26. (A. Mars B. Vulcoln C. Juno D. Apollo) 
: WODlN : : LA TONA : THOR 

'1.1. DllEOOE : (A. channel B. barge 
C. harbor D. silt) : : SCOOP : ICE 
CREAM 

28. UMP : CANE : : (A. cell S. muscle 
C. heat 0. cold) : TISSUE 

29. UONHEARTED : RICHARD : : 
KINOMAKER : (A. Warwick B. chessmen 
C. Alfred D. England) 

30. (A. parchment B. concrete: . C. c::irdbonrd 
I>. timber} : ADOBE :: PAPER : 
PAPYRUS 

31. LEGS : MORPHEUS :: (A. mouth 
B. 110Se C. cars 0. fc:c:t) : DESTINY 

32. HYMN : THEIR : : CELL : (A. score 
B. peal C. tree D. mile) 

33. SONO : (A. sing B. melody C. swan 
D. feather) : : CALL : TELEPHONE 

34. (A. coal B. diamond C. pine' 
D. baseball) : PITCH : ; SNOW : SHEET 

3S. COOKERY : ROOKERY : : MEAL : 
(A. bird B. seal C. pc:3l D. chess) 

36. PEACH : {A. apple B. beet C. grape 
D. tomato) :: CHERRY : RADISH 

37. EXORBITANT : EXPENSIVE :: 

31. 

PARSIMONIOUS : (A. gen~ous B. idiotic 
C. dedicated D. thrifty) 

A B C D 

39, LEAF : (A. :'rccJorn ll in.Jiffcrcncc 
C. thought D. wall) ; : llRlDGE : 
UMBRELLA 
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40. (A. canh 0. Venus C. sputnik D. berry) 
: PLANET :: CANAL : RIVER 

41. PIRAEUS : OSTIA :: (A. Athens B. 
Florence C. Milan · D. Crete) : ROME 

42. (A. psycholog)' B. philolo[!Y C. philosophy 
D. philately} : PHRENOLOGY : : 
ASTRONOMY : ASTROLOGY 

43. FORETOKEN : (A. portend B. augur 
C. bode 0. presage) :: DIVINE : 
PREDICT 

44. STUDENT : DEW : : SIEVE : (A. receive 
B. r:cl.icve C. reprieve D. give) 

4S. LINEAGE : GENEALOGY : : (A. science 
B. events C. economics D. chronology) 
HISTORY 

46. ROMAN : (A Caesar B. Rmibrundt 
C. gladiator D. Van Dyke) :: NOSE : 
BEARD 

47. BEND : ELBOW :: {A. strip B. dissect 
C. skin D. divide) : CAT 

48, ·(A. walking B. foot C. step D. instep} 
TOES : : NIB : RESERVOIR 

49. 19 : 23 :: (A. 7 B. 11 C. 13 D. 17) 
13 

SO. HIPS : CHURCH DOOR : : ABYSS 
(A. truth B. bond C. speck D. ocean) 

51. (A. UOI B. Indonesia C. Afghanistan 
D. Japan) : INDIA : : NEV ADA : 
COLORADO 

52. CONCISE : (A. refined B. expanded 
C. precise D. blunt) : : REMOVE : 
OBLITERATE 

53. SAOACIOUS : OBTUSE : : ORA VE : 
(A. tomb B. somber C. jocular 
D. severe) 

54. AHOY : SAILOR : : (A. Core ll. h:lll 
C. timber D. putter) : GOLFER 

SS. JACKET : (A. lapel B. button C. vest 
D. collar) :: PANTS : CUFF 
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56. COMA : HOTEL : : MORPHINE : 
(A. frog B. blanli;ct C. hursc D. ship) 

51. (A. Athena B. Ceres C. Ancmis 
.D. Aphrodite) : ZEUS :: EVE : ADAM 

58. SERAPHIC : (A. Nllpob.-onic 
8. Mephistop!R.'lilln C. Alcx:indrine 
1>. euphoric) ;: ALACRITY : LANGUOR 

59. TIGER : SERGEANT : : (A. elm B. oak 
C. army 0. gcncr.a.I) : MAJOR 

60. (A. prcc:irious B. deleterious C. deterred 
D. immonal) : DEADLY :: 
CELEBRATED : LIONIZED 

61. MANET : REMBRANDT :: (A. Picuso 
8. Dali C. Pollack D. Cezanne) : VAN 
OOGH 

62. (A. glove B. stocking C. weakness 
D. miu) : GAUNTLET :: HAT : 
HELMET 

63. STIRRUP : COCHLEA :: BRIM : 
(A. hat B. derby C. crown . O. 11.ead) 

64. (A. rococo B. severe C. Etl'USC3a 
D. stylish) : ORNAMENTED : : SOGGY 
: MOIST 

65. SCINTILLA : (A. odor B. sparkle 
C. heap D. microbe) :: SIBERIA : 
PACIFIC 

66. NEW YORK : RHODES : : LIBERTY : 
(A. Apollo B. scholar C. tyranny 
I>. freedom) 

67. RUBY : TOMATO :: (A. rose 
B. assauin C. peach O. shamrock) 
EMERALD 

68. WATER : (A mercury B. stc:im 
C. copper D. chemic:U) : : ICE : I.RON 

69. (A. royal B. kingly C. rcg:U O. princely) 
: LAGER :: TIME. : EMIT 

70. CLAY : RADIATOR ; : POTATO : 
(A. peak B. watch C. daisy D. sun) 

71. ARKANSr\S : FLORIDA : : NEW 
MEXICO : (A. Tcnncs~cc ll. Ohio 
C. California D. Illinois) 

71. SIN : ATONE : : (A. deed. B. error 
C. insult 0. argument) : APOLOGIZE 

73. (A. 5'110 D. duct C. trio 0. qut>rtct) 
QUINTET : : PRIZEFJGHT : 
BASKETBALL 

74. PIPE : POT : : (A. scrub B. ream 
C. scourge 0. drain) : SCOUR 

15. (A. erosion B. expamion C. contraction 
D. fluidity) : WATER :: WRINKLES : 
AGE 

76. (A. Jupiter B. Hippocrates .C. Petrareh 
D. Sh:ikespenre) : ALFRED : : 
CADUCEUS : SCEPTER 

77. RADAR : DEPT. :: (A. telephone 
B. radio C. laser D. telegraph) : ACCT. 

73. EPISTEMOLOGY : (A. letters 
B. weapons C. knowledge D. roots) :: 
PALEONTOLOGY : FOSSILS 

79. (A. stick B. foundry C. corps D. life) 
DR.UM : : FUNT : SlEEL 

80. TURN : (A. pass B. decline C. avoid 
D. skip) : : EYE : BLINK 

81. PLATO : (A. Socrates B. Sophocles 
C. Aristophanes D. Aristotle) : : FREUD : 
JUNG 

82. (A. law B. book C. band D. wagon) 
WAINWRIGHT :: DICTIONARY : 
LEXlCOORAPHER 

83. LOOSE : ROUT :: (A. tomb B. stock 
C. moulh 0. ridge) : MOUSE 

84. CONCERT : (A. andante B. a cappclla 
C. open O. music) : : PERFORMANCE : 
PANTOMIME 

85. (A. uniform B. commander C. platoon 
D. sentry) : DOG :: GARRISON : 
FLOCK 

86. PORTUGAL : IBERIA : : TOOTH : 
(A. dentist B. cavity C. nail D. comb) 

87. (A. shoe B. 5llddle C. withers D. bridle) 
: HORSE : : COLLAR. : DOG 



IL BJNDING : (A. book B. library C. page 
D. lcadlcr) :: SOLE : LACE 

19. (A. hand B. btow C. eye D. leg) : 
KNIT :: DICTATION : TAKE 

90. INTAGLIO : (A. cameo B. caYiar 
C. Machiavellian D. harem) :: CONCAVE 
: CONVEX 

91. ORCHESTRA : (A. mezzanine B. stage 
C. proscenium D. second b8'c:ony) : : 
ABDOMEN : THORAX 

92. AMPLITUDE : SUR.FEIT :: (A. Jacobean 
B. strong C. onerous D. pleasant) : 

. HERCULEAN 

93. LOYALTY : FRIENO :: (A. allegiance 
B. Jove C. respect D. nation) : FLAG 

M. (A. fjord B. ford C. Ford D. afford) 
STREAM :: BRIDGE : RIVER 

EID 
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95. VERDI : (A. Italian B. Fidelio 
C. violiniat D. Rigoletto) : : CHOPIN : 
PARSIFAL 

96. SUBSTITUTE : TEAM : : 
UNDERSTUDY : (A. crew 
B. cangreptioa C. actor D. cast) 

97. POllT : (A. vintage B. harbor 
C. starboard D. Jell) : : HEADLIGHTS : 
TRUNK 

98. MIAMI BEACH : LAS VEGAS : : 
CANNES : (A. Provincetown B. Asbury 
Part C. Sua Valley D. Atlantic City) 

99. (A.Jlsh B. breath C. Jill D. quart) : 
GILL:: OCfAVE: MONOTHEISM 

100. ROOSTER : (A. crow B. coop C. fox 
D.owl) :: EFFERVESCENT: EFFETE 
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Analogies 
(Sample 2) 

Dllwaioru: From the four lettded words in parentheses. select 
dla& word which best completes the analogy which exists amoag 
die three capitalized words. 

1. NEEDLE : _CA. thread B. pen C. pole 
D. hole) : : PENCIL : ARROW 

2. a.UE : DETEC'I'IVE :: (A. stcthC)SCC\:le 
B. disase C. symptom D. mcdicino) : 
OOCTOll 

3. (A. eg B. planet C. lemon D. record) : 
OR.ANOE : : DIME : WHSEL 

4. NEWSPRINT : (A. paper B. linotypc 
C. acwutand D. me) :: STEE1. : ORE. 

S. GOLF : RACING : : GREEN : (A. 1tU1 
B. lawn C. turf D. yellow) 

6. SONAR : (A. airplane B. electronics 
C. submarine D. dctcc:doa) :: RADAR : 
S'l'01lM 

7. (A. thunder B. lightning C. melodious 
D. cloudy) : LOUD :: CONCERT: 
ONCE 

I. BLUNDER.BUSS : LANCE : : MUSKET : 
(A. missile B. pistol C. bomb 
D. catapult) 

'· 121 : 12 :: (A. 101 B. 141 c. 100 
D. 12.S) : 11 

10. a.AWING : (A. scratching B. devouring 
C. crippling D. pawing) : : VIOL.ENT : 
BRASH 

II. (A. Tannh:uucr B. opera C. rose 
D. Pinafore) : WAGNER :: CARMEN : 
MOZART 

12. STARTLED : (A. intercst"'d B. asroundcd 
C. npcctcd D. unknown) : : WORK : 
TOIL 

13. BRAC"JGADOCIO : .RETICENCE :: 
MISER. : (A. protligac:y B. obesity 
C. obloquy D. falsity) 

14. (A. mined B. minor C. miner D. c:uma) 
: DENIM : : GULP : PLUG 

15. SANDHURST : ENGLAND : : 
(A. Huvard B. Pittsburgh C. Wcsi Point 
D. Norwalk) : UNITED STATES 

16. BURGUNDY : VINTNER. : : (A. ens 
B. dtup C. candles D. ropes) : 
CHANDLEll 

11. (A. tactics B. Slrategy C. llWICllVerS 
D. regiment) : ARMY :: PUPIL : EYE 

18. PARIS : (A. France B. London 
C. Achilles D. garter) : : ACHILLES : 
HECI'OR. 

19. OENEROUS : LAVISH : : TIMOROUS : 
(A. timid B. craven C. courageous 
D. foolhardy) 

20. MECCA : MOSLEM : : BEN ARES : 
(A. Islam B. India C. Hindu 
D.&laps) 

21. BRANCH : DESK : : (A. pole B. paint 
C. Wut D. ftag) : FLOOR 

22. (A. barber B. bristle C. comb D. stroke) 
: BRUSH : : CRUISER : FLEET 

23. HUDSON : BUICK : : PACKARD : 
(A. Stuu: B. Lucomobilc C. Maxwell 
D. ()kbmQbilc) 

24. MACDF.111": TEMPEST : : (A. :issassia 
B. Ponti:lc C. gravity D. storm) : 
FICKLENESS 



AnaJoriu 

2'. {A. OaJen B. oach C. cl:issic O. Pericles) 
: HIPPOCRATES :: SCHWEITZER. : 
SALK 

26. TAME : (A. tcsUmcnt B. will C. gospel 
0. wild) :: ROLL. : CONTROLLER 

27. RECEIVE : DIARRHEA : : 
PENNIClLIN : (A. ligure B. cl:issilication 
C. batallion D. geometry) 

28. (A. lunch B. meal C. brc:ikfast 
I>. brunch) : SUPPER : : SMOG 
HAZE 

29. THREE : FIVE : : (A. Jeiferson 

30. 

B. memorial C. Monticello D. Lincoln) 
MONROE 
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40. DEVIL : LIVED : : GOLF : (A. club 
B. polo C. whip D. flog) 

41. MAP : (A. explon:r B. geography 
C. legend D. atlas) : : TEXT : 
FOOTNOTE 

42. (A. clock B. watch C. time 0. hour) 
TELL : ; OUM : CHEW 

43. CALENDAR : CALENDER : : LEAF : 
(A. liel B. lcif C. leef O. lcalc) 

44. COOPER : BARREL : : (A. lithographer 
B. cattographer C. photographer 
D. biographer) : MAP 

45. PUPA : (A. tadpole B. larva C. cocoon 
0. bumblebee} :: FETUS : CHILD 

CD : El: ITIJ : f§J [g B [[] 46. IRON : CORRUGATION :: {A. brow 
B. wart C. toad D. age) : WRINKLE 

A B C 0 
31. SCALE : RING :: PAT : (A. boil 

B. bam C. piano D. grass} 

32. (A. happiness B. chesc C. discouragem4=ftt 
0. female) : HOPE :: DARKNESS : 
SUNRISE 

33. BLUE : ORANGE : : (A. indigo 
B. yellow C. purple D. red) : GREEN 

34. CHEETAH : SPEED : : (A. b1ade 
B. cleavage S. alertneu D. incision) : 
KEENNESS 

35. (A. hock B. jockey C. st.able D. hand) 
HORSE : : TONGUE : BELL 

36. TENANT : ANT :: SYLLOGISM 
(A. logic 8. log C. dcdix.-tion 
D. inductio11) 

37. (A. Nantucket B. Puerto Rico C. H:iwaii 
0. Long Island) : UNITED STATES :: 
TASMANIA : AUSTRALIA 

38. ANCHISF.S : CA. Troilus B. Achilles 
C. Ajax D. Acn.:as) : : PRIAM : 
HECTOR 

39. SELDOM : FRC'Ot1ENTLY : : 
ETERN1\LLY : (,\. nc\·cr ll, occasionally 
irregularly 0. now and thc:n) 

47. SILENCE : (A. mufi!e B. cry C. hear 
0. speak) : : UE : FIB 

48. (A. Crete B. Malta C. Sicily D. Corsica) 
: SARDINIA : : BOUVIA : 
AROENTINA 

49. EVIL : EXORCISE : : BREAD : 
(A. carve B. break C. slit D. shred) 

SO. OR : (A. sable B. gules C. argent 
D. ven) :: YOLK : ALBUMEN 

St. (A. humid B. speedy C. piquant 
D. moist) : VAPID :: OBDURATE : 
COMPASSIONATE 

Sl. CUCUMBER : WATERMELON :: 
CANTAL.OUPE : (A. squash B. radish 
C. cheny O. plum) 

S3. (A. hc:id B. nose C. ear D. limb) : 
MAN : : STRING : VIOLIN 

S4. ILLNESS : (A. dcbiliry B. hoopital 
C. doctor D. panacea) : : VJBRA TION 
SOUND 

SS. GETTYSllURG : . VICKSOURO : : 
LEXINGTON : (A. Trenton a. Pittsburgh 
C. Eisenhower O. Waterloo) 
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56. (A. pin B. reward C. loot I>. profit) : 
llOBBERY :: REVENGE: VENDETfA 

57. UNCONSCIOUS : FREUD :: 
(A. llllftipulation B. illness C. sex 
D. ICimulalion) : OSTEOPATHY 

SL a.AUSTROPHOBIA : CLOSETS : : 
AOORAPHOBIA : (A. ships B. sheep 
C. plla&a D. plains) 

S,t. (A. silcac:e B. cheese C. cat D. trap) : 
MOUSE :: GRACE : GAZELLS 

60. (A. sympathy B. encouragement 
C. blasphemy 0. solidity) : FRACAS :: 
APHRODll'E : MARS 

61. CHEESE : ROSE : : GASOLINE : 
(A. fcnco B. sulphur C. sky I>. glass) 

62. WAJ.X : (A. shoe 8. ride C. dub 
D. kins) : : REEF : FIND 

'3. (A. c:adledral B. altar C. steeple 
D. UN) : CHURCH : : MINARET : 
MOSQUE 

'4. caossus : (A. boat 8. wealth 
C. pleats D. loyalty) :: ODYSSEUS : 
CRAFT 

65. LUCERNE : MICHIGAN : : GENEVA : 
(A. WICClt B. conference C. Okeechobee 
D. Switzcrlalld) 

e6. (A. scourge B. game C. concert D. rua) 
: SCORE : : PLAY : SCRIPT 

67. HERRING : (A. salt B. sea C. eg 
D. ham) : : C1GARET'I'E : VOLCANO 

6L DD'l' : INSECT : : (A. casdc B. lire 
C. kaipt D. maiden) : DRAOON 

6'. · (A. pear B. plywood C. maple D. brass) 
: WOOD :: NECTARINE : PEACH 

70. PARTRIDGE : WASP :: (A. quail 
B. Slins c. birds o. covey) ; NEST 

11. ·LAPIDARY : (A. ruhy B. wood C. lick 
D. food) : : SCULPTOR : ALABASTER 

12. WOOF : FILE : : WARP : (A. gr.Ide a. rut c. parade o; twist) 

73. SMILE : (A. rile B. style C. while 
D. tile) :: SCHEMES : DREAMS. 

14'. FORSOOIC : DRANK : : FROZEN : 
(A. awum B. wn>tc C. sang D. chose) 

75. SANDAL : BOOT : : (A. hammer 
B. hatchec C. shoemaker D. blade) : AX 

16. HORSE : CA. man B. goat C. an:hcr 
D. bull) :: CENTAUR : SATYR 

11. (A. anode B. bird C. purchase 
D. baumy) : CELL : : FEATHER. : 
SHAFI' 

78. GNAT : (A. kimono B. spagetti 
C. cmbamssmcnt D. pe.rscverance) •• 
ACCOMMODATION : .ECSTACY 

19. NOVEMBER : APRIL : : (A. May 
B.1une C. July D. Augusc) : 
SEPTEMBER 

80. ENTRY : FINEST : : INITIATIVE : 
(A. halibut B. jewelry C. binder 
D. esteem) 

81. (A. wasteful B. wandering C. statioauy 
D. frup.I) : PRODIGAL : : 
DISINTEllESTED : PARTIAL 

82. EIFFEL : PISA : : (A. submarine 
B. schooner C. jet plane D. paddle) 
ROWBOAT. 

83. (A. pine B. cedar C. ash D. willow) : 
OAJC : : MOURNFUL : STURDY 

14. ADVISE : EXHORT :: (A. force 
B. tempt C. prohibit D. prevent) : 
EN11C£ 

85. STEEL : WELD :: LIPS : (A. frown 
B. purse C. Cold D. smirk) 

86. TESTIMONY : (A. confession B. judge 
C. witncsa O. tri:il > : : BIOGRAPHY : 
AUfOBlOCiRAPHY 

87. (A. Hinduism B. Mohammedanism 
C. Protcst:intism D. C:llholicism) : 
BUDOlllSM : : ZOROASTRIANISM : 
CONFUCIANISM 



88. LAMB : DEER :: (A. rabbit B. pc:icock 
C. snake D. pig) : LION 

89. BUILDING : (A. contractor B. city 
C. foundation D. blueprint) :: CAT : 
FUR 

90. (A. distance B. progmrn C. station 
D. tube) : TELEVISION :: LEADER : 
ANARCHY 

91. TATOO : 'VESPERS :: (A. painting 
B. needle C. revelry D. revcillc) : 
MA~S 

92. PR.OSTRA TE : (A. dllZZling B. stealing 
C. yielding . 0. dreaming) : : SUPINE : 
SLEEP I NO 

93. WHALE : TROL'T :: HARPOON : 
(A.1!y B. worm C. javelin D. bait) 

94. SKIING : (A. snowshoe B. skate 
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C. winw D. hoc~) : : SNOW : ICE 

95. (A. bone n. biology c. anatomy 
D. l:iboratory) : SKELETON : : WOOD : 
TREE 

96. TINE : FORK :: (A. car B. gearshift 
C. llange 0. whcclwricJlt) : WHEEL 

97. (A. tic B. appearance C. tuxedo 
. D. decoration) : ATTIRE : : WIT : 
COMMUNICATION 

98. SPARE : (A. strike B. allowance C. spire 
· D. tire) :: RUN : HOMER.UN 

99. (A. grind B. thresh C. harvest D. grow) 
: WHEAT :: DISTILL : WATER 

100. SYBARITE : (A. luxury B. abstemiousness 
C. intelligence D. sincerity) : : SPARTAN 
: OAR.RUUTY 
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Analogies 
(S""'pl~ J) 

Dinctiotu: From the four lettered words in parentheses. sclm 
thac word which ~st completes the analogy which exists among 
the three c::ipitali7.ed words. 

1. CHURCH : KJRK :: ENGLAND : 
(A. Sc:otland B. c::ithcdr:U C. cork 
D. bishop) 

1. SHAVE : (A. lather B. blade C. r.i.zot 
D. mirror) : : K.'ltFE. : Ci.JT 

3. OXEN : STRENGTH :: (A. futmlc:e 
B. animal C. assembly 0. aat) : 
INDOSTRY 

4. (A. rectify B. make C. find D. realize) 
MIST AKE : : RE.GAIN : LOSS 

5. SHIP : (A. <:r0w's nest B. dcc:k C. prow 
D. captaia.) :: COLUMN : CAPITAL. 

A B C 0 

7. CLEOPATRA : (A. Caesar B. poison 
C.Anthony O. beauty) :: CiOLlATH : 
STONE 

S. (A. ciR1e B. he3rt C. dissemination 
D. artery) : ORCUL.ATE :: DITCH : 
llUUCiA1E 

9. BRtClHT : GAlJOY :: (A. uq;cd 
B. driven C. prcv~-nwd D. ;11;quic:sc:i:d) 
ODUQED 

10. STREAM : (A. grouch B. moor C. river 
D. stnnd) : : SAU·tON : GROUSE 

11. EOO : ID : : SELF : (A. desi~ 
B. Rorsch:ich C. consci~ D. motl1lity) 

12. HlQH GEAR : (A. automobile B. driver 
C. speed D. brake) : : PROGRESS : 
RECESSION 

13. (A. gem B. spore C. illegitimacy 
0. superficiality) : SPURIOUS :: MONEY 
: COUNTERFEIT 

14. t:ANE : PLANETARIUM :: (A. way 
B. spirit C. elan D. chute:) : 
MELANCHOLY . 

15. 13S : 36 :: 253 : (A. SS B. S4 C. S3 
D. 52) 

16. QUEUE : (A. mop B. tail C. line 
0. broom} :: CUE : IlROUOHA..\i 

17. COLONEL : RECIMENT :: (A. major 
B. captain C. private 0. genctai) : 
BATTALION 

18. COMPOSITION : OUTUNE :; HOUSE : 
(A. silhoucuc B. builder C. roof 
I). blueprint) 

19. (A. refreshing B. white C. icy 0. flaky) 
: S.'IOW : : TALL. : GIRAFFE 

20. CASTE : CLASS : : APPOINTED : 
(A. statll$ 13. achieved C. between 
D. upper-middle) 

ll. INDEX : CONTl:!NTS :: ~1ATURITY 
(A. ~nc:c IJ. inf;w;y C. puberty 
o. 3'.luldwuJ) 



22. OBSEOUIOUS : POLITE : : (A. direct 
B. cruel C. objci:tivc D. candid) : 
HARSH 

23. SQUARE : (A. paraJlclogram B. Tr:if:llgar 
C. poem D. waltz) :: QUADRUPLET : 
COUPLET 

24. ROBE : (A. priest B. state C. hangmllll 
D. court) :: SHIELD ~ COMMUNITY 

25. (A. m B. p C. t D. I) : H :: W : S 

26." CHOLERIC : PHLEGMATIC : : 
(A. timid B. blind C. mute 
D. tcmcnlrious) : CIRCUMSPECT 

27. IRON : (A. hard B. strong C. steel 
D. pig) : :. OIL : CRUDE 

28. (A. astronomy B. play C. symphony 
D. heavens) : STAR :: CONCERTO : 
SOLOIST 

29. DOOR :. (A. key B. knock C. jamb 
. D. room) :: TELEPHONE : RJNO 

30. NOISE : JACKHAMMER : : (A. cup 
B. knife C. saddle D. manuscript) : 
SRIVENER 

31. FAULTY : USELESS : : SLOW : 
(A. moronic: B. intelligent C. wary 
D. fresh) 

32. HEDGER : SHRUBBERY :: (A. snuffer 
B. cougher C. whittler D. $tickler) : · 
STICK 

33. (A. slot B. note C. band D. harmonv) 
VALVE :: HARMONICA : TRUMPET 

34. FLAUNT : (A. destructively B. ~tupid!y 
C. willingly 0. boastfully) :: BETRAY : 
DECEPTl va y 

35. HOUYHNHNM : YAHOO :: REASON : 
(A. Je:imins B. inccllii;cncc C. ignorance 
D. genius) 

36. DEFIED ; ASTRIDE : : cARTH : 
<A. geogr.iphy n. zu(ilogy c. birth 
D. liCc) 
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37. ISTANBUL : CONSTANTINOPLE :: 
(A. S!uilngrad 13. Leningrad C. Moscow 
D. Odessa} : ST. PETERSBURG 

JS. (A 1899 B. 1900 C. 190l D. 1902) 
1910 : : 1950 : 1959 

39. DUNGEON : (A. torture 13. prison 
C. castle 0. guard) : : CELLAR : HOME 

40. ABRASIVE : SANDPAPER : : (A. cosdy 
B. beautiful C. smooth 0. Oriental) : 
SILK 

41. AUTOMOBILE : COUPE :: BOAT : 
(A. trawler B. freighter C. yacht D. tug) 

42. SHEEP : COUNT : : (A. wager 
B. account C. choice D. bet) : PLACE 

43. MAN : (A. bird B. centipede C. elephant 
D. Adam) :: WHEELBARROW : 
BICYCLE 

44. (A. scotf B. insult C. ridicule D. attack} 
: DERISION : : FLEE : TERROR 

. 
4S. CANTON : COUNTY :: (A. Ohio 

B. Japan. C. Switzerland 0. Russia) 
lRELAND 

46.. (A. lcilogram B. chain C. peck 
D. transit) : SURVEYOR :: CARAT : 
JEW.El.ER. 

47. BORROWER : BEGGAR :: (A. lender 
B. security C. lo:in 0. repayment) : 
GIFT 

48. PEN : (A. cover B. point C. pencil 
D. ink) :: BIT : BRACE 

49. SHERRY : BEER : : PORT : 
{A. chrunp;lgne il. s.:iuternc C. claret 

. D. muscnic:l) 

SO. HONOR : GOVERNOR·:: (A. Exccllenc:y 
B. Majesty C. Highness D. Grace) : 
DUKE 

SJ. ANDIRON : PEDESTAL :: (A. log 
D. bucket C. :invil D. skillet} : 
STATUE 



52. GENERAL : STARS : : COLONEL : 
(A. oak D. silver C. gold D. eagle) 
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SJ. (A. insist B. reply C. demur D. demand) 
: REFUSE : : J..AZY : INERT 

54. COD : SEINE :: MAY : (A. Suc:z 
B. Hatteras C. Atlantic 0. Missourt) 

55. INCOGNITO : (A. deuil B. combatant 
C. caricature 0. conjugal) .• 
DISCHARGE : ADULT 

56. POOL : SHOOT : : (A. Cain B. Eve 
C. Joshua D. Hannah) : PRAISE 

51. FELONY· : MISDEMEANOR : : SlN : 
(A. picca.Jilli B. piayunc C. peccadillo 
D. picador) 

SS. NOSE : (A. call B. chest C. thigh 
D. knuckle) : : CHIN : ELBOW 

59. (A. baloney B. tomato juice C. roast 
chicken D. shrimp salad} : APPL.E 
PIE :: ANTLERS : HOOVES 

60. IBLE : ABLE : : TON : (A. ar::y B. cry 
C. wicb D. itis) 

61. .MAST : SLOOP : : (A • .filament 
B. socket C. light D. lamp) : BULB 

61. SERIOUS : (A. laconic B. garrulous 
C. ch:af O. puulcd) :: HUNGRY 
IMPECUNIOUS 

63. (A. lighthouse B. cumbersome 
C. plumbing 0. spine) : DENMARK :: 
VICTORY : WARDEN 

64. SYRACUSE : (A. Rochester 8. Geneva 
C. Binghamton D. Goshen) .. 
CARTHAGE : ROME 

65. PALL : CLOY : : (A. obb!il!aro 
8. innuendo C. declaration b. crescendo) 
: INSINUATION 

66. ORGANISM : (A. plant B. animal 
C. bnc:tcria D. ceil) :: LIGHT : WAVE 

67. KOLN : WEIN : : COLOGNf! : 
(A. Vienna U. Prab'UC C. Wal'3aw 
D. H:unbuq;) 

68. SEDIME.."'IT : DIME : : (A. discussion 
B. dcbace C. atgument D. rally) : GUM 

69. SAXOPHONE : (A. harp B. sandwich 
C. distance D. bag} : : HANSOM : 
MACADAM 

70. BU'ITERFL Y : (A. insect B. silkworm 
C. wings D. summer) : : CHRYSALlS 
: COCOON 

71. ICELAND : NORWAY :: (A. winter 
B. thoms C. president 0. sovereign) 
CROWN 

72. (A. discourse B. plot C. Olympics 
D. Grcelt) : PLATO : : TEA..'\4 : 
MANET 

73. CYLINDER : MOTOR .. 
FOUNDATION : (A. plan B. house 
C. brick D. basis) 

74. BANANA : (A. sapphire B. saltceller 
C. scon. D. tree) :: BUTTER : SKY 

75. GNASH : TEETH : : (A. fold B. clasp 
C. gnarl D. wring) : HANDS 

16. (A. opossum B. fo:it C. beaver D. lady) 
: KANGAROO : : CHICKEN : 
COCKROACH 

77. QUESTION MARK : COLON :: 
SEMICOLON : (A. dash B. parentheses 
C. hyphen 0. comma) 

78. (A. roast B. grill C. bake D. boil) 
CLAM :: FRY : FISH 

79. CLARINET : PIANO : : WlNO : 
(A. string B. wood C. percussion 
D, pianist) 

80. ELEV ATOR : SKYSCRAPER : : 
(A. esal.itor. B. companionway 
C. bulkhead D. bridge} : SHlP 

81. PROPENSITY : {A. riches B. weight 
C. bia D. thought) : : BAT : CLUB 

82, SAUBURG : STRATFORD : : 
(A. Connecticut 11. Avon C. Mozart 
D. Germany) : SHAKESPl!ARE 



83. FLAMMAULE : INFLAMMABLE :: 
PERTINENT : {A. impcnincnt 
B. inopportune C. incoherent D. n:lativc} 

84. (A. revolution B. dance C. torque 
D. axis) : ROTATE :: FRICTION : 
RESIST 

!!. PRISM : (A. spectrum B. reflection 
C. light D. binocul:us} : : FAMINE : 
WANT 

86. LOOP : HUB :: BEEF : (A. com 
B. beans C. tob:u:c:o 0. cotton) 

87. JANUARY : (A. Ocveland B. Cincinnati 
C. Washington 0. Seattle) :: SUNDAY : 
JUPITER 

88. LIFT : ELEV ATOR : : (A. oil B. grease 
• C. gas D. petrol) : GASOLINE 

89. (A. wall B. posse C. antic 0. hose) : 
. BLAST :: NOTARY : OPTIMISM 

90. TORT : LITIGATION : : CONTRACT : 
(A. signature B. obligation C. clause 
D. equity} 

91~ BULL : (A. wolf B. turtle C. fish 
D. snail) : : CRAB : LION 
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92. EVIL : LIVE :: WOLF : (A. sheep 
B. good C. llow D. worry) 

93. FILIGREE : METAL :: (A. lace 
B. linen C. cotton 0. $ilk) : TIIREAO 

94. GARROTING : DEATH :: FRICTION 
(A. rubbing 8. lubric::int C. heat 
D. slaughter) 

95. (A. philosophy B. territory C. mountain 
D. restaurant) : lNSINCERITY : : 
SLAVERY : LOVE 

96. SICKLE : RUSSIA : : (A scythe 
B. crescent C. Caspian D. Dardanelles) 
TURKEY 

97. CICERO : DEMOSTHENES : : 
ROOSEVELT : (A. MacArthur 
B. Hemingway C. Shaw D. Churchill) 

98; MINUTE : (A. st=k B. hour 
C. second D. immensity) : : PAGE : 
BOOK 

99. COKE : COAL : : (A. firewood 
B. planks C. saw D. lumberjack) 
TIMBER 

100. SHOE (A. fty B. cobbler C. pair 
D. bell) : SAW :: GEAR. 
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Correct Answers For The Foregoing Questions 
(SQft\ple.. \) 

(l'FHtt molt.I~ effort tn answ.er rite quutioltJ on your own Mfnre fook- · 
U., at IMSlt answu.r. You'll make /aster progren by foUowinr thi.r rull.) 

1. B 15. 8 27. D 39. D 51. c 63, c 75. A 87. D 
2. c 16. c 28. D 40. c S2. D 64. A 16. 8 88. c 
3, B 17. A 29. A 41. A Sl. C 65. D 71. c 89. B 
4, 8 18. B 30. B 42. A S4. A 66. A 78. c 90. A 
s. c 19. B 31. D 43. A SS. A 67. D 79, D 91. A 
6. A 20. c 32. B 44. D 56·. B 68. A 80. D 92. c 
7. D 21. c 33. c 45. D 57. A 69. c 81. D 93, A 
8. 8 22. 8 34. A 46. D SS. B 70. D 82. D 94. 8 
9. c 23. c 3S. A 47. c S9. 8 71. c 83. A 95. 8 

10. D 24. c 36. B 48. D 60. B 72. c 84. B 96. D 
11. c 25. 8 37. D 49. B 61. 0 73. A SS.. D· 97. c 
12. D 26. c 38. B SO. D 62. A 74. B 86. D 98. c 
ll. B 99. D 
14. D 100. D 

( s .. "'P le. .:r..) 
1. B IS. C 27. c 39. A Sl. C 63. c 75. B 87. B 

2. c 16. c 28. 0 40. D 52. A 64. B 76. B 88. B 
3. B 17. D 29. A 41. c 53. 0 65. c 11. 0 89. c 
4. D 18. c 30. c 42. c S4. A 66. c 18. B 90. A 

s. c 19. B 31. A 43. A. SS. A 67. 0 79. B 91. 0 

6. c 20. c 32. c 44. B S6. c 68. c 80. B 92. c 
7. D 21. A 33. D 4S. D 57. A 69. B 81. D 93. A 

8. D 22. 8 34. A 46. A 58. D 70. 0 82. B 94. D 

9. c 23. 0 35. A 47. A 59. A 71. A 83. D 95. A 

10. A 24. c 36. B "48. 0 60. A 72. B 84. B 96. c 
11. D 25. A 37. c 49. B 61. B 73. 8 as. a 97. D 
12. B 26. A 38. 0 so. c 62. D 74. A 86. A 98. A 
13. A 99. B 

14. A 100. B 

(~a.Mp\&. .3) 
1. A lS. A 27. D 39. c Sl. A 63. 8 7S. D 87. c 
2. B 16. D 28. B 40. c 52. D 64. D 76. A 88. D 

3. D . 17. A 29. B 41. c Sl. c 65. 8 77. B 89. c 
4. A 18. 0 . 30. D 42. D 54. D 66. D 78. c 90. B 

5. A 19. B 31. A 43. c SS. A 67. A 79. c 91. c 
6. D 20. B 32. c 44. A 56. A 68. c so. 8 92. c 
7. B 21. B 33. A 45. c 57. c 69. 8 81. D 93. A 

8. D 22. B 34. D 46. 8 58. D 70. 8 82. c 94. c 
9. A 23. D 35. c 47. c S9. B 71. c 83. D 95. A 

10. B 24. D 36. c 48. A 60. c 72. B 84. c 96. B 

11. A 25. D 37. B 49. A 61. A 73. B SS. A 97. D 

12. D 26. 0 38. c so. 0 62. A 74. A 86. 8 98. B 

13. A 
99. B 

100. D 
14. c 
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3. Homework for Sentence Completion 
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SIS'?IBCI COMPL!~IOK 

1. After reading the aeateace and before lookin• at.th• answer 
clloic••• think of words you would insert and look for synony .. to 
Cb••· lxaaple: 

Koa.•1 _____ to a political caapaiga should be wied for political 
pus-poses and nothing else. 

low would you fill in the blank?· Maybe with the word given 
or donated? Now look at the :choices aud find a syuony• for 
11ven .or donated: 

(A) used 
(B) forwarded 

(C) coucributed 
(D) spe'?'t: 

(!) channeled 

'?be best allCMlr is (C), contributed; it is. the nearest synonya to 
~ or donated and makes good sense in the sentence. 

2. Look for signal words. Some signal.words are "however," 
•although," "011 the other baud," and "but." !xaaple: 

Ko•t candidates spend ~ they can raise on their caapaigua, '•t others wind up on e~ection day vith a ______ • 

(A) so ••• bank ro 11 
(B) time ••• vacation 
(C) everything ••• surplu• 

(D) every cent ••• deficit 
(I) o.otbiDg ••• war chest 

!J1 •igaals that the first half of the sentence contrasts with the 
secoo.d half. The fact that most candidates spend everything---
jand end up with nothing) contrasts with those who end up with a 
1anlus. · (C) is the correct answer. 

3. Vatch for contrasts becween positive and negative words. 
Look for word• like "llot," "never," and "no." lxa•ple: 

A ...trtuous person vill not shout ______ in public; he will 
r••p•ct the _____ of other people. 

ill• first bl&nk is obviously a ll•gati•e word, something a good 
person would ~ do; the second blank is a positive word, something 
a aood person ~ do. Rere are the choices: 

(A) obscenities ••• feelings 
(I) loudly ••• coafort 
(C) aayvbere ••• prasence 

(D) blessings ••• cynicism 
(I) insults ••• threats 

(I) is neutral-positive; {C) is neutral-neutral; (D) is positive-
aeaative; (E) is negative-negative. Only (A) offers a negative• 
positive pair of words; (A) is the best choice. 

4. Soaetimes it is more efficient. to work froa ~he sacoad blank 
Hret. Example: . 

·tb• merger vill eliminate 
croae-training of staff. 

and provide more 



(A) profit ••• and more 
(I) pal)e rwork ••• or less 
(C) duplication ••• effectiv• 
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(D) bosses ••• vasteful 
(I) com9et1tors ••• aggress1ve 

!he aecond blank is something chat is "provided." Chances are 
tbat something provided is a positive word, and effective seems 
like a good choice. Reading choice (C) into the sentence, we find 
tbat it makes good sense and is stylistically or structurally correct. 

5. Wbat "sounds wrong'' should be eliminated. Example: 

Bigh school students should not be a• being i:m11ature 
or Aaive. 

(J.) helped 
(J) ahovad 

(C) directed (!) tausht 
(D) categorized 

!he only word that sounds right with "as" is "categorized"; 
(D) ia the best choice. 

TU '?HZSE 

1. aural dwellers who bold values may. at times, be alto-
gether uncritical of the var~federal programs aimed at the 
regulation and ~ of agriculture. 
(A) rigorous ••• subsidization 
(I) conventional •.• subsidi:ation 
(C) ludicrous ••• obfuscation 
(D) rhythmic ••• communization 
(B) •imilarity ••• dacimation 

2. · Th• starfish is a radially~animal with arms or rays 
•rising from a central po~tion called the disc. 
(A) rubberized (D) rectangular 
(I) obtuse (Z) symmetrical 
(C) stenographic 

3. the population of a species at any given time is detena.ined 
\7 the ratio of the biotic to environmental resistance. 
(A) jeopardy ---u>) lexicon 
(I) potential (!) annoyance 
(C) excitement 

4 •. Bite of Passage 
ahould rank high on 
(A) co11sistently 
(I) invariably 

is a good novel by any standards; ~· it 
any list of science fiction. 

(D) conse~uently 
(E) fortunately 

(C) lingeringly 

5. When one is thrust into an unknown world, he ia careful to 
oote the conditions in which he finds himself, ~them with bis 

"('i)b°~musing ••• daydreams 
(J) refuting ••• expertise. 
(C) congealing ••• obaervaciona 

{D) concurring ••• thoughts 
(!) comparing ••• expe~tations 
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AJISWERS EXPLAINED 

1. 'J:h.e. corl:'ect aaawer is (J). '?boae vb.o are ••uncritical" of 
•regulation" would tend to hold conventional values. Along vith 
·~bi•• s9bsidi:ation (Support) makes good sense. ·· 

i. 'fhe corl"ect answer is (E). sv1111aetrical. s·ince the al"111s or 
ra7s arise fl:'om a central portion, they would ocst likely be 
radially symmetrical. The only other possibility is choice (D), 
•rectangular," but chis conflicts with "radially" and "arising froa 
.. cent:ral portion." 

3. The best choice is (B), potential. The clue words in this 
•entecice al"e "ratio" and "re sis ca.nee." The word "resistance" has 
a negative connotation. "Ratio" suggests that the answer will need 
Co contrast with "l"esistance ." The only positive words provided 
aa 'choices are (B) potential, and (C) excitement. Excitement does 
aot provide the sentence. with proper contextual meaning. 

4. The best choice is (D), conseguentlv. The semicolon is needed 
to connect the tvo clauses. The second part of the sentence 
po•itively extends the quality of the novel stated in the first 

.part. The connecting word conseguenelx provides the direction 
•••ded to extend the meaning of the first pare of the sentence. 

5. The best choice is (!), comparing •.• extiectations. The signal 
·clues are ttunknown world" and "careful to note." "Careful to note" 
auggests careful ehougbt or com1:1aring, while "unknown world suggests 
a meaning in this sentence that is bes e fulfilled by the word 
e:xpectations. In choice (B). the word "refuting" is negative and 
does uot convey the intend•d meauing of "careful to note." 

OBI MOB.El 

6. %n his large, ~ha••• he was able to himself from 
the rigors of ul"b an life. 
(A) palatial ••• sequester (D) inconsiderable ••• hide 
(I} rambunctious ••• isolate (I) dashing ••• stigmati:• 
(C) colonial ••• dignify 

The phraae "from the rigors" requires that the second word in our 
c!lo:lce convey a meaning of escape or hiding. The words "large" 
end tthome" require a positive word that describes a home. Choice 
(A), ealatial ••• seguester, is the only choice which meets these 
require men ea • 

.ABOTBUt? 
7. Mr Hoffer'a primary criticism of Jack is that 
lacks the personal drive to make something of the 
afforded him. (A) pugnacious (B) odious 
(D) indecisive (!) peculiarity 

he is and 
many o~unitities 

(C) transgression 

the best choice is (D) indecisive. It is the only word which 
fits contextually and struceurally into the senten~e. 

tlt ?ova HAND AT TH! FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. ANSWERS AT TH! END. 
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EC-201, SENTENCE COMPLETIONS 

DIRECTIONS. Write the letter·of the •Ord or pair of •Ords which, when 
Inserted in the blank spaces, best fits in with the meaning of the sen-
tence as a wnole. 
lxasple: Poets are observina and t.hinkina while ot.hers are robbinQ 
~nd fight.ina. and t.hey accomplish t.heir ends by ___ rat.her t.ban 
___ power. · 
(AJscbolarly--lit.erary tBlobvious·-subtle !Clintellectual-- C 
pb1sical <Dlactive--passive <£lbodily--11ent.al An•: ••• 

i, •. The. name ".planet" comes from & Greek word meaninQ "-"· be-
cause~ to the ancients, these heavenly bodies appeared t.o move 
about. among t.he stars instead or having fixed pl&ces. 
lAJirlitt.le moon CBlt.o wander <Cll.e&der <Olto shine <Stt.o lose i ..• 

2. B~bind the _ of sloppy sports clot.hes or overdone gluour may 
be found a bewildered, uncertain Qirl. t.ryina valiantly t.o grow up. 
(A)facade CB)frame CCJornament.s <Dlat.tit.ude <&>element.a 2 ••• 

3. Prankenstein'~ creation was not. originally monstrous; he was at 
rirst. & _ being, lonaing for human _. · · 
(AJp&rticular--perfection <BJbeaut.i!ul--blood <C>sullen--
aiscnief CD>aentle--affection !Elremarkable--nourishment. 3 ••• 

4. The Trolls are dw&rfs of Northern mythology; they are represgnt.ed 
aa stumpy, inclined to thievery, and fond or c&rrying off chil-
dren and ___ their own. · 
UJ mal t.rea t. inQ. <a lill!i tat. ina < c > hid.ina <DJ ab• t. t. ing 
CE>s14bst.it~t.ing : . · · <& ••• 

5. 1!. a school building can give a child & feelirig of w&rmt.h &nd se:-
curit.y, if at.mosphere is as import.ant. to le&rnini &s ~ say it 
is, .then parents owe & t.relllendous debt. t.o both _ and educators. 
CA>experts--cbildren C~Jbuilders--t.hems~lves <Clpsychologist.s--
archit.ect.s <Dlmat.bemat.icians--invent.ors <Elt.axpayers--polit.i-
cians 5 ••• 

6 •. Both &ct.resses are very good indeed, &nd t.tiere &re areas in which 
.e&cb is_, but. Kiss Coulter's material seems to me somewhat.~· 
(A)lacking·-restrained tB>art.ificial--hilarious lClenthusiastic--
enitmatic <Olsuperlative--superior CSlnervous--lacklust.er 6 ••. 

7. Certain types of cancer can be rendered &11 but. ___ by e&rly ___ 
and t.reatnaent. 
<A>inact.ive--cure <Blimmovable--acceleration CC>harmless--de-
t.ection <Olfat.al-·medicat.ion <E>alarmina--methods 7 ••• 

a. 'fbe main purpose or let.t.ers is the practical one or ma.kine 
thoughts _. 
<AJpert.inent. <Blinspiri~t <C>universal <Divisible <£>un-
necessary a ••• 

9. To t.he ~&n who has the religion of peace, the supreme value Ls 
love; t.o the man who has the religion of war the supreme value 
ls ___ • . 
CAlmoney <Blcompanionship CCJst.rife <Dlunity CEJisolat.ion 9 ••• 

10. In Prench, t.went.y-f ive let.t.ers of t.he alphabet are used, t.he ~ 
being &dded only for -~ words. 
CAlscient.iflc <S>mispronounced <Cldifficult. (DJunfamiliar 
(ilforeign io ••• 
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EC-202. SEHTEHCE COMPLETIONS 
DIRECTIONS: Write the letter of the word or pair of words which, when 
Inserted in the blank spacft~, be,t fits in with the meaning of the sen-
tence as a whole. 
lz411ple: Poets are observing and thinking vhile others are robbing 
and fighting, a.nd t.hey accomplish their ends by _ rather t.han 
_ power. 
tA>scholarly--iiierary <Blobvious--subtle !Clintellectual--
ph1sical !Olactive--p&ssive <Elbodily--mental 'ns: 
1. So111e experts reel that the current business boom is in danger 

or getting out of hand because the ~ being imposed by gov-
ernme·nt pol icy are not _ enough. 
<A>restraints--str~ng (8lpenalties--severe !Clrines--high 
(0Jconditions--prosperous !Elmethods--political 

2. It was not only fear that led Strickland to break off his asso-
ciation with ~; he was also motivated by a yearning for the 
appearance of _. 
<A>his mother--kindness !Blthe underworld--respectability 
(C)the tovernment--independence !Olbaseball--safety 
<EJsociety--wealth 

3. Registration of a trade-mark is not ~-• for a trade-mark 
riQhtfully belongs to the first person who has used it. 
lA>legal !Blobliaatory !Cladvisable <Dlethical !Elgood 

4. Arabic numerals a.re us•d in expressions of quantity or measure-
. ment, in ~· and in matter that is primarily statistical. 

(!)quotations <Blevaluations !Clparenthesis 
(~}enumerations !Elnarratives 

5. When a man builds his·own home today, the house itself may be 
shiny and-· but not a ~hint is known: about the - who made u.. 
<l>tunctional--people CBJuseless--slaves (Cloverpriced--
creatures <Dlold-fashioned--workers C!:lelaborate--carpent.ers 

6-. Schoolboys of the stern past knew the birch for its _ as well 
as its bark; to them that tree meant the ~ his schoolmaster 
did not. spare. 
(Alleaves--frowns (Blshade--punishment <CJusefulness--paper 
(Dlbite--rod CElacorns--ink 

7. Ve thoueht that our climb had been ended by t.his _ wall. but 
Donahue, m~re __ than the rest of us, called out, "·It doesn't. 
look so steep from closer up!" 
lAllow--eoura.geous !Blprecipitous--optimlstic <Clgranite--
Hght-root.ed < 0 l i nscru table--persever i ng < i >inexplicable--
cau t ious 

a. Any native lmerfcan·~ho has not attended a well-conducted 
cere~ony has missed an -~ experience. 
<A1natur&lization--inspiring !Blrna.rriage--upsetting 
<C>indoctrination--uproarious (Dlgraduation--inevitable 
(£)i~itiation--overr3ted 

9. Any 'words of mine concerning t!ie a.ut.hor seem _ in t.he pre-
sence of the fine examples of his work that are bound between 
these t.•o covers. · 

c ... 

i •.. 

2 ••• 

; .. •, 

4 ••• 

5 ••• 

6 •.. 

a ••• 

(Alunflattering IB>superfluous !Clmonotonous f Oldisastrous 
<E>circumst.antia.l . . 9 ••• 

10. ~alone is not and should.not be the proper objective or 
effective diplomacy. 
<A>Success CB1Equ3lit.y CCITravel tOIPeace fElCharit.y 10 ••• 
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EC-203. SENTENCE COMPLETIONS 

DIRECTIONS. Write the letter of the word or pair of words which, when 
Inserted in the blank spaces, best· fits in with the meaning of the sen-
tence as a wnole. 
lza•pls: Poets are observing and t.hinkinQ while others are robbing 
and rightina. and they accomplish t.hei~ eids by rat.her t.han 

power. 
ffischolar!y--1 i t.erary C Blobvious--subtle I Cl int.el"lect.ul:--
physical !Dlact.Lve--passive IElbodily-·nsent.a.l · - .tns: 
l· Aristotle looked upon slaves as animate tools, and thought that.· 

slavery would con~inue uniil all ~ work could b~ done mechar.-
lcally. 

·tAJunnecessary !Blimport.ant. IC>a1enia.l_ IDJsk-iUed 

c ... 

lElt.echnical 1 ••• 
2~ •Even though I've never married•, said Hr. Oooley, nt know 

abou.t. marriaie the way __ knows about. __ .•• 
(A)a mother--children. HJla.-ja.~l.-er--~iscipline !Cla cat--
catnip <Ola miser--money <Elan a.st.ronomer--the stars 2 ••• 

3. I _have round some of the best r-easons I ever had ror remaining 
at the bottom simply by __ • 
(!>looking at my shoes ISladmiring the beauties of nature 
<C>using vill-pover !Ollooking at. the men on top CE>admiring 
•1 superiors 3•··: 

4. It was better, he thought., to fail in attempting exquisite 
things, than to succeed in t.be department of the utterly ___ • 
<A>contempt.ible 18limpossible CC>hopeless lDJimpr&ctical 
Ci> idealistic 4 ••• 

5. I vish that someone would give a course in hov· to_; it. can't. 
be taught in the colleges, obviously, for proressors don't know 
any better than the rest .of. us. 
(Alswim IBlspell <Clstudy <D>live CElfly 5 ••• 

6. ~· taught that. to ~ injustice was a gr-eat.er evil than t.o ___ 
it. 
(A>advoeate--encourage !Blcorrect--practiee CClinfllct--suffer 
fDlcountenance--iQnore <E>undergo--admire 6 ••• 

7. In most parts of the world today, _ d:ynast.ies have 'disappeared, 
but ---·dynasties survive. 
(Al(oreign--native C9Jac~uired--inherited <C?modified--
&bsolute IDJreligious--heret.ical CElpolitical--economic 7 ••• 

e. He is extremely met.hodical. 1J.nd st.tacks every proble111 _. 
fAJunwillingly !Blheadlong (Cldeliberately <Oleagerly 
tEllaboriously a ••. 

9. In terms of development. it is entirely natural for a young 
child to be at times and at. othe~ times • 
<Alignor-ant--scholarlY--tBJamena.ble--a.ssertiv;- (Clradica.1--
eon~erva.tive !Dlvirt.uous--wicked !Elrobust--moribund 9 ••• 

10. Hegel's philosophy as a whole is diffieult to understand, and it 
has been said tha~ all tne books dealing with the~ of Hegel 
have mana~ed to keep it. 
!AJsystem t8lanalysis CC!scholarship tOlsecret. 
IE>metaphysics 10 ••• 
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.dSVEi.S 

IC-101 IC•101 
1. I 1. A z. A z. I 
3. D 3. I 

•• I •• D 

'· c '· A 
6. D 6. 1) 
7. c 7. I 

•• D •• • A 
t. c '· I 
10. E 10. D 

BOW A.IOtrr A CRALL.AB GE? 
1. Bi•~ was~during 
(A) propinquity ••• sylvaa 
(I) rapacity ••• vaunted 
(C) acarab ••• palpabla 
(1)) travail ••• jadad 
(E) badinaga ••• inappropriata 

2. Her teadency to ~ 
(A) expiate ••• repleted 
(I) ferret ••. superseded 
(C) imbibe ••• reviled 
('D) vacillate ••• purloined 
(E) proc:rastinata ••• impeded 

the serious 

IC-103 
1. c z. I 
3. D 

•• ... 
.5. D 

'· c 
7. E 
a • c 
t .• I 
10. D 

coavars atiou. 

3. _aud_ are usually 
(A) liturgy ••• pantheism 

studied by those vho enjoy language. 

(I) philology ••• etymology 
(C) prosody ••• ubiquity 
(~) tautology ••• dimony 
(I) raillery ••• verity 

4. When t am t am also 
(A) scintillacrng:-:'.verbose 
(I) quiescenc ••• succinct 
(C) lugubrious .•. lacnry~ose 
(D) reviled ••• providantial 
(I) providential ••• rubicund 

-· 

5. Stealinr from the aged is an act. 
(A) approbrious 
(I) unctuous 
(C) igneous 
(D) ecumenical 
(I) euphe111is tic 

(T) ·~ !(:)) "IJ !(II) •t !(a) "? ! (i) •t 
: lail\SNY 
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4. Homework for·Reading Comprehension 
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llADING COMPllEBENS!ON 

This section of the test tests you?' ability to understand, 
interpret, and analyze reading passages on a variety of topics. 
!ou should answer all the questions for one passage that you can, 
~efore you move on to another passage. If you don't know an 
answer, you should take an educated guess, or skip it totally. 
Bera are some suggestions for Oils section of the test: 
1. Skim the questions first, marking words which give you a clue 
about what to look for when you read the passage. 
2. Skim the passage, reading only the first sentence of each para-
graph-. 
3. Read the passage, marking main points, important conclusions, 
names, definitions, places, and numbers. Mark only a few marks 
pet paragraph. Passage: 

*By the time a child starts school, he has mastered the 
ll&jor part of the rules of his grammar. He has managed to accom-
plish this remarkable feat in such a short time by experimenting 
vith and generalizing the rules all by himself. Each child, in 
effect, rediscovers language in the first few 'C.ears of his life. 

*When it comes to vocabulary growth, it is a different storv. 
Vnlike grammar, the chief means through which vocabulary is learned 
ia memorization.* And some oeople have a hard time learning and 
remembering new words. 

* - Indicates portions of the passage which refer directly to a 
queatic~ you've skilllllled, Also marked are main points and key terms. 

l. A child has mastered many rules of grammar by about the age of 
(A) 3 (B) 5 (C) 8 (D} 10 (E) 18 

The first sentence of the passage contains several words from 
this ~uestion, so it is likely to contain the correct answer. "By 
the time a child starts school" tells us that tha answer is "5." 
Before choosing (B), you should look at all the answers and cross 
out those which seem incorrect. 

2. Although vocabulary growth involves memorization and grammar-
learning doesn't, we may conclude that both vocabulary and grammar 
aake use of: 
(A) ••uaorizat:ion 
(B) study skills 

(C) words 
(D) children 

(E) teachers 

The question asks you to simply use your comaon sense. (A) 
ia incorrect; it contradicts both the passage and the question 
itself. (D) and (E) make no seue. (13) is a possibility, but 
(C) is better, because grammar-learning in young children does not 
necessarily involve study skills, but does involve words. 

3. The last sentence in the passage implies that 
(A) some people nave no trouble laat'1\ing and remembering new words 
(I) some people have a hard time remembering new words 
(C) grammar does not involve remembering words 
(D) old words aren't often remembered 
(I) learning and remembering are kinds of growth 
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•1apli•s" tells us chat the acaver is something suggested, 
but not explicitly stated in the passage. (B) is 
explicitly stated in the passage, so ~t may be eliminated. 
Jut (!) implies the opposite; if ~ ~eople have a 
hard time, then it must be true that some people don't. 
(A) is therefore correct. (C), (D), Tnd°(E) are 
altogether apart fro• the meaning of the last sentence. 

The reading comprehensiod question is designed to 
evaluate your ability to read with understanding and 
discrimination. It seeks to measure specifically 
certain significant skills connected with reading 
paver: ability to understand accurately what is read, 
to make logical inferences, co perceive the nuances of 
thought, to read with a speed that will successfully 
aeet the time requirements for reading in the average 
college curriculum. By far the largest portion of the 
SAT is devoted to reading comprehension. actually 
the core skill that is prerequisite to success in 
college. 

The reading comprehension test is not an achievement 
test, that is, one that measures the candidate's knowledge 
of a specific school curriculum. It is a scholastic 
aptitude test which measures reasoning ability as a 
requisite for reading power. The reasoning skill is 
evaluated by the student's ability to make judgements 
on the basis of what he has read in a selection. The 
student is asked to select the mrrect answer out of 
five given choices. This exercise calls for the power 
of drawing inferences from a selection of moderately 
difficult prose, the ability to perceive irrelevances, 
to think. precisely as well as logically. The student 
is not expected to have prior knowledge of the subject 
aatter in the selections. 

Read the following passages and answer the questions. 
The answers are explained at the end of this packet. 

1'ASSACE ONE 

There is, of course, another side to this thematic 
origin of scienfific thought. Dedicating oneself to 
ao111t1 presuppositions or themata means one is likely to 
exclude others, as Einstein indeed did vhen he refused 
to accept the themata that were so basic in the work 
of the Copenhagen school on Quantum mechanics. Just 
because they are not contingent on empirical ground, 
one can expect contrary themata to be vigorously held 
~1 opposing sides (as in the case, for example, of the 
theme-antitheme couple of atomism and the continuum). 
ln the thematic conflict between scientists ~uring the 
riae of Quantum mechanics in the l920's, some looked 
to Erwin Schr5dinger's introduction of wave mechanics 
•• "a fulfillment of a long baffled and insuppressible 
desire" (as one physicist expressed it in 1927). Othen 
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lbbaned this c:oatinuum-based approach and found satisfaction only ia fUndamenta1 explanations 
mored iD the thcmata oC discreteness. Both groups faced. on the whole, the same experimenlal dm. But 
tlla pasioaace pursuits of their amithetic:al quests show the strengcb which the thematic: adachmen& 
cfteabu. 

Wbea one lists the general themes that have guided the precess of scientific discovery of individual 
ICfeatkts and of the profession as a whole, one is struck by the antiquity and relative paucity of 
tlllmaca-by the remarkable fact that while the range and scale of recent theory, experience. and 
apaimental means have multiplied vastly over the centuries, the ~umber and kind of dUei thematic 
efcments have changed liuJe. Since Parmenicies and Heraclitus, the members oi the thematic dyad oi 
Coascancy and Change have vied for loyalty, and so have, ever since Pythagoras and Thales. the 
elDacy of mathematical fonns versus the efficacy of materialistic or mechanistic models. The (usually 

- madcnowledged) presuppositions pervadina the work of scientists have long included such thematic 
pncaaceptioaS as these: simplicity, order, and ~ the primacy of experience versus that of 
1J111bo1ic formalism: reductionism versus bolism; discontinuity versus the continuum; hierarchical 
lllUc:t1lre versus unity; the animace versus the inanimate; the use of mechanisms versus teleological or 
lllduopomorphic modes oi approach. 

1. Acic:ordinJ to this selectioa. back iD the 1920s a dispute amcma 
• acientists inYolved 

(A) the quaDIUID versus the wave theory 
(B) the Copenhagen school u opposed to the Einsteinian 
(C) Sclu6dinger's "wave mechallics" as opposed to tbe quutvm 

theory 
(D) thtmata as apposed to empiricism 
(E) the themara of the cominuum u opposed~to the themasa of 

ICplr&t.eDesl 

2.. Oae purpose of tbe first paragraph of this selection seems to be 
(A) to point out how difficult and conuoversial scientific theory can be 
(B) to show that sc:iemiflC lmowied&e is frequently baaed upon human 

pmjudice . 
(C) to show how several scientists. handling very much the same basic 

data, caa come to diverse and even aniilbeUcal conclusions 
(D) to show the true~ of the brilli311Ce of Einstein's mind 
(E) to show the shoncominp oC the scientific approach t0 problems 

S. Wbicb one of the following statements is attested to by the secaad 
puagrapb? 
(A) dyads are an important element in scientific research 
(8) the number and varieties of theory 3lld experimentation have far 

aaeded what appear to be chief thematic elements in science 
(C) die ancient Greeks contributed rel3lively little to modem scien-

tilic theory 
(D) die veins of ancient them:ita are both rich and fertile 
(E) there is noching new under the sun · 
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4. Among the following combinations. which one is not among the 
presuppositions pervading the work of sl:ienusts? 
(A) constancy and change 
(B) reductionism versus holism 
(C) use of mechanisms versus teleological methods of approach 
(D} use o( mechanisms versus anthropomorphic methods of approach 
{E) teleological as opposed to theological mada of approach 

Passage Two 
Under the micrusi:npc. a dmp of swamp water resembles a ~wonderland" of strange fonn! :ind beautiful 
l:Olors-tiny spheres of gn:en. yellow. or golden bruwn. Hen: a strand of bright green bc:uis; there minute 
stars mingicd in a net of dclK:atc gtCen strands. Suddenly a tiny green sphere swims by a,, ic vibr.i&1:i. lb 
slender lla~llac. 

These fantastic fonns belong to tiny plants called algae. Some are 1/25,000 of 3n inch in uia~ 
ecer. Their bodies consist of a single cell. Others have several cells grouped in chains. ~phcres. cu~s. 
Or flat plates. yet each cell in the colony is indei>endent. Not ail alp: arc mic:roscopi~ Some sc;i-o 

weeds are 30 meters long. 
· Algae live in varied environments all over the world. They a.re found in fresh and salt water, in 

hot springs.. on ice, on soil, almost anywhen: from pole to pole. 
All algae have ecru.in things in common. They never have true roots. stems or h~aves. They :111 

have chlorophyll and can manufacture food. Different groups of algae are classified according to 
the presence of pigments th:it m:iy hide .the c.ilorophyll. 

Aze algae important? Ecologists estimate that algae in the .ocean may be the source of up to S~ 
or our oxy&en supply! 

5. ·The most serious. worldwide cffm of bad pollution of ocean 
watelS is that it may 
(A) cause odots 
(B) reduce oxygen supply 
(C) kill clams 
(D) prevent swimming 
(E) cause docks to rot 

6. Which could be true of algae? 
(A) they :ire micniscul'ic 
(B} they can manufai.:turc food 
(C) they :ire 30 meters king 
(D) they can g.ruw in luit springs 
(E) all of tt-=sc 

1. From this p:iss:igc we m:iy infer that :i!pc 
(A). live only in w:iter 
(B) require wann climates 
(C) have evolved to produce m:iny adaptations 
(D) do not need sunlight 
(E) always live in sini;ie cells 
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L What trait do some algae have which shows relationship to ani-
mal cells? 
(A) they h:ivc no true roots 
(B) they have cell walls 
(C) they manufacture food 
(D) they grow on soil 
(E) they move around by means of flagcll:ie 

Passage Three 
Just wby some individuals choose one way ot adjusting to their difficuJties and others choose other 
ways is not known. Yet what an individual does when he is thwarted remains a reasonably good key to 
tho understanding of his penonality. If hls responses to thwartings are emotional explosions and 
irrational excuses, he is tending to live in an unreal world. He may need help to regain the world of 
rulity, the caus~and--etTect world ~gnized by generations of thinkers and scientists. Perhaps he 
Deeds encouragement to redouble his efforu. Perhaps. on the other hand. he is striving for the 
Impossible and needs to substitute a worthwhile activity within the range of his abilities. It is the ~of 
wisdom to learn the nature of the world and of oneself in relation to it. and to meet each situation as 
~gently and as adequately as one can. 

f. Which of the followllig statements seems best to sUmmarize the 
l'&Jtbor>s conclusions? 

(A) it is really not difficult to understand why some people adjust to 
life in one way and other people adjust in another way 

(B). it is important to know the nature of the world and to understand 
one's own relationship to it 

(C) without faith and self-knowledge, adjustment to the world and its 
problems is almost impossible 

. (D) it is irrational to explode simply because one feels at odds with the 
world 

(E) you can tell much about a person's nature by the way he reacts to 
difticult situations 

JO. '"Emotional explosions and irtational excuses" seem to indicate 
(A) that a person is angry 
(8) that a person is basic:dly uncontrolled 
(C) that a person tends to live in an unre:il world 
(D) that a person needs psychiatric assistance 
(E) that we an h:ive our problems 

11.. The way a person reacts under stress may provide a good key to an 
understanding of 

(A) his religious background 
(B) his social milieu 
(C) his innermost needs 
(D) his pcrson:ility 
(E) his basic dezircs 

9. ®<IHO@<D 

10. ®<l>Q@© 

11. @@O@<D 
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12. Sometimes a person's diffi<:Ulties may be caused by 
(A) irrational r~tions 
(B) striving for unrealistic goaJa 
(C) strong emotions 
(D) scientific knowledge 
(E) unknown sour=s 

Pawge Four 
Hope would promise a foothold out of the nightmm. Beckett's characters, in the main, live no-
where; those in Sartre's play are dead; and Rosencrantz and Guildenstem have no existence except 
in terms of another dramatic work. In the Absurdist plays the people are characters in someone 
else's play rather than in real life (suc.:h as Pir.uidello"s Si.r ChuraC"l<:rs). Or else everyone is turning 
into a rhinoceros. Or time is slowed down for them so that (as in The Room) every particle of 
thought or emotion .is relentlessly brought to the surface by microscopic dialogue. Or every day is 
the same as the day before or after. Or they are in hell. Or in piles of sand or dustbins. Or thi:y :ire 
metaphors. images, of a single individual's reality. They ar: unreal also in having no blood tics or 
kinship. Marriage is possible, but there are no siblings or children; and in most of the plays, though 
not all, the main figures are male. 

This surreality [ take to find its analogue in the T·Group in that the latter, even :is it is re:illy 
practiced. is impossible in a speci:U sense. Two reactions are often forthcoming when one attempts 
to descnoe the T-Group form to a layman. One. that people ought to leave. The other, often with 
some vehemence. that it is nonsense, pointless. of no meaning. Yet this reaction usually comes 
aero• as a challenge, of the form, "Go on, prove that it is not nonsense!" 

But this is impossible, because it u nonsense. It is a Nonsense group. That is, in the extreme form 
in which I have described it, it can have no purpose in itself beyond that of letting itself ex~t. :inJ 
seeinc what it is like. It could occur as a. natural, fluid result of any other events or rcbtions in 
secular society. Therefore to use it in dramatic tenns must imply some reference to a sum::il. :illc· 
gorical, or metaphysical world. I know of no play where a therapeutic group h3S been portr:iycd 
literally; but if it were it would at once tum into a social problem play. This is because on sr:ige the 
T-Oroup could not be a "pure c:ise." It would be a T·Group watched by an audience. lntemal!y, 
the tukless croup can have no witnesses. 

13. The relationship that the author establishes between the T-Group and 
Absurdist plays lies in the fact that 

. , (A) both are contemporary comments on life, society, and the indi-
vidual's attempt to adjust 

(B) each has :ibout it a sense of surre:ilism 
(C) members ofT-Groups have written md produced plays of 

considerable interest and import:mce 
(D) Sartre :ind Beckett seemed tllken with the notion of the T -Croup 
(E) each is mother form of the other 

14. It would :ippear from the author's comments that Rosencrantz and 
·Guildenstem 
(A) arc ch;ir.u:ters in :i Beckett pl:iy 
(B) are playwrights in the surre~t idiom 
(C} are ch;iracti:rs in :i pl:iy 
(D} arc philosophic~ concepts embodied in two char:icters 

· (E) arc dead 

14. ®<l>OO<D 
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IS. The statement that the T·Group .. Is a Nonsense group" is mc:int to be 
(A) a derog:itory statement 
(B) an amusing aside 
(C) a statement of fact. ac:oniing to the author's view 
(D) the judgment of contemporary literary philosophen 
(E) the feeling of members of the T·Group 

16. A fair statement about the characters in Absurdist plays would be 
(A) that they represent heroic aspects oPthe human condition 
(B) that they present profound religious convictions of a~other time 
(C) tbat they are to be identified with problems of our day 
(D) that they :ire not to be interpreted as re:il, living people 
(E) that they h:l.ve warm interpersonal relationships 

17. One would assume that the author refers to the Absurtiist plays 
(A) to substantiate his discussion of the contemporary theater 
(B) to clarify his discussion of the T·Group 
(C) to explain the influence of Sartre and .Pirandello on modem 

thought 
(D) to illustrate what he means by a "social-problem,. play 
(E) to change the pace of his discussion or an abstruse idea 

Passage five 

15. ®®00© 

16. ®<l><OID © 

17. ®®O@© 

• Ecology is that brunch of science which concerns itself with the relationships between living things 
(plants and animals) and their natural environments. Human ecology sp~.ailzes in man's reiatiotl* 
lhip to his natura1 environment. 

&ology h;is become of great import:mce in recent years because of man's devastating impact on 
his habitat. High schools and colleges across the nation offer speci:il courses in this subject area 
to make young peop!.: aware of the imp::u:t of air. water. and land pollution on the qu;ility of m:ufs 
awironment. To the growing pollution of our natur:il environment we must add soil erosion, 
destruction of forests, and deposits of luge accumulations of solid wastes as causes for concern 
lbout the future quality of our natural environment. 

Rachel Carson. in her far-reaching book, Silc:nt Spring, published in the late fifties, :ilerted many 
Amcric3nS to the da."l.gcn of!And and water pollution to the natunl wildlife. ~fan's excessive use of 
I>OT and other pi:stil:idl:s has dcstroyi.'1.1 mw:h of th\: bint lili: and fish in our land. She predicted 
the whoies:ile extinction of natural animal life. Many experts have contirmed Rachel Carson's fl::us 
that the bllSic problem of 1.-..:ology is to detc:nnine how far man can go in modifying his environ• 
!Milt. 1n some instances man has changi:d his environment to such :in extent chat it has now be:· 
come a question as to how Ion~ lifo can be preserved on our planet. Whether the problem is re:tl or 
!maginary, experts :tgree lh:u man has become the victim of his cre:itivity and i;enius. Scientists 
haw shown throu~h ..:~tcnsi,·c rcsc:m:h th:lt natural habitats arc changing because of the spect:icut;ir 
ldwnccs in thi: :.ippfo:ation of scii:ncc and im.iustry. 

The Gn:at L:ki:s in the midwesti:m Unit..:Ll States arc 3 living ex;implt: of ecological disaster. The 
origin.ti balance of nature in the Great lakl!s ha:i h1.'1:n drastically upset. Many of thc salmon in the 
ua, for instam:c, have been cont:aminatci.I by tl11: exci.'SSive use of ~OT. Attempts to n:ston: the 
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balance or nature will be excceding!y difficult and only partly successful. Scientists wam the 
Great Lakes may eventwitly dry up. Even with an ail-out effort to improve the Great Lakes. it 
would take years to restore their orii:iJW viulity. 

18. Ecology is th:it branch of sCicncc which concerns itself with 
(A) climate and soil conditions 
(8) the effect of atmospheric conditions on the weather 
(C) the refationships among the living and nonliving things in an 

cmironment 
(D) man and his use of natural resources 
(E) man and his relationship to the animal world 

19. Which statement best describes man's basic problem with 
iespect to his environment? 
(A) man has absolutely no control over the natural environ· 

meat 
(B) man has gone too far in changing his environment 
(C) man has had no effect on his environment 
(D) man has been uninterested in changing his environment 
(E) the natural environment shapes man's. life 

20. A aood title for Utis passage would be 
(A) Ecology: The New Science 
(B) The Natural Environment Shapes the Life of Man 
(C) Man's Genius Upuls the Balance of N:iture 
(D) Man and His Use of Natural Resources 
(E) Man Learns to Live with His Natural Environment 

PaSsage Six 

19. ®@<O@<D 

The incidence of new heroin users is going up rapidly in smaller communities. The.re are now idm-
tirW>le heroin :iddiction problems in Racine, Wisconsin: Des Moines, Iowa; and Boulder, Colorado. 
The problem h:ls even entered some rural arc:tS. It appe:in that the most rapid giowth of heroin 
usage may be occurring in cities thotllht to be the strongholds of Middle Ameriea thllt seem im-
mune to such problems as addiction. 

This diffusion of heroin from tlte big cities to the small ones is gniphic evidence of the extent to 
which we h:ive become one nation, one culture. At one time it W3S conceiv:ible that many parts of 
the country-the South. the Middle West, sm:lil communities-could quar:intine themselves from the 
real and im::igined evils of big~ity life. Indeed. it was once possible within the big cities to quar:m• 
tine certain activities by contining them to specialized parts of the city, such as rccHightdistricts. 
skid row, Chinatown, the .. other side of the tr:lcks." Person:U mobility, urban growth, the national 
media., :ind mass merchandising have ch:ini;i:d lll that. 

No one knows how big the problem may become in the smaller communities. but it is estim:itcd 
that as many as 200.000 n1.-w Jddicts coulJ be recruited in thl!sc :m:as during the next fow ye:irs. If 
that is true. then treatment facilit1.:s :is well .n some law-enforcement efforts will have to be :ilia. 
cated to :in::is km; thoui;ht to have no need for such progr:uns. 
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Concomitant with the shift in the locus of herein epidemics. there has been a change in the com-
position of the addict population. The most rapidly growing part of that population is white, both 
male and female. Indeed. in the United States it would ;ippear th.at there arc more white than black 
addicts. though the me for blacks is hii;.her than for whites. Furthcnnorc. where:is the size of the 
black component is stable. the size of the white component is incre::ising. This is exactly what one 
would expect. as heroin epidemics begin in communities without large black ghettos. 

• 21. In addition to the spread of heroin addicti!:>n throughout the countty, 
there has also been :i notabie change in 
(A) the quality of heroin purchased on the streets 
(B) the intensity of the problem of addiction 
(C) the age of the groups involved 
(D) the nature of the addict popul:ition 
(E) the price of obtaining heroin 

21. The statements about the use of heroin might support the argument 
(A) that drug abuse has always been a problem in the United State3 
(B) that drug abuse has become a problem only as it has involved the 

white, middle-class population of the country 
(C) that the government has given up in its attempu to solve tho 

the problems of dn.ig abuse 
(D) that television exposure has resulted in the inc:tease of dNg use 
(E) that a culture clash exists in tlUs country 

23. · In comparison with the size of the wl:tite group of drug users 
(A) the size of the black group hlls increllSed as much 
(B) the size of the black group has doubled 
(C). the size of the black ~roup remains r:luively unchanged 
(D) the size of the bfack group cannot be measured 
(E) the size of the black group has diminished 

24. .One of the results of the increa.sing mobility in the population of the 
United St:ites has been 
(A) an ability of young people to leave their traditional homes 
(B) the bre:ikdown of techniques for quarantining undesirable activi· 

ties within big cities. 
(C) the establishment of metropolitan ••red-light" areas 
(D) the growth of suburbi:i 
(E) the creation of the nuclear family 

hssage Seven 

lt. @®GC<D 

24.®@Cl@® 

J once made the sutcment in a room full of college students that the most import:int thing a young 
penon could ac:quirc- in college might be a sense of his own limiutions. l realized when 1 said it that it 
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wu not a very fashionable thing to say. Popular books on do-it·yourself therapy stress the gforious 
potential of every human being and urge us to accept ourselves, finally. as being only a little lower th.:in 
angels. I helll'tily approve any celebration oi hum.an potential. but l believe that we must acknowledge 
our potential for limitless evil as well. We must understand what we can do in the way of evil before we 
can pretend to be good. This is the begiMing of morality. the psychological or Sl>iritual or. in a religious 
lradition, the mythical basis that makes morality possible. One of the most moral (in this sense) books 
o(the past century is Joseph Conrad's Hean oj Darkness. because Conrad faces the problem of evil in 
man. He tells us that a man must recognize in himself the ability to put the head of his enemy on a suck 
and dance around a fire with it. and only when he recognizes that can he even begin to deal with any 
moral questions at all Students who have been no11rished on pop psychology .and teld "I'm OK; you· re 
. OK" have some trouble dealing wttb Conrad, and some of them reg:ud him as perverse. 

I am amazed at the number of educated people who believe that we are somehow better, more moral, 
than our ancestors were. I have seen otherwise intelligent people grow red in the face at the su~gestio11 
that human beings are not better now-less cruel, more considerate, less animaiistic. more hwn::ine-
tban they were when Nero ruled Rome or when the pharaohs ruled Egypt or when the Druids at 
Stonehenge readied their sacrifices. 

Ill one way. we may be more likely to become du.lied to our potential for evil (and so discover it 
IUddenly and with disastrous consequences) today than we were a few centuries ago. This is because 
we actively suppress the kind of self-knowledge that makes intelligent moral decisions possible. Sin and 
guilt are such old-fashioned terms that most of us are embarrassed by the very words. 

25. With which of the following statements would the author be most 
Jikely to agree? 

(A) as time goes on. man and civilization progress at equal rates 
· (B) man is only slightly lesser than the angels · 
(C) man is bom instinctively good and resistant to evil 
(D) Joseph Conrad refused to face the problem of evil in man 
(E) we must recognize man's propensity for evil as well as his leanings_ 

towaJd good -

26. Ono would assume from this selection that t.ie author probably taught 
(A) anthropology 
(B) advanced literature 
(C) English literature 
(D) philosophy 
(E) science 

27. The author's attitude toward popular ''do-it.yoursetr' books could be 
dcscn'bed as 
(A) critical 
(B) approving 
(C) apathetic 
(D) strongly hostile 
(E) sympathetic 

21. @®()4)© 
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28. The mcnrion of Nero. the pharaohs. and the Druids indii::ucs a 
knowledge of 

(A) Rome. ancient Egypt. and ancient Endand 
(B) Rome. ancient Greece, and ancient Egypt 
(C) Rome. the Far East. and ancient Enii!land 
(D) Biblical Palestine, Rome, and ancient Egypt 
(E) Rome. ancient Egypt. and the British Empire 

29. The beginning of morality is based on 
(A) a strong religious and ethical sense 
(B) a knowledge of the possibilities of evil as well as of good 
(C) strong family and national ties 
(D) a profound sense of tradition 
(E) an innate sense of good and evil 

30. One would assume that the author favors the knowledge and use oithe 
tenns 

(A) good and evil 
(B) moral and immoral 
(C) sin and guilt 
(D) right and wrong 
(E) spiritual and religious 

31. The following inference may be drawn from this selection: 
· (A) the author's views are generally accepted in the academic· 

community 
(B) students like to hear conflicting and contradictory statements 

&om their professors 
(C) ·it is difficult to make a living through teaching 
(D) there are fashionable and unfashionable views within the um. 

wrsity classroom 
(E) professors generally criticize and condemn the attitudes of their 

atudents 

Passage Eight 
Irtbere used to be nothing more ludicrous than the ·English people in one of its periodic fits of mo~ity, 
as Macaulay put it, these h:we been replaced in this century by the S!'ectacle of the Americ:in people-
at least a vocal section of it-in one o( its periodic fits of self-mortification. Ifnot ludicrous, at any rate, 
they are vacant: they seem to have no intention: when they are over, they le:ive no issue. As Philip 
Gucdalla. then one of the liveliest British comment:itors on the contemporary scene. wrote in 1933: 
MOJne fien:e alacrity with which American citizens denounce their institutions without the slightest effort 
IO improve them is a perennial surprise." More tlun intermittently it is also .i bore. 

I am not speaking of the steady criticism that any n.ition-and in p;irticular its intellectuals-ought 
to maint:iin of its own society, but of a virul~nce of tone-a kind of bile-which seems to spring from 
ldf-doubt into self-natc. In the late 1960' s. a British joumalist. Ferdiri:ind Mount. who was visiting du: 
United States, said: .. 'f ou can'tstop people hating themselves if that is I.heir preferred choice. ••. (But I 
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even. the strain of the Vietnam war does not explain why, for the first time. this cyclic:illy recurrent selr-
doubt should have we:ikcned the universality of belief in the Amcric:m ideal." Well. he was wrong in 
cae respect, of course: it w:is not the first time that the universality of this belief had been eroded. But it 
is uue that, during the l:ite 1960's and to some extent since then, whatever the provocations, the 
repulsion of many Americ:ins ior their own country and its total experience has been not .merely 
Wulcnt, not only monotonous, but itself a kind of sjckness, which in tum needs diagnosis. 

The capacity of Americans for self-criticism has often been noted by outsiders ... Nowhere else is 
national self-criticism practiced with. a severity so relentless and a mockery so bitter." wrote L P. 
Jacks in 1933. "Thoughtful people are to be met with all over the country whose minds seem to be 
constantly e:otercised in the diagnosis of the nati6aal disease." Cyril Connolly said twenty years later: 
.. At a time when the American way, backed by Americ:m resources, has made the country into the 
areatest power the world has known, there has never been more doubting and questioning of the 
purpose of the Americ:m process; the higher up one goes the more se.m:hing becomes the self-criticism., 
the deeper the thirst for a valid mystique of h.umanity." Twenty years later still, in Love-Haze 
h/ations. Stephen Spender has talked of "that passionate hatred of their own country which 
sometimes affects the most cultivated (and perhaps deeply patriotic) Americans.,. And the quotations 
could be multiplied. 

32. In what respect does the author link the English and the American 
people? 

(A) he cites their similar language and cultures 
(B) he indicates that each has a high ser.sc of morality 
(C) both people. he indicates. are rather ridiculous in their attitudes 
(D} . he discusses their similar outbursts of self-denigration and self· 

mortification · 
(E) both people are dedicated to the highest international principles 

33. In order to prove his point in this selection, the author cites 
(A) many native American historians and critics 
(B) an assortment of foreign diplomats and business peopie 
(C) several French, German. and English analysts 
(D) several British journalists and writers 
(E) many contemporary newspaper editorials and accounts 

34. Which of the following statements is borne out by the selection? 
(A) such self-criticism on the part of citizens is common to evf:r'/ 

nation 
(B) the Americans actually look upon themselves and their actions 

with a kind of wry humor 
(C) foreign observers tend to accept as valid the Americans' sense ol 

. sdf'-hatred 
(D) such self-hatred as Americans feel is really a healthy state for a 

nation 
(E) such self-hatred as the Americans feel may well become a disease 

in and of itself 
35. In the opinion of Ferdinand Mount 

(A) the Americ01ns were completely right in manifesting their hatred 
for their institutioiu 

32. @@()@© 

33. @@()@<D 

35. @®C@© 
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(B) there was no reason to lose faith in the basic American ideal 
· (C) there was ample evidence that the basic ideals oi Americ:a. had 

ptOYCd inadequate 
(D) a movement to replace American institutions and beliefs would 

have great impact at thls moment 
(E) foreign observen were really amused by this American display 

36. One reaction to all the American displays of self-hatred can be 
(A) an equal hatred on the observer's part • 
(B) a sense of boredom on the part of the observer 
(C) a desire to reassure the Americans of their basic goodness 
(D) a wish to express a feeling of triumph over the American 

hypocrisY 
(E) an intemationat feeling o( repugnance toward Americans 

Passage Nine 
Between ten and midnight the United States is politically le:iderless-there is no center of informa-
tloa anywhere in the nation except in the New York headquarters of the great broadcasting com-
panies and the two great wire services. No candidate and no party can afford their investment on 
election night to match the news-gathering resources of the mass media; and so. as every citizen sits 
in his home watching his TV set or listening to his radio, he is the equal of any other in knowiedge. 
There.is nothing that can be done in these hours, for no one can any longer direct the great strike 
for America's power; the polls have closed. Good or bad, whatever the decision. America will 
accept the decision-and cut down any man who goes against it. even though for millions the deci-
lion runs contr.lry to their own votes. The general vote is an expression of the natio~ will. the 
only substitute forviolence and blood. Its verdict is to be defended as one defends civilization itself. 
·Thae is nothing like this American expression of will in Engl:md or France, Indi3 or Russia or 

Oina. Only one other major nation in modem history has ever tried to elect its leader directly by 
mass. Cree, popular vote. This was the Weimar Republic of Germany, which modeled its unitary 
YOte for national leader on the AmeriQlt practice. Out of its experiment with the system it got 
Hitler. Americ:lnS have had Lincoln. Wilson. two Roosevelts. Nothing can be done when the voting 
returns are flooding in; the White House :ind its power will move to one or anoth.er of the two can· 
didates. and all will know about it in the morning. But for these hours history stops. 

31. The '"power" refetred to in the beginning of the essay is 
(A) physic:U power 
(B) political power 
(C) military power 
(D) electrical power 
(E) power, in genem 

38. The author seems to :idmire 
(A) the waiting c~ndid:.il!.-s 
(B) Roman and Athenian phiiosophcrs 
(C) the AmcriQn system for tr;an$forring power 
(D) llk: 1nK1p1. guns. ;mJ Clll\liJ'ir.iturs 
(E) none of the: above 

37. ®@()@@ 
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39. If tsaops and guns were commonly used on elccticin day, that may 
· Jnclicate that 

(A) a military m:in would win 
(B) power is transferred peacefully 
(C) rm elections :ue guaranteed 
(D) there is no election 
(E) force was used to detenninc the election 

40. Between ten P.M. and midnight the United States has no leader 
because 
(A) the President has resigned 
(I) the strike for power has ended 
(C) the polls have closed and the results are not in 
(D) there has been a revolution 
(E) the netwo.dcs have shut down 

.fl. "The great Jtrike for America's power" in the lhinl sentence 
19(C1's to 
(A) the strike of the mass media 
(I) the great coal strike 
(C) striking while the iron is hot 
(D) the election campaign · 
(E) the strike alter the election 

Passage Ten 

4L @<l>C>O<D 

the first aim of this satire, it wou14 appear, is to explode the myth ofbardhat virility. Did you think that 
those suoag. inarticulate louts were comfortable with their animal nat\lleS? You couldn't be more 
wnmg. Archie's sexual life is limited by inhibition and narrowness. as v.imcss his discomfort when his 
wife ProPosCS they return to their honeymoon hotel for a twenty-fifth weddin1 anniversary. Archie is. 
fllrthenncn, a blusterer and an ignoramus. who can get out no idiom bu& that it is atanJ.ied. no pro"lerb 
but that it is turned upside down. no word of more than two syllables but that it is mispronounced. 
(Many of these manglings and mispronunciations ue reminiscent indeed of the black-face vtci~nce 
perpetrated 011 the King's English by Amos n· Andy, back in that unenlightened past which is n1.·•\· to 
the enlightened an embarrassment to recall: .. Wait a minute heah Aady! Whut is you doin? i :lU 
mulsiflyin or revidin?") Archie is also a World Wu ll v~te~ a f=or integral to his st:itus .u a 
IUCtionary. He has only to narrow his sm3ll blue eyn at his peace-marching son-in-law and deliver a 
pridet\d reference to .. double-yew double-yew two .. in order to indw:a l:vghter from a studio audtenc:a 
tbat know.r how the failures of our past. of OW' ekten, of everything we bave become are inextricably 
liDkcd with the proto-fascist type of the veteran. 

42. nae author's purpose in writing this selection might be summed upu 
(A) a desire to expose the shallowness of television writing 
(B) an attempt to point out the similarities between cumnt cmcr-

lainmcnt and that of the past 
(C) a wish to excoriate the use of dialect in enterutinmcnt 
(D) a desire to analyze wh:lt appe:us to be a popular program 
(E) a desire to label the politic:il sllll1t of a television program 
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4. (E) This is not offered as a combioatioa at all. (A). (BJ. (C). (D) Each ot these u specifically 
JDaldoned. 

S. (B) Loss oC oxygen would obviously have the wont worldwide effects. The othen an serious 
but may be remediable. · 

6. (E) AD are comet. ( AJ They are 1/25,000 of an iach in diameter. visible only with a micro-
ICOpL (BJ All have chloiophyU, used in photosynthesis. (CJ Some scawcc:ds are 30 mcu:rs long. 
(DJ fhis is a rem:ulcable adaptation. Mosz: organisms would die in hot springs. 

1. (C) F"m different environments are explicitly listed "from pole to pole.'' This infers many 
adaptations for different environments. (A). fJiJ. (DJ and fEJ :ire wrong. (AJ"Alpc live on land or 
water. (BJ They live from pole to pole, in pea* variations of temperature. fDJ Chlorophyll needs 
sunlighc for manufacture of food. ( £> AJ1ac may be in chains, spheres. flai plates, and be 30 
metenJoag. 
I. (E) Moving areund iS distinc:tly a trait ordinarily associated with animals. The other choices 

m not onlinarily c:onsideted as animal traits important for c:lassi.fic:ation. 

9. (B) This is the author's eottdusion to the paragnq>h-.. It is the part of wisdom to team the nature 
cttbe world and of oneself in relation to it." (A) This is directly contradictory to the opening senteace-
tbe topic sentcace-of the para!f3ph. (CJ There is no actual discussion of faith as an attribute of 
adjustment to the world. (D) There is mention of .. irrational excuses.'' but no statement that it is 
-mational" to explode. (E) This is a statement borne out by the paragraph. but it is not representative 
ct the overall meanina of the selection. 
10~ (C} This is directly stated in the sentence *If his responses . • • he is tending to liwi in an 
'ilma1 world." Each of stucmcnts (AJ. (SJ. <DJ. aad (£) may 11' inf'rmi from the paragraph. buc 
answer (C) is dinaly staud. Theiefote, it takes pzecedClll:e over the other raponses. 

11. (D) This is directly stated in unt111e1 2. (A) This may be true. but it is not stated within the 
puappb. (B) Again. there is nothing within the paragraph that·indicates that this is a point in tho 
autbor's mind. (C) While one may make ibis assumption in terms" of ordinary knowledge, there is 
aothing to show that the author feels this way. (E) Ordinary knowledge may support this view, but it is 
DOt • matter of discussion within this paragraph. · 
12. (B) This answer is indicated by the statement tha! *he is striving for the impossible ...... TbC' 
lpeCific nalUre of answer (BJ precludes (A). (C). (DJ, aad (£) from being correc:t. 

13. (B) After the author establishes the "surreality" of the Absurdist plays. be indicates, in the topic 
lllltence of the second paragraph, that .. This surreality I take to find ics analogue in the T -Group ...... 
(A.)This is true in the selection. but the item the author chooses to examine further is the surreality, not 
the broader simil:uities. (C) This is not indicated in the selection. (D) Again. there is no indication of 
this in the selec:Uon. (E) ·Thllt there are dift'en:nces of kind is indicated in the selection. 

14. (C) The statement that Roscncramz and Guildenstem have no existence ••exc:C1'( in terms of 
mocher dramatic work" revea.ls that they must therefore be in some dramatic: work. In addition. the 
opening statement deals with pla.ys and c:b:ira.c:ters in plays. (A) This is obviously not so. since the 
author discusses Beckett's characters in gener:U terms. (8) Since they are characters, they cannot be 
actual playwrights. ( D) Whil.: this may be so, it is apparent that they an alluded to as characters. (E) 
Tbis does not appear to be so, from the author's c:ommenu. 
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15. (C) The author uses the term in the sense of non-sense. not in rhe sense of being ridiculous. (A) 
Th8 author avoids m3king judgments here. He is discussing the entire matter seriously. ( B) A g:iin. this 
la centraJ to his theme, therefore not tO be treated as an aside. (D) This is the author's opinion.(£) It 
would appear conu:uy to what the members would state and f~eJ. 

16. (D) The second part of the opening paragraph emphasizes the fact that characters in Abllurdist 
plays are, indeed. not to be v1ewed as "reai-!ifc" characters. {A) While this may be true. it is only within 
the context of the overall "unreal" aspect of such characters. (8) Tnis is also true. but it is not. within 
the framework of the selection, the basic point of the author. (C) This is true on.ly if we reeail their 
~ality" and lack of conneetion with the present world. (E) Since they are depicted as having no 
.,,lood-tie or kinship,.'' such relationships wou.lc!be hard to assume as correct. 
1'1. · (B) He draws his illustration of the T-Group from the allusions to the Absurdist plays. (A) He is 
oot concerned with the contemporary theater as such. (C) Again. he alludes to Sartre and Pirnndello 
only to sharpen his focus on the concept of the T-Group. ( D) These plays would not be probable as 
illustrations of such .. real-world" problems or commentaries.(£) This is not so, sine# the discussion of 
die Absurdist plays is in itseif somewhat abstruse. 

JS. (C) is the correct ar.swer. See the opening statement in the first paragraph. 

19. (B) is the comet answer. See the second paragraph. which specifically states this point in the 
opening statement. The remainder of the passage is made up oi supporting ideas to prove the valid~ 
ity of the problem. 

20; (C) is the comet answer. This can be concluded from reading the passage. Cheek the tint two 
pangraphs for main and supporting ideas. The third paragraph gives us specific evidence to prove 
tho point. · 

21. (D) The topic sentence of the final paragraph indicates the em~asis on .: .is phase of the 
problem. (A) There is no discussion of the quality of the dnlg itself. (B) It is the spre:,..i vi the addiction. 
DOt its intensity, that is under discussion here. (C) There is no discussion or comparison of the ages of 
the groups involved in this iddiction. (E) This aspect of the problem is not mentioned in the selection. 
22. · (B) The statement that at one time such problems as addiction could be and were confined to 
certain sections of cities, and that now "the most rapidly growing part of that population is white •••. •• 
would lead to the inference indicated in this question. (A) Tnis selection cices not discuss the !)roblem of 
addiction from the historical point of view. (C) There is actually no discussion of the go\•emment's role 
in tackling this problem. (D) While the word media is used. there is no discussion of the relative 
responsibilities of either TV, r3dio, or the films.(£) There is no indic:aticn of such a discussion herein. 
23. (C} This is specifically st:itcd: ~ ... when:as the size of the black component is stable ...... 
Because of the specific n:uurc ot" the answer. <:hoic:es (AJ, (BJ. (DJ. ~ (£) arc invalid. 
24. (B) The second paragraph indicates that "personal mobility •.• " has .. changed all that. .•• , " 
ref'erring to the ability to qu:rantine such problems into specialized parts of the city. (A) While this may 
be bUe, there is no indication of it in the selection. It is an irrelevant poinL(C) This is actually eontr.Uy 
to the author's point. 1 lJ l This problem is not central to the selection. (E) This matter is not alluded tO 
at aU in the selection. 

2$. (E} The author Stites directly that "Man must understand wh~ he c:m do in the way of evil 
before he c::m even pretend to be good." (A) This is actually cont.rarv to what the author feels, ;is 

lndiCated by his cx:unples mentioned in the second paragraph. (BJ Th~ is a Shakespearean judgment 
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with wbich the author does not appear to agree as being necessarily true. (C) The author reets that man 
K&Ually has as much propmsity towani evil as towud gOod. (D) This is actually coau;uy to wh:ac tbe 
lldllar speci(acally swes. 
%4. (D) tc would appc:ar. ~though 1herc are rcfefences from the :uc:is or history and literature. tfta& 
die author cc:aches a subject th:u embraces muy areu and that :111emp&s 10 arrive :ic :in undcrst:i.nding 
of mu•s knowledge of hillllCJf :and his motives. Philosophy is :a broader subject 1h:i.n the others 
iadicaccd. A good texher of philosophy muse have knowledge of mas (AJ. (BJ.. (CJ, and (E) or 
learning in order to be more effective in his specific branch of h::i.ming. 
21. (A) The mention oCthe author's bein: apinsttbe fashion olthinldng espoused in "popul3r books 
Oil do-iC-yourseif' ther:py, •• and the use cf the term ••pop psyc:bology," make it appear that the author 
dacs not approve ol such works. (BJ This would appear to be contrary to the author's view. (CJ 

' Apathetic means indilTerem: this tbe aumor is cot. (D) While the author is ''critical" -disapproving-
u.re is nothiaa to iadicate so sU'Oag aa emotion as hoslility. (E) Apia. the author is aot sympathetic: to 
aachworb. 
28. (A) Nero fiddled while Rome burned: the pharaohs were the pyramid builders or ancient 
£aypc; the Druids were a priestty sect of ancient Britain. Bccsuse of the specifac: rumm: of the 
comet answer. (BJ. <CJ, tDJ. and (EJ are incorrect. 

29. (B) This is the conclusion one dr.lws tram the ambor's statement: .. Man must understand ••• to 
be aood- This is the beginning cf morality ...... (it) This is a comet assumption in terms of 1eacra1 
tbaupuad discussion,. but it does not suit the meaniqaCthis specific discussion. (C) Again. in general 
tams this may prove to be a comet ISSl.lml'Uon. but it does not tit in with mu autitol'': disc\ISSioa. 
{D) Here, 100. is a V3!id point ol argumem ma is im!nant to this particular selection. (E) This might 
bl aquecl io a disc:ussioa aC marality. bat this author does ncx broacb this particWal matter. 
30. (C) The implic:adon is thac. in the audlor's view. the knowledge :and use of the 1crms .ri1t ;aad 
1lfilt help mu to identify matters of good and evil and. therefore. ue desirable. Each of the k-nm 
paftd in (.·IJ, (8), fDJ. i1nd. fE} is currently in use. The alllhor would no1. therefore. be inclined to 
actvoeace their use. since such use is alte:tdy present in soc:iely. 

31. (D) S1ntllftt 2 indic:&tes that the professor was aware that the poi:aC cl view he espJUSed was not 
f'asbbwble on c:mipus. This indicates elm there are such thinp as fasbionaDle or unfashionable points 
of'._,, (A) This is obviously not true in view of thef=t dwthe author'sopinioas were looked upon as 
unpapalar. (B) The impli.=Uons ui the sdecUon. though not expmnci spec:ilically. ;re t=c chc 
llJldents are disturbed by sach conuadietory, thoucbt·provoking altlnwives. (C} This is completely 
irrdeYaAt to the discussion. (E) There is coUlic1 within the selection to jusliiy this gener:liutiun. 

32. (D) The openin1 panlflll'h escablisha the theme that the Americ=s seem to have ~l=ed the 
British in the quality o( selC<ritic:ism and mor:U seif-cuigarion. (A) This aspect oi similarity is not 
tiraucht up. (B) The:e is :m impli=ioa ~this might be so. bm the suess is placed on the :ilmos& 
tlJudicrous'' extent of seif-rca'imination. (C) Since he does not disaw aaicuda a laxge. this is llO( aa 
ICCUnte conclusion. (E) This, ol course. is not btaadled ac ail. 

33. (D) The people whom he cites are frequently identified as "Brimll cammcnwor" or .. British 
jaumalist.'' E=h of the ochers is. by impliation. British. ( AJ There :w no Americ:ans idc:nuficJ as 
IUCb. (B) The ?COl'lC: ciccd are usually journalists and observers r.ither th= diplom2cs or b!Wncss 
people as such. (C) Noae of these is cited or i..te:uiticd. (E) It is the pcoplf.. not the aniclc:s or juuma!s, 
that are ciccd. 
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J4. (!!) ne condusion of the second p:inv.s;ih bnrs this ouc ..... a kind o( Jkkncss. which ill turn 
aeedl diqnosi,_•• (A) The ;l"int is made U:at this type oi cnticism-1.0 this deme-is UllCCmmOft. 
(.B)Tbe poi"' is m:de Wl there is billemess nmerthm hWllOl'imcl¥ed..fC) The consensus oi111est 
..,........, is that sudl h:lrslUlcss is 1\0l necusary or jusiilie4. fD) Tho concr=y poial is m2da. 

JS. (B) The point is imde by Mr. Mau:it thU. ctespite the honor of the Vietn;un war. thma wa no 
..r to lose faith in the~ ideait cl America. (A) The indic:lt.'on is tl:at 1vcll hat.red-lo the dll2fte it 
ws manilested-wu not n!hL (C) This is not bcme out by the jud~ of Mr. MOWIL (D) No Such 
lileasccms tobt in the mind olw wrtccr qllCU!d.(E) Thue:ICUOlioifoteipobscnm was mlWmoi. 
..-.thaamue~ 

3L (B) The condudln~ su:=enc of the initial pan!ift;Jh indicates just this poinc. (A) There is 
llCltbiita to substantiate li:is ailldu.w>a. (C) While this may be inrpiied. the major emoh~sii-in that Che 
ccadudi111 swement mua tile ?Ci!" c:!t:irly-is th:it Ulis seif-a-itir:ism c::m c~ borini, (D) It is 
~ :uid Syi:ti:i;tlly r.Wier W1I a desire to feel trium;Hwll t1111c:omc tmougit in this~ 
(BJ 'nil 11 llOt bone Oii& 11 ail. AOt doa it sccm,sugwcd. 
37. · (8) is -comet. The powen named u. all llut of t.lte exeaatin power of the President. n,. 
mottlul rust 11#.lltlPh also numticms .. cl=ction day." (£)is toop1111nL. 

31. (C) Is comet. The aiihor sates thzt Amenca !us had the best and 1oft1t:f llLstint svsttm fOT 
pnce(ul tr:ansfer of power. (.4) and f8J ara mentiolted but uurre is no indi=tioa oC adrnintioft. 
(DJ is incorrect. T1111 ~r swa we tlleta t!Ungs an: a.bUl'lt on cieaion day. 

3'. (E) Is comet. The imlllii:&tion of usinc m:iops and guns du.-vtc aa declion is th:si the YOCers 
• beinl (orced to voe: orb~ in a pamcubrway. fAJ is not neamrlly true. fBJ is wront bl'" 
aaa It power ii transferred pnceiuily, tfQ* and guns would not be used. (CJ is falu beaua the 
m1 oc· ttOOlll and iuns usu:ally indic:ata ~ tlut eiection i.s Mt !rec. (DJ is not a lalic:~ amc:tusion. 

.CO. (C) is comer. Btt<Nan the time the polls close and the mulls are t:l.lied. iio one knows who 
the nut President will be. (Al. (DJ md ( EJ ue llZltnlS. ·t BJ is tn11., ~it is not the reason tlla .mw _,. U:t U.S. is iada!as. · 

.ct. (I)) is c:m=t. Tb& author indicates thU on electi:in by the lot!& cmsvaiol ror power ends. 
n. odl&r answers are no1 ~ 

a. (D) Thi to!ric mttence of !l\e !*111f2!'h sm forth the ~of c!iscmsin• a~ which. it 
....... is the TV show All in th~ flAJlfll\'. (A)Ac:Nally.~tisU:etitarr:awdlacisbei:i!a.n:a.IJ?;ed.::oi 
die wrkin& liOt any otl'lef' p!me ci the ~ f BJ This P¥:tle1 is •= out. bill only in terms ol 
&nhcriD.s I.he :uialym oc· tl'.11 ?rev.mt ucder discussion. (C) This is cot &!';'anmc in the piece. ( E) The 
po&ial. .tS9ftt of WI p~ is DIX W!Gct r.ti.scllSsion. althougli OU migia ~ c:m::m clw'acur-
tsdcs &om what is prucucld. 

G. (B) $'1111:111.he p~ oi the uare is sured as being '"to o;i!ode the m,us of!wdhat 'linlity,. and 
IDDlt of the &xwl is on IM chllr:lc:ttr of Arc:llie. oac may c:onctudc !bas AMe is indeed ::iroud ot' his 
'"1wdhal virility." (A) Aetu:ltl'.'" this :is;iec: oi the c:lw:tcm is l:lbetled as '"bluster ... tn 3ddi&ion. WI 
ooaclusicftsecms1ol:i.bct sucht)~s u··;:rolOoC'ucist." (C) It is his wer.:11's mnistb:it is em!)hasized 
l:lwe. •the over:ill naaort~ pn<.te. (DJ Thct"e is no indic:tiM oc" I.bis mucto oa AlcAio"s pan. cE) 
~mu is not llSl.Wiy equ:ucci ...,t11 "~" 
44. {,ii) h 'b' l.!ie use cl'"bl:tc:i·f:u:e rio!enc1 ~on I.he Killi;'s Ec;lish" as a buisofhumcr 
OW Is rcfmed lG. (A) This is llO( alluded io m tl1e discu.WoA. (CJ There~ io be no obj«:icd to 

f:Uck.t..:e IC!OtS in such l'l)ies. fD l Since atyyric:al situ:tiO&tS are in:izuently used for this !Nfi'OS•, it ii 
llat Yalid to objc:c:t to than here. ( EJ Thtre IS no obfcCUoA It.I tnis s~ dev!c: ift humor. 

45. (A) Sltlc:e tile ponr.1~1. for pur;xms o( this prov.am. is t.'l3l cl the veter= :is a ''prcto-f:ssc:ia 
t,ne.,. Archie is bnndcd u :i::cuon:ry 1n llis tJtinllin~ ( 8) There i.s no link established bctweett 
TeterlA SUtuUnd bc1n1 .• :t ~ .. (C) A.::u:ail'.f, in UUS scl.:c<..ioit. JUU t!ie 09posite IS C$t:lblishcd.. { m 
'1'be cfitecUon cf this c:h:ir:ictcnsm: is to es~tun a cenenl linc ot thOllllll .3l'ld aPfl103Ch. not tile q~hly 
o(Qc chinkin; iucli. (£)This is Oftl'.f One lliwC of t!le est:bhsilingotche accot I.ha~ it is tl1e 
lllCllrl of lhicWng. llowever, wnidl i.1 cmpllallzeG. 
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5. Homework Vocabulary List 
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VOCABULARY LIST 

1. pacify, mollify, appease, placate 
propitiate ...•....................... to calm down,soothe 

2. furtive, askance, stealthy ........... sneaky glance 
3. transient, ephemeral, 

evanescent ........................... short-lived 
4. effete, enervated .................... worn out 
5. pusillanimous, craven .•.............. cowardly 
6. noisome, fetid ....................... foul smelling 
7. rococo, baroque ...................... ornately decor-

ated 
8. impecunious, penury .................. poverty 
9. opulent, affluent .................... weal thy 
10. licentious, lewd, lascivious, 

salacious ............................ lustful 
11. banal, hackneyed, trite, inane ....... boringly day-

to-day 
12. acme, zenith, summit, apex, 

pinnacle . ............................ top-most 
13. nadir ................................ bottom-most 
14. ubiquitous, omnipresent .............. being every-

where at once 
15. foreboding, ominous (omen), 

portentous ........................... warning 
16. loquacious, prolix, garrulous, 

verbose, voluble ..................... talkative 
17. pithy, terse, laconic, sententious, 

epigrammatic, taciturn, brevity ...... short on words 
(opposite of 
talkative) 

18. castigate, chastise .................. punish 
19. ingenuous, neophyte, callow, 

tyro, naive .......................... unsophisticate~ 
inexperienced 

20. laity, vernacular, secular, 
mundane .............................. non-religious 

21. clerical ............................. religious 
22. philately ............................ stamp collecting 

numismatics .......................... coin collecting 
lexicographer ........................ writer of 

dictionaries 
23 .. indigent . ............................ poor 

indigenous ......................... · .. native 
24. prodigal ............................. wasteful 

frugal ................................ thrifty 
parsimonious ......................... stingy 

25. sanguinary, sanguineous .............. bloody 
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VOCABULARY LIST (con 1 t) 

26. 4 Medieval Humors 
sanguine ......................... hopeful 
choleric .. ~ ..................... angry 
melancholy . ..................... sad 
phlegmatic ...................... slow 

27. culpable ........................ worthy of blame 
(culprit) 

28. lugubrious ...................... sad 
29. egregious ....................... shocking 
30. specious, plausible ............. seemingly truthful, 

not genuine 
31. overt ............................. open 
32. clandestine, covert ............. hidden 
33. cache ........................... hiding place 
34. autumnal . ....................... fall 

hibernal ........................ winter 
vernal . ........... ~ ............. spring 
est iv al ......................... summer 

35. erudite - what you will be if you learn this list 
........................ Scholarly, learned 
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